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Rare and Valuable Works 
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BERNARD QUARITCH 
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AFRICA 
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7 
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A.NDRRS80JJ (C. J.). Lake Ngami; or, Explorations and discoveries during 
four years’ wanderings in the wilds of South Western Africa. Roy. 

0 8vo, with map and 14 plates; cloth 1856 0 16 0 
- AXGAS (George French). The Kafirs Illustrated in a Series of Drawings 

taken among the Amaznlu, Amaponda, and Amakosa Tribes, also 
portraits of . . . other races inhabiting Southern Africa. Irapl. folio, 
with portrait, 30 magnificent COLOURED plates, and 11 woodcuts; a fine 
copy, half hound; scarce 1849 18 0 0 

' Baines (Thomas). Gold Regions of South Eastern Africa . . . accom- £anied by Biographical Sketch of the Author. 8vo., with portrait, 
\rge folding map in pocket, 4 plates, and a facsimile of a letter from 

Dr. Livingstone to Mr. Baines; cloth 1877 0 12 6 

^ Baker (Sir Samuel W.). The Albert N’Yanza, Great Basin of the Nile, 
and Explorations of the Nile Sources. 2 vols., 8vo., with maps, illus¬ 
trations and portraits; cloth 1866 

another edition. 2 vols., post 8vo., with maps, illustrations, and 

portraits; cloth 1867 0 6 0 
Ismailia: a Narrative of the Expedition to Central Africa for the 

Suppression of the Slave Trade, organised by Ismail, Khedive of 
Egypt. 2 vols., 8vo., with maps, portraits, and upwards of fifty full- 
page illustrations; cloth 1874 0 12 6 

Sir Samuel Baker. A Memoir. By T. Donglas Murray and A. 
Silva White. 8vo., with map*, portraits, and illustrations; cloth 1895 0 6 0 

^ BARROW (John). An Account of Travels into the Interior of Southern 
Africa . . . 1797-98. 2 vols., 4to., with maps and plate; a fine copy in 

( calf 1801-4 
J BARTH (Henry). Travels and Discoveries in North and Central Africa, 

being a Journal of an Expedition in 184^-55. 5 vols., 8vo., with 
numerous maps and coloured plates; cloth, or hair ra\f 1857-58 

The field of Dr. Barth’s explorations extended from Tripoli to Adamawa and 
from the Senegal to Darfur. He holds high rank among African travellers, and was 
one of the few who have been able to describe Timbuktu with exact knowledge. 

10 Bent (J. Theodore). The Sacred City of the Ethiopians, being a Record 
of Travel and Research in Abyssinia in 1893. 8vo., with numerous 
illustrations; cloth 1893 0 10 0 

With a chapter by Prof. H. D. Muller on the inscriptions from Yeha and Aksum, 
and an appendix on the morphological character of the Abyssinians by Dr. J. Q. 
G arson. 

\r> Original from 1 
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11 Benin. Antiquities from the City of Benin and from other parts of West 
Africa. Folio, with 32 collotype plates; half cloth, £1. 5s or half 
morocco British Museum, 1899 1 14 0 

12 - Antique Works of Art from Benin, collected by Lieut.-Gen. 
Pitt Rivers. 4to., with 50 plates figuring 393 objects of art in brass, 
bronze, ami ivory ; sewed, 15s, or, cloth Privately printed, 1900 0 IS 0 

The works of art described in this volume were obtained by the punitive ex¬ 
pedition in 1897. 

13 Burrows (Gay). The Curse of Central Africa. With which is in¬ 
corporated a Campaign amongst Cannibals. By Edgar Cannons. 
8vo., with map and a large number of illustrations; cloth 1903 0 7 6 

14 Cameron (V. Lovett). Across Africa. 2 vols., 8vo., with maps and illus¬ 
trations ; cloth 1S77 0 10 0 

15 CAPE COLONY. Twelve very clever water-colour Views and Portraits. 
Roy. 4to., mounted, inlaid, axid bound in green levant morocco gilt, gilt 
edges, by Riviere About 1800 31 10 0 

The drawings are entitled: (i) Hottentot in His Majesty’s Service ; (ii) Hot¬ 
tentot Woman; (iii) Captain Benedict Plaatyes; (iv) and (v) Kalhr Woman; (vi) 
Kaffir throwing his assegai; (vii) Kalhr Woman in full dress; (vii ) New Battery, 
Simonstown; (ix) Amsterdam Battery; (x) Kyk in de Pot Battery; (xi) Powder 
Magazine ; (xii) (a) Ruins and Cannons of the “ Sceptre ” ; (b) Craig’s Tower ; (c) 
Seintbergen ; (d) Berate Riviersbergen; (e) Simonsbergen ; (f) Drakensteenbergen; 
(g) Framche Hoeks. 

The drawings measure RJ in. by 5| in The original covers are bound in and on 
one of them is a quotation from Horace, and the address “ Grave Stroat no. 13,” 
which there is no doubt was the domioile of the artist. 

16 DANIELL (Samuel). African Scenery and Animals [being Illustrations 
of the Animals and Native Inhabitants in Southern Africa]. 2 parts 
in 1 vol., roy. folio, original edition, 30 plates coloured like drawings, 
with descriptive text; newly bound in half red morocco ; vert scarce 

(1804-5) 50 0 0 
17 - Sketches representing the Native Tribes, Animals, and Scenery of 

Southern Africa, from Drawings made by the late Samuel Daniell, 
engraved by William Daniell. Oblong sm. folio, 48 plates with 
descriptive text; bds , scarce 1820 4 4 0 

18 ESTACIO DO AMARAL (Melchior). Tratado Das Batalhas, E 
Snces9os Do Galcao San6tiago com os Olandeses na Ilha de San&a 
Elena. E da Nao Chagas com os Vngleses antre as Ilhas dos Azores : 
Ambas Capitainas da carreira da India. E da causa, & desastres, 
porque era vinte annos se perderao trinta & oito naos della: com 
outras cousfls curiosas. . . Sm. 4to., with a large folding bird's-eye map 
of St. Helena and 5 xcoodcuts; A FINE COPY in red levant morocco extra, 
gilt edges, by Bedford Lisbon, 160 fc Sold 

19 Farini (G. A ). Through the Kalahari Desert. A Narrative of a Journey 
with Gun, Camera, and Note-Book to Lake N’gami and back. 8vo., 
with 46 illustrations (mostly from photographs), diagram, and snap ; 
cloth 1886 0 7 6 

20 HARRIS (W. Cornwallis). Portraits of the Game and Wild Animals of 
Southern Africa. Impl. folio, frontispiece, 30 coloured plates, and 
numerous vignettes; SCARCE 1840 16 16 0 

21 Holden (W. C.). The Past and Futnre of the Kaffir Races, in three 
parts. I. Their History. II. Their Manners and Customs. III. The 
Means needful for their preservation and improvements 8vo., with 
map and numerous illustrations; cloth [1866] 0 12 6 

22 [JERONYMO (Father)]. A short Relation Of the River Nile . . . .And 
of other Curiosities : written by an Eye-witnesse, who lived many 
yeers in the chief Kingdoms of the Abyssine Empire. London, 
Printed for John Martyn, Printer to the Royal Society . . . 1669. 

Sm. 8vo , nexoly bound in calf gilt, gilt edges 1669 1 10 0 
This was translated from a Portuguese manuscript at the desire of the Royal 

Society by Sir Peter Wyche. 
Ir> Original from 
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23 Johnston (Sir H. H.). The River Congo, from its month to Bolobd ; with 
a General Description of the Natural History and Anthropology of its 
Western Basin. 8vo., with 2 maps and 68 illustrations; cloth 1884 0 7 6 

24 LE VAILLANT (F.). Voyage . . . dans I’Interieur de l’Afrique par le 
Cap de Bonne-Esperance, dans les acnees 1780-85. 2 vols., 1790.— 
Second Voyage dans . . . l’Afrique. 3 vols. (1794) —together 5 vols., 
8vo., with maps and platss; calf neat Paris, 1790-(4) 1 10 0 

25 Livingstons (David). Missionary Travels and Researches in South 
Africa. 8vo., with portrait, 2 maps, and 44 plates ; cloth 1857 0 5 0 

26 Park (Mnngo). Travels in the Interior Districts of Africa, 1795-7. 
With the portrait, 1799.—Journal of a Mission to the Interior of 
Africa, 1805. To which is prefixed an Account of the Life of Mr. 
Park, 1815—2 vols., 4to., with portrait, 4 maps, 5 plates, and 2 pages of 
music; old calf 1799-1815 0 10 0 

27 PATERSON (William). A Narrative of four Journeys into the Country 
of the Hottentots and Caffraria in the years 1777, 8, and 9. 4to., with 
map and 17 plates; half hound 1789 1 15 0 

28 Prideadx (Col. W. F.). Abyssinia. The Country and People, with some 
Personal Reminiscences. A Lecture. Sm. 8vo., sewed 1911 0 16 

29 Red Sea. A Chart of the Red Sea, by James Creassy, including plans of 
the Harbour and Road of Suez and the Harbour of Tor on the Coast 
of Aiahia; and a summary of the history of commerce in these 
regions. A Manuscript, 3ft. 10in. x 2ft. Sin. 

Buncoed Copse near Crawley, Sussex, 1803 0 10 0 
30 Ricketts (Major). Narrative of the Ashantee War; with a view of the 

present state of . . . Sierra Leone. 8vo., with 3 plates and a map; 

calf 1831 0 7 6 
31 SPARRMAN (A.). A Voyage to the Cape of Good Hope, towards the 

Antarctic Polar Circle, and round the World: but chiefly into the 
Country of the Hottentots and Caffres, 1772-1776. Translated from 
the Swedish. 2 vols. in 1, 4to., with map and 10 plates; half calf 

1785 100 
32 Stanley (Henry M.). The Congo and the Founding of its Free State. 

2 vols. 8vo., best edition ; with several maps and 122 illustrations; cloth 
1885 0 10 0 

33 -In Darkest Africa : or the Quest, Rescue, and Retreat of Emin, 
Governor of Equatoria. 2 vols., 8vo., with 3 folding maps and 150 
illustrations; cloth (pub. £2. 2s) 1890 0 7 6 

34 -another edition. 2 vols., 8vo., with maps and illustrations; name 
on title of Vol. I; half morocco gilt, gilt edges. New York, 1890 0 8 6 

AMERICA 
35 American Independence. Consolatory Thoughts on American Inde¬ 

pendence ; shewing the great Advantages that will arise from it to the 
Manufactures, the Agriculture, and commercial Interest of Britain 
and Ireland ... By a Merchant [T. Tod?]. 8vo., original wrapper, 
UNCUT Edinburgh, 1782 

On the half-title is an inscription : “ Lady Blantire from the Author.” 
36 AMERICAN MILITARY POCKET ATLAS. The American Military 

Pocket Atlas; being an approved Collection of Correct Maps, both 
general and particular, of the British Colonies; especially those 
which now are, or probably may be the Theatre of War: taken 
principally from the actual Surveys and judicions Observations of 
Engineers De Brahm and Romans ; Cook, Jackson, and Collet; Maj. 
Holland, and other Officers. Roy. 8vo., with 6 folding maps ; original 
half calf [1776] 

Known as the “ Holster Atlas ” owing to its being intended for the British 
mounted officers. 
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£ 
07 Ames (Azel). The May-Flower and her Log, July 15, 1620—May 6, 1621. 

Chiefly from original sources. Impl. 8vo., With maps and illustrations; 
buckram, gilt top, uncut Boston and New York, 19ul 0 

38 APOLLONIUS (Levinus). Leuini Apollonii . . . de Peruui®, Regionis, 
inter Noai Orbis prouincias celeberrim»,inuentione: <fc rebns in eadem 
gestis, Libri v . . . Antnerpiro, Apnd loannem Belleram . . . m.d.lxvii. 

Sm. 8vo., italic letter; with a folding woodcut map of the New 
World; old vellum Antwerp, 1567 3 

Bare. Bound in with this curious work of the Dutch explorer are : Ad Septem 
Accusationis Capita, Quee . . . quidam inquieti ... in capita coaceroant Minis- 
trorum Tigurinfl* Ecclesia-, quos per contumeliam Zuinglianos nuncupant. Henrici 
Bullingeri Tigurino Ecclesie ministri Responsi^ . . . £ Gennanico in Latinum 
Sermonem conuersa, A Iosia Simlero . . . Tiguri A pud Christophorum Froschouerum. 
m.d.lxxv.; Ioannis Wolphii Tigurini De Christiana Perseuerantia Commentationis 
consolatory ad N. captiuos fratres Liber vnus . . . Tiguri . . . Apud Christoph. 
Froschouerum, m.d.lxxviii. 

39 Appleton. Appleton’s Cyclopedia of American Biography. Edited by 
James Grant Wilson and John Fiske. 6 vols., roy. 8vo.,with numerous 
plates aud other portraits in the text; buckram uncut New York, 1888-9 1 

40 BJOMBO (Axel Ant-hon) and Carl S. Petersen. Anecdota Carfographica 
Septentrionalia. Printed at the expense of the Royal Danish Society 
of Sciences. The English Translation by Sophia Bertelsen. Folio, 
pp. 32, with 11 plates (3 coloured) ; bdt. Copenhagen, 1908 2 

Besides first and foremost contributing to the elucidation of the cartography of 
Schleswig-Holstein, Denmark, Norway, Sweden and Finland, the work also gives new 
contributions to the geographical history of the surrounding countries, Germany, 
Holland, Russia ; it contains printed uniques from Hamburg and Antwerp, and pre¬ 
sents original maps or copies of maps by the Dutchmen Cornells Anthoniszoon, Simon 
van Salinghen, and Joris Carolus, by the Germans Nicolaus Cusanus and HenricuB 
Martellus, by Marcus Jorden from Holstein and by Tycho Brahe’s Scandinavian pupils. 
But above all it presents a new and not unimportant source for the history of the 
exploration of North America and the Polar lands. 

41 [BOLLAN (William)] The Importance aod Advantage of Cape Breton, 
truly stated, and impartia'ly considered. 8vo., pp. viii and 156, with 
2 maps; crimson levant morocco, gilt edges 1746 6 

Rare. The work is largely a translation of Charlevoix’s description. 

42 Bradley (A. G.). The Fight with France for North America. 8vo., with 
6 maps and plans; some pencil «otes ; cloth 1900 0 

43 BRETON (Raymond). DictioDaire Francois-Caraibe, compose par le 
R. P. Raymond Breton, . . . l’vn des quatre premiers Francois 
Missionaires Apostoliques en l’lsle de la Gardelonpe . . A Auxerre. 
Par Gilles Bouqvet . . m.d.c.lxvi.— 415 pp., mostly in double columns 

Dictionaire Caraibe-Francois, Mesle de qnantite de Remarques historiques 
. , with the same in-print as the corresponding part. M.D.C.LXV.— 
8 preliminary leaves, followed by 480 pp. in double columns 

Petite Catechisme Ov Sommaire Des Trois Premieres parties de la Doc¬ 
trine Chrestienne. Traduit du Francois, en la langue des Caraibes In- 
eulaires, par le R. P. Raymond Breton . . A Auxerre. Par Gilles 
Bouqvet . . M.D.C.LXiv. 4 preliminary leaves; pp. 9-70; and a blank 
leaf—3 vols. in 2, \2xno., fine copy in blue morocco extra, gilt edges, by 
Hardy Auxerre, 1664-66 10 

44 BRITISH PLANTATIONS. The Importance of the British Plantations 
in America to this Kingdom ; with the State of their Trade, and 
Methods for improving it; as also a Description of the several Colonies 
there. Post 8vo., half crimson levant morocco extra, gilt edges 1731 

45 [Burke (Edmund)]. Account of the European Settlements in America. 
Fourth Edition, with improvements. 2 vols., 8vo., with 2 maps; 

calf -. . ., 1758 
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46 CASAS (Bart, de las). Aqui se contienen nnos avisos y reglas para los 
confessores que oyeren de confession a los que an estado en los Indias, 
que ann tambien podran macho aaidar para confessar soldados. 
y cogreros y usareros y renoveros, y otros qae en sus tratos y contratos 
son largas de conciencia, por el R. Fray Bartholome de las casas obispo 
de chiapia scrito por el M. Hieronimo Campot comedador de S. Anton, 
tiniede cura de S. gines de Madrid ano 1598. Sm. 4to., 30 leaves of 
closely written MS., with an engraving of St. Stephen; vellum 1598 15 0 0 

The text of this manuscript differs in several respects from that of the printed 
version published in 1552 with the other Las Casas Tracts. This work was written 
about 1546 or 1547 in Mexico. Las Casas in 1547 attended a meeting of the Council 
and it seems probable that these instructions were given out for the direction of 
confessors during his visit. 

4(5*-Historia General de las Indias por Fray Bartolome de 
las Casas, Obispo de Chiapa. Folio, a find;/ written MS. 

of 941 pages, with an index of 21 pages ; calf gilt, with the 

arms of Lord Stuart de Rothesay on the sides \lth Cent. 80 0 0 

This History was never printed by the pious Bishop of Chiapa, 
owing to the intrigues of his enemies. It is, however, one of the 
greatest interest, and pronounced by Herrera well worthy of credit. 
In this work Las Casas has preserved the two important letters written 
by Paul the Florentine, urging Columbus to discover new lands in the 
West, and the names of the various pilots with whom the Discoverer 
of America conversed on the subject of what they had heard or seen 
are given at length. The whole account of Columbus is most interest¬ 
ing, and the story of the Spanish Pilot on his deathbed revealing to 
his benefactor the existence of America is placed beyond a doubt, as 
it is narrated as a fact obtained from Columbus himself. 

Manuscripts of this work differ largely in their contents. * The 
above is exceptionally complete, extending to Book III, Ch. 166. 

46**-Aqui secontiene vna disputao controuereia: entre . . . Bartholome 
de las Casaso Casaus . . . y . . Gines de Sepulueda . . . (Colophon:) 
Fue impressa . . . en la . . . ciudnd de Seuilla: en casa de Sebastian 
Trugillo . . . Acabosse a. x. dias del mes de Setiembre. Afio de mil 
z quinientos z cincuenta y dos. 

Sm. 4to., gothic letter; the title, printed in red and black, vrithin an 
ornamental woodcut bolder; sd. Seville, 1552 

This is the third of the Tratados of Las CasAs. 

47 -Tyrannies Et Cruantez Des Espacnols, Perpetrees Ea Indes Ojci- 
dentales . . . descrites en langue Castillane, par . . . Bartelemy 
De Las Casas on Casaus . . . traduites par Iaques de Miggrode . . . 
A Paris, Par Guillaume Iulien . . . m.d.lxxxii . . . 

Sm. 8vo., old stamp on title; contemporary limp vellum Paris, 1582 

48 CATANEO (J. M.). Io. Maria? Catansei Genua. (Colophon:) Impressum 
Roma3 apud Iacobum Mazochium . . . 

Sm. 4to , 11 leaves, the title within an ornamental woodcut border; 
half calf Genoa (1514) 

Cataneo (+1525) was secretary to Cardinal Bandinelli de Sauli, to whom he 
dedicated this poem, written in Latin elegiac verse after the style of the Aeneid. It 
oontains some lines in honour of Columbus and his discoveries. 

49 Chevalier (Michel). Mexico ancient and modern. Translated by Thomas 
Alpass. 2 vols., 8vo., with a map ; cloth 1864 

W) CIEZA DE LEON (Pedro). La Chronica Del Peru, Nuevamente Escrita, 
Por Pedro de Cie9a de Leon, vizino de Seuilla. En .Anvers En casa 
de Martin Nucio, m.d.liiii . . . 

Sm. 8vo., with woodcuts ; slightly water-stained, and having a few old 
MS. notes and underlininas; leather binding Antwerp, 1554 

Second edition of one of the best of the early Spanish-American histories. The 
Hoe oopy fetched $MT* _] „ Original from 
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51 COLDEN (Hon. Cadwallader). The History of the Five Indian Nations 

of Canada, which are dependent on the Province of New-York in 
America, and are the Barrier between the English and French in that 
Part of the World. 8vo., with folding map; old calf 1747 4 0 0 

At the end of the book there is a collection of Pennsylvania charters, inclnding 
the text of the first “ Frame ” of Government drawn up by Penn in 1682. 

52 COMMON PRAYER. The Book of Common Prayer [with the Psalms 
in Metre] ... As revised and proposed to the Use of the Protestant 
Episcopal Church, at a Convention of the said Chnrch in the States of 
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, 
and South-Carolina, held in Philadelphia 1785. Cr. 8vo., signature of 
Viscount Carson oh title; old calf 

Philadelphia, -printed [1780] : London, reprinted for J. Lehrett, 1789 2 10 0 
Second edition of the American Revision of the Common Prayer Book. Part of 

the Litany runs thus : We beseech thee to hear us, good Lord, that it may please 
thee to endue the Congress of these United States, and all others in authority, 
legislative, judicial and executive, with grace, wisdom and understanding. . . 

53 Dahlgren (E. W.). De Franska Sjbfiirderna till Soderhafvet I Bbrjan af 
Adertonde Seklet. Roy. 8vo., with fifty maps and illustrations and two 
large charts; sd., uncut Stockholm, 1900 0 4 6 

Presentation copy from the author, with his autograph. 

54 Fancourt (C. St. J.). The History of Yucatan from its Discovery Jx> the 
close of the Seventeenth Century. 8vo., with mips half morocco 1854 0 10 0 

55 Geay (Hugh). Letters from Canada written during a residence there in 
the years 1806-1808. 8vo., pp. [xvi] and 406, with map and 3 folding 
leaves of tables; boards, uncut 1809 0 18 0 

56 HAITI. A State of the Trade carried on with the French on the Island 
of Hispaniola, by the Merchants of North America, under Colour of 
Flags of Truce, occasioned by some Captures of the said Flags, lately 
made by His Majesty’s Ships, under the Command of Admiral Cotes, 
By a Merchant of London. Sm. 8vo , a fine tall copy in crimson levant 
morocco, gilt edges, by Riviere 1760 3 3 0 

57 HAKLUYT (Richard). The Principal Navigations, Voyages, Traffiquee 
and Discoveries of the English Nation. 12 vols., 8vo., withnumerous 
maps and illustrations reproduced in exact facsimile from contemporary 
sources; cloth Glasgow, 1903-1905 7 10 0 

5S HARCOLJRT (Robert). A Relation Of A Voyage To Guiana. Describing 
The Climat, Scituation, fertilitie, prouisions and commodities of that 
Country . . . Together, with the manners, customes ... of the people. 
Performed by Robert Harcourt, of Stanton Harcourt Esquire. The 
Pattent for the Plantation of which Country, hiB Maiestie hath 
granted to the said Robert Harcourt ... At London Printed by 
Iohn Beale, for W. Welby . . . 1613. 

Sm. 4to., crimson levant morocco extra, gilt edges, by Riviere 1613 24 0 0 
First edition. The voyage began on the 23 March, 1608-9, and the author 

returned to Bristol on February 2, 1609-10. The preface gives a sketch of the other 
settlements made or attempted in America by Spaniards and Englishmen. 

59 Hbad (F. B.). Rough Notes taken during some rapid Journeys across the 
Pampas and among the Andes. Second Edition. Post 8vo., original 
boariis, uncut 1826 0 10 0 

“His are mere sketches, it is true, but the outline is generally so well and 
clearly defined as to produce all the effect of a finished picture.”—Southey. 

60 Hunter (John D.). Memoirs of a Captivity among the Indians of North 
America. 8vo., original boards, uncut 1823 1 5 0 

61 Hutchinson (Thomas J.). The Parana ; with Incidents of the Paraguayan 
War, and South American Recollections, from 1861 to 1868. 8vo., 
with map, portrait of the author, and other illustrations ; newly bound 
in hx'f calf gilt, gilt top 1868 0 10 0 

( ■ mentation copy from the author, original from 
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62 HERRERA (Antonio de). Hi*toria general de loa Hechos de los Castellanos 
en las lslas i Tierra Firme del Mar Oceano . . . Decada primera 
[hasta octava]. (8 parts, with engraved title-frontispieces in compart¬ 
ments ; Madrid, 1726-30)—Table general (Madrid, 1728)—Description 
de las IndiaB Ocidentales de Antonio de Herrera . . . ( With engraved 
title, and 14 engraved maps ; Madrid, 1730). 

Bonnd in 4 vols., era. folio, the engraved title to the Eighth Decade 
missing and a small hole in one leaf of the same, otherwise a sound copy ; 
old Spanish calf gilt Madrid, 172o-30 

This is the genuine best edition of the work, edited by the learned Barcia, 
which, although in preparation since 1725, did not appear till 1729. Another 
similar edition, in 4 vols. folio, with portraits, was brought out at Antwerp, in 1728, 
one year previously, in haste to forestall the work which Barcia had in hand, but of 
eourse it is an inferior production, disfigured with faults, and omitting the fourteen 
maps which are unavoidably necessary for the understanding of the detcripcion. It 
contains also so-called portraits of the Incas of Peru, which are merely copies of De 
Bry's fictitious engravings, while Barcia's edition gives the genuine designs which 
Herrera himself had used after the native pictures. 

63 Joan (George) and Antonio de Ulloa. A Voyage to South-America. 
Describing at large, the Spanish Cities, Towns, Provinces, Ac. . . . 
Translated from the original Spanish. The Third Edition. 2 vols., 
8vo., with 7 maps and plates; calf 1772 

64 Lanqfobd (N. P.). Vigilante Days and Ways. The Pioneers of the 
Rockies. The Makers and Making of Montana, Idaho, Oregon, 
Washington, and Wyoming. 2 vols., cr. 8vo., with portraits and other 
illustrations ; half hound, gilt edge< Boston, 189'J 

t 

65 LECLERCQ (Chrestien). Nouvelle Relation De La Gaspesie, Qui Contient 
Les Moours A la Religion des Sauvages Gaspesiens Porte-Croix, 
adorateura du Soleil, A d’autres Peuplesde f Amerique Septentionale, 
dite Je Canada . . . Par le P«*re Chrestien Le Clercq ... A Paris, 
Chez Amable Auroy . . . M.DC.XC1 . . . 

Sra. 8vo., a fine ropy in calf extra, gilt edges, by Bedford Paris, 1691 
Fibst kdition. This important work is of special interest to Canadians aa it 

relates the history of the later missions of the Recollcts in N.E. Canada and the 
Province of New Brunswick. The author gives a very full and valuable description 
of the life of the Indians at the mouth of the 8t. Lawrence before they felt the 
civilising influence of himself and his brother missionaries. 

60 Lk Plongbon (Augustus). Queen Moo and the Egyptian Sphinx. Roy. 
8vo., with 2 portraits, 65 plates, and other illustrations, mostly from 
photographs; cloth 1896 

“ In the following pages I simply offer to my readers the relations of certain 
facts I have learned from the sculptures, the monumental inscriptions carved on the 
walls of the ruined palaces of the Mayas ... I venture only such explanations as 
will make clear their identity with the conceptions, on the same subjects, of th. wise 
men of India, Chaldea, Egypt, and Greece.” 

67 LEWIS and CLARKE. Original Journals of the Lewis and Clark 
Expedition 1804-6. Printed from the original manuscripts. Now for 
the first time published iu full and exactly as written. Edited, with 
Introduction, Notes, and Index, by Reuben Gold Thwaites. 8 vols., 
8vo., including Atlas of 54 folding maps, being facsimile reproductions 
of maps, chiefly by William Clark; cloth (pub. §60 net) 

New York, 1904-5 
One of the most important features is the Atlas of maps which were drawn by 

Clark’s own hand, and for the first time trace accurately the route of the Expedition ; 
they also contain numerous memoranda of great interest and value. They have 
never before been published. 

68 Mawe (John). Travels in the interior of Brazil, particularly in the Gold 
and Diamond Districts. 4to., with map and 8 plates; calf 1812 

69 MASSACHUSETTS. National Arithmetick: or Observations on the 
Finances of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts ... by a late 
Member of the General Court. 8vo., the title foxed a little; sd., uncut 

I jRusfow, {1786] 
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70 MAPS. A New and Accurate Map of North America. Humbly i 
to the Honourable Charles Townshend . . . by . . . Hnske. Tho: 
Kitchen sculp1. 16 x 20 in., coloured, mounted on linen, and folded in 
its original cardboard case [1755] 

The case lias a label on which is printed : “ A Pocket Map of the English and 
French Dominions in North America, wherein the Lands claim’d and encroach’d by 
the French, and their Forts erected thereon, are particularly laid down . . . London: 
sold by Robert Sayer . . . 1755.” 

71 -A Map exhibiting the Frontiers of Canada and the United States ; 
intended to illustrate the Operations of the British and American 
Armies. London: Printed for C. Smith . . . Octr. 1"\ 1813. 
20 x 30 £ in., coloured, mounted on linen, and folded in its original 
cardboard case 1813 

Inset is “ A Sketch of the Coast of North America; from the River St. Lawrence 
to Chesapeake Bay.” 

72 -The United States and the Relative Position of the Oregon and 
Texas By James S. Wyld. 15 x 22 in., mounted on linen and folded 
in a cloth case 1845 

With coloured boundary lines, proposed, and adopted by treaties, from 1712 
to 1835. 

73 MERCATOR and HONDIUS. Oerardi Mercatoris Et I Hondii. Atlas 
ou Representation Du Monde Vniversel, Et Des Parties D’Icelui, 
Faicte En Tables Et Descriptions Ties-Amples, Et Exactes: Divise 
en Deux Tome". Edition nouvelle. Augmente d un Appendice de 
plusieurs nouvelles Tables et Descriptions . . . d’Allemaigue, France, 
Pays Baa, Italie et de l’une et l’aufcre Inde ... A Amsterdam chez 
Henry Hondius . . . A°.D. 1633. 

2 vols., folio, unth 2 engraved title-jxiges and 239 double-page maps, 
all coloured by hand; a tall copy in old vellum gilt, gilt and gauffred 
edges Amsterdam, 1633 

74 MOLINA (Alonso de). Vocabulario En Lengua Cattellana T Mexicana, 
Compuesto por el muy Reuerendo Padre Fray Alonso de Molina . . . 
En Mexico, En Casa de Antonio de Spinosn. 1571. 

2 vols. in 1, sm. folio, Spanish-Mexican and Mexican-Spanish; 
somewhat water-stained throughout, plain corner of title mended, and 
several leaves slightly wormed, but a quite complete c<py; hf. bd. 

Mexico, 1571 
75 -the same. Sm. folio, the title to the second pirl in facsimile, and 

the verso of the first title and 4 other leaves slightly defective ; hf. bd. 
1571 

76 MOLL (Herman). Atlas Geograpbus: or a com pleat System of Geography, 
ancient and modern. 5 vols , sm. 4fco., complete, with about 100 folding 
maps, some of which are partly coloured, besides plates, etc.; old Cam¬ 
bridge calf 1711-17 

Vol. V, which is devoted to America, contains 21 maps, and there are 4 others 
of American interest in other parts of the work. 

77 -Atlas Minor. Oblong sm. folio, comprising engraved title and 62 
maps, all partly coloured ; old half binding [1732 ?] 

Including 18 American maps. 

78 Nansen (Fridtjof). Farthest Noith. Being the Record of Exploration of 
the Ship “Fram” 1893-96 and of a Fifteen Mouths’ Sleigh Journey 
by Dr. Nansen and Lieut. Johansen. 2 vols., roy. 8vo., with 4 maps, 
portraits, 16 coloured plates, 120 full-page and numerous other illus¬ 
trations in the text; cloth 1897 

79 NEW YORK LAWS. Facsimile of the Laws and Acts of the General 
Assembly for their Majesties Province of New-York. At New-York 
Printed and Sold by William Bradford . . . 1694. Together with 
an Historical Introduction, Notes on the Laws, and Appendices, by 
Robert Ludlow Fowler. Sm. folio, limp vellum, uncut 
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£ s. d. 
>0 NEW ENGLAND. Sad and dreadful News From New-England, Being 

A True Relation of the Barbarous Cruelty lately committed by the 
Spaniards upon the English. (Colophon:) London. Printed for 
Langley Curtis, 1684. 

Sm. folio, 2 leaves (pp. 1-4), with heading on the first page; a very 
line copy in crimson levant morocco, gilt edges, by Riviere 1684 48 0 0 

Extremely hare. The Brinley copy is the only other which I have been 
able to trace. It is an account, attested before the magistrates at Boston, of the 
sufferings of the crew and one passenger of a small vessel called The Bleating, which, 
after sailing from Jamaica on 20 March 1083 for Boston (where she belonged), was 
captured by the Spaniards off the Isle of Pines. 

SI North American Gazetteer. The North-American and the West-Indian 
Gazetteer. 12mo., with 2 folding maps; old calf 1776 

82 NOVA SCOTIA: The Conduct of the French with regard to Nova 
Scotia; from its first Settlement to the present time ... in a letter 
to a Member of Parliament. 8vo., 80 pp. ; crimson levant morocco, gilt 
top, uncdt 1754 

83 -A Fair Representation of His Majesty’s Right to Nova-Scotia or 
Acadie . . . 8vo., calf, gilt top, otherwise entirely unrut 1756 

A summary of the English “ Memorials ” relative to Nova Scotia, and an answer 
to the French “ Memoires ” relating to Acadie. 

84 PARRY (W. E.). Journal of a Voyage for the Discovery of a North- 
West Passage in 1819-20 . . . with an appendix, containing the 
scientific and other Observations . . . The second Edition. 1821.— 
Second Voyage in 1821-3. 1824.—Appendix to Second Voyage. 
1825.—Third Voyage in 1824-5. 1826.—Narrative of an Attempt to 
reach the North Pole. 1828.—together 5 vols., 4to., with many plates 
and maps ; calf gilt, gilt backs, the first volume not uniformly bound with 
the rest 1821-8 
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85 PENN (W.), Dell (W.) and Syv (P.). Tracts. (Three in Danish and 
one in German). Post 8vo., with frontispiece in 12 compartments; 
hf. bd. 1663-1736 

Comprising: Eller Lrerdoin om Daabe, on Ved William Dell, 1706; Een 
liden Nogel, af W. Penn, overeat paa Dansk, af C. Meidel, 1736; Forderung der 
Christenheit furs Oericht: sampt einer freundlichen Heymsuchong der Liebe 
Gottes. Wie auch ein Sendbrieff an alle die jenige, die . . . von alien SeCtcn 
abgeschieden sind. Und auch zuletzt ein Sendbrieff an alle die jenige, die von deni 
Tag ihrer Heymsuehung empfindlich seyn geworden. Von W. Penn. Zweyte 
Druck. Amsterdam, 1750; Nogle betenkningcr om det Cimbriske Sprog ved P. P. 
Syv, Kiobenh, Copenhagen, 1663. 

8'3 PHILADELPHIA. Short History of the Yellow Fever ... in the City 
of Philadelphia, in July, 1797: with a List of the Dead; of the 
Donations for the Relief of the Poor, and a Variety of other interesting- 
Particulars. (Philadelphia, 1797)—Facts and Observations relative 
to the Nature and Origin of the Pestilential Fever, which prevailed in 
the City of Philadelphia in 1793, 1797, and 1798. By the College of 

(Philadelphia printed ; London reprinted, 
1799) 

2 pieces together, 8vo., unbound 1797 9 
The title-page bears the signature : “Rebecca Young." 

Physicians of Philadelphia 

87 PURCHAS (Samuel). Hakluytus Pof-thnraons, or Pnrchas bis Pilgrims. 
2') vols., 8vo., cloth (pub. £12. 10s net) 1905-7 

The book has never been reprinted before, so that copies of the original edition 
have now become extremely scarce and costly. The aim of the publishers in issuing 
thia edition was to provide an accurate, complete, and beautifully printed text, from 
the original edition of 1625. The reprint contains all the original maps (over 70 in 
number), and curious illustrations; the rare engraved title-page is reproduced in 
facBimi'e. The edition of 1625 contains a very inadequate index. This index is 
superseded in the reprint by a complete index drawn up on modern lines. 

88 Proctor (Robert). Narrative of a Journey across the Cordillera of the 
Andes, and of a Residence. :lp>Lima. 8vo., bds., uncut riginai from 1825 
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89 RICHARDSON (J. D.). A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of 
the Presidents, 1789-1897. 10 voIp., impl. 8vo., with numerous plates, 
most portraits with facsimiles of signatures ; half morocco gilt, gilt tops 

Published by Authority of Congress, 1899 

90 SHIRLEY. A Letter from William Shirley, Esq ; Governor of Massa- 
chuset’s Bay, to his Grace the Dnke of Newcastle: with a Journal of 
the Siege of Louisbourg, and other Operations of the Forces, daring 
the Expedition against the French Settlements on Cape Breton. Sni. 
8vo.. calf gilt, gilt edges 1748 

91 -The Conduct of Major Gen. Shirley, lato General and Commander 
in Chief of his Majesty’s Forces in North America. Briefly stated. 
8vo., a large clean copy in green leoant morocco, gilt top, the original 
wrappers bound in, uncut 1758 

92 STAMP ACT. Protest against the Bill to repeal the American Stamp 
A6t, of Last Session.—Second Protest, with a List of the Voters 
against the Bill to repeal the American Stamp A£t, of Last Session. 
2 pieces in l vol., sm. 8vo., unbd. Paris, 1766 

93 STEDMAN (C.). The History of the Origin, Progress, and Termination 
of the American War. 2 vols., 4to., with 15 splendid military maps 
and plans, mostly large and. folding ; old hilf calf 1794 

The standard work on the War of Independence. 

94 Stenhouse (T. B. H.). The Rocky Mountain Saints: a full and complete 
History of the Mormons. Roy. 8vo., with portrait of Brigham Young 
and numerous other illustrations; sheep New York, 1873 

95 STORY (Thomas). A Journal of the Life of Thomas Story: con¬ 
taining, an Account of his remarkable Convincement of . . the 
Principles of Truth, as held by the . . Quakers; and aho, of his 
Travels and Labours . . . Folio, old calf, reb icked 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1747 
On the title is the signature : * Judith Weston 
The author was the first recorder of Philadelphia, being chosen by a charter in 

1701. The Journal contains some remarkable interviews with persons of rank. On 
p. 741 is the account of a discussion with the Karl of Lonsdale in 1789, upon 'a 
People of late appearing in this Nation, to which the Name of Methodists is given, 
and now the common Subject of Conversation’. 

The above is the first and unabridged edition. 

96 Thompson (George). The War in Parsguay. With a historical Sketch of 

the Country and its People. Post 8vo., with maps, plans, and a portrait 
of Lopee; ne wly bound in half calf gilt, gilt top 1869 

97 Transatlantic Sketches. Transatlantic Sketches; or Sixty Days in 
America. Oblong sm. folio, letterpress and lithographed title and 30 
lithographed plates, with text {extracts from Journal) ; original hds. 1865 

An interesting and amusing record of an Englishman’s visit to the United 
States. Several of the illustrations depict scenes in the Civil War. 

98 TREVELYAN (Sir G. O.). The American Revolution. Parti. 1766- 
1776. 8 vo., with mip of Boston and its environs; s >m°, pencil notes; 
doth ; scarce 1899 

99 USSELINX (Willem). Uthfhrligh Fbrklaring ofwer Handels Contractet 
angaendes thet Siidre Campagoiet vthi Konungarijket i Swerigbe . 
Stiilt igenom Wilhelm Usselinx . Oeh nn aff thet Nederlandske 
Spraket vthsatt pfl Swenska, AfF Erico Schrodero . . . Tyrckt i 
Stockholm, aff Ignatio Meurer, A hr 1626. 

Sm. 4to., brown leoant morocco, gilt edges, by Riviere Stockholm, 1626 
“ full Account of the Trading Agreement granted to the South Company by the 

King of Sweden.” Excessively rare. Mr. Wilberforce Eames of the Lenox Library 
could only trace five copies, though this may be a sixth. It is either the first or 

second Swedish rook relating to America, and is the original edition translated 
from Usselinx’s Dutch MS. one year before the Dutch edition. 

“ William Usselinx, the most active promoter of the Dutch West India Company, 
retting tired of the dilatoriness of the Dutch Merchants and Staata-General carried 

project to Gnstevus AdoMras. The famous soldier seised eagerly on the idea, 
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£ *. d. 
and granted Us6elinx a charter for a company. This was the foundation of the 
Swedish settlements on the Delaware, for though the project was not immediately 
carried through, it led eventually to the expedition and settlement by Peter Minuit. 

“This is Usselinx’s explanatory pamphlet on the South Company, pointing out 
equally to the Swedes, Dutch and Germans the advantages to be gained from the 
Patent granted by Gustavus Adolphus. An important part is that in which he 
describes the country on the Delaware, its suitability for a colony, its fertility, etc. 
This pamphlet was issued but a short time after the granting of the Patent, being 
dated in the address to the reader on the back of the title 2 July, 1626, while the 
Patent was signed by Gustavus 14 June 1626, barely three weeks before.” 

100 VOYAGES. An historical Account of all the Voyages round the World, 
performed by English Navigators . . . the whole faithfully extracted 
from the Journals of the Voyagers. Drake, undertaken in 1577-80; 
Cavendish, 1586-88; Cowley, 1683-86; Dam pier, 1689-06; Cooke, 
1708-11; Clipperton and Shelvocke, 1719-22; Anson, 1740-44; 
Byron, 1764-66; Wallis, 17( 6-63; Carteret, 1766-69; and Cook, 
1763-71. Together with that of Sydney Parkinson . . . and the 
Voyage of Mons. Bougainville ... To which is added, an Appendix. 
Containing the Journal of a Voyage to the North Pole, by the Hon. 
Commodore Phipps, and Captain Lndwidge. 4 vols., 8vo , with 7 (5) 
maps and charts and 44 plates; old calf gilt 1773-4 1 15 0 

101 [WARD (Nathaniel)]. The Simple Cobler Of Aggawam in America. 
Willing To help ’mend his Native Country lamentably tattered, both 
in the upper Leather and sole, with all the honest stitches he can 
take ... By Theodore de la Gaard . . . London, Printed by J. D. <fc 
R. I. for Stephen Bowtell . . . 1647. 

Sm. 4to., with the blank leaves at beginning and end; a fine cop;/ in 
crimson levant morocco, gilt edqe*, bi/ Riviere 1647 10 10 0 

Fibst xditiox. At least four editions (Stevens says five) were published in 1647. 
The author, a puritan divine, was removed from his living by Laud, and 

emigrated to Agawam, now Ipswich, Mass., where he took a large share in the 
framing of the “ Body of Liberties.” 

The work catalogued above is a celebrated prose satire of the times. Ward’s 
feelings towards the Irish insurgents are expressed on page 73: “ Cursed be he that 
maketh not his Sword starke drunk with Irish blood.” 

The Rev. Nathaniel Ward had a vigorous pen and strong feelings. Like many 
of the Saints he loathed the principle of t deration for any other sect than his own. 

The following stanza seems to contradict this assertion, but it must be remem¬ 
bered that Ward’s definition of “ good men " was decidedly narrow :— 

“ So farewell England old 
If evill times ensue, 

Let good men come to us, 
Wee’l welcome them to New.”—Page 79. 

102 WELD (Isaac), Junior. Travels through the States of North America, 
and the Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada, 1795-7. Second 
Edition. 2 vols., 8vo., with 5 maps and plans, and 11 plates; calf 1799 1 5 0 

AUSTRALASIA 
103 ANGAS (G. F.). South Australia illustrated. Impl. folio, icith frontis¬ 

piece and 60 coloured plates; a Subscribers Copy, in the 10 original 
parts, or in half morocco 1847 

104 - The New Zealanders illustrated. Impl. folio, with frontispiece 
and 60 coloured plates; a Subscriber’s Copy, half morocco 

Bate on frontispiece, 1846,—date on title, 1S47 

105 Anson (George). A Voyage round the World, 174"-4 . . . The Second 
Edition . . . 8vo., with 3 folding charts; old calf 1748 

106 Barrington (G.). An Account of a Voyage to New South Wales. 8vo., 
with portrait, engraved title, map and 9 coloured plates; boards, 
unout 1810 

107 Bischoff (J.). Sketch of the History of Van Diemen’s Land. 8vo., 
with large folding map and 2 plfites ; bds. Original from 1832 
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£ •. d. 
103 BOUGAINVILLE (L. A. de). Voyage antour da Monde par la Fregate 

da Roi La Bondease et la Flute L’Etoile, en 1766-69. 4to., with 
20 maps and 3 plates ; a very fine copy in red morocco extra, gilt edges, 
by Kalthaeber 1771 6 

109 [BROSSES (Charles de)]. Histoire des Navigations aux Terres 
Australes ... 2 vols., 4to., with 7 maps ; calf Paris, 1756 3 

An account of all the voyages (beginning with the second expedition of Vespucci, 
and ending with 1747), in which navigators touched upon the supposed great 
Southern continent of Magellanica which is now only represented by Australia and 
some scattered islands in Antarctic regions. 

110 [CALLANDER (J.)]. Terra Australis Cognita; or, Voyages to the 
Terra Australis, or Southern Hemisphere, daring the Sixteenth, 
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. 3 vols., Svo., with 3 maps; 
old calf Edinburgh, 1766-68 6 

111 Collingridok (George). The Discovery of Australia: a critical, docu¬ 
mentary, and historical investigation. Roy. 4to., with numerous wood- 
cuts and 12 large maps; cloth Melbourne, 1895 0 

112 COLLINS (David). An Account of the English Colony in New South 
Wales: with remarks on the dispositions, customs, manners, etc. of 
the native inhabitants of that country. To which are added some 
particulars of New Zealand compiled from the MSS. of Lieut. 
Governor King [and an account of a Voyage performed by Capt. 
Flinders and Mr. Bass]. 2 vols., 4to , with 3 charts, 23 plates {those 
of Natural History being coloured) and 11 text-illustrations; calf 

1798-1802 5 
The earliest Hiatory of Australia as an English settlement. “ The work, apart 

from its singular, almost painful interest os a narrative, is of especial value as the 
first official account of the infant colony.”—D. X li. 

113 COOK (Captain James). Voyages, the three series. 
(I) Hawkesworth (John). An Account of the Voyages under¬ 

taken by the order of his present Majesty for making Discoveries in the 
Southern Hemisphere, and successfully performed by Commodore 
Byron, Captain Wallis, Captain Carteret, and Captain Cook (1764- 
71) . . . drawn up from the Journals . . . and from the Papers of 
Joseph Banks. 3 vols., with 29 charts, maps, and views of islands, etc., 
and 23 plates of general views, incidents, objects, etc. 1773 

(II) Cook. A Voyage towards the South Pole and round the 
World performed in the Resolution and Adventure 1772-75. Written 
by James Cook ... In which is included Captaiu Furneaux’s Narra¬ 
tive. 2 vols., with portrait of G< ok, 49 plates of views, nativts, natural 
historu objects, etc., and 14 charts 1777 

(III) Cook and Kino. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean in the 
years 1776-80, in three volumes, Vols. i —it written by Cook, Vol. in 
by Capt. James King. 3 vols., with 87 plates (of which 26 are charts 
etc.), all those which are of l irye size being bound in a separate roy. folio 
Atlas 1784 

8 vols., roy. 4to., russia, and a folio Atlas, half bound 1773-84 12 
114 Cook. A compendious History of Captain Cook’s Last Voyage, performed 

in the years 1776-1780. l2mo., with frontispiece (engraving of a medal) 
and folding map; old calf 1784 0 

115 Ccnninoham (P.). Two Years in New South Wales . . . comprising 
Sketches of ... its Topography, Natural History, Ac. Ac. 2 vols., 
post 8vo., half calf 1827 0 

116 EDEN (William), afterwards Lord Auckland. The History of New 
Holland, from its first discovery in 1616, to the present time, with a . . 
Description of Botany Bay, also . . an introductory Discourse on 
Banishment . . . 8vo., xxiv and 254 pp., with 2 folding maps; hf. 
bd. 1787 1 

117 Ellis (William). Polynesian Researches, during a Residence of nearly 
Six Years in the South Sea Islands. 2 vols., 8vo, with 2 maps, 
8 plates and Hf'wqodcufb' boards uncut Original from 1829 0 
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118 [FLEURIEU (C. P. Claret, Comte de)]. Discoveries of the French in 

1768 and 1769 to the South-East of New Guinea, with the subsequent 
visits to the same lands by English navigators ... to which is pre¬ 
fixed an historical abridgement of the Voyages and Discoveries of the 
Spaniards in the same seas, by M.**#, translated from the French 
[by Archdeacon Nares]. Roy. 4to., with 11 maps; half calf 1791 2 

119 FLINDERS (Matthew). A Voyage to Terra Australis . . . 1801, 1802, 
and 1803 in His Majesty’s Ship The Investigator, and subsequently 
in the armed vessel Porpoise and Cumberland schooner. 2 vols., roy. 
4to., with 9 plates of views, and an impl. folio atlas of 16 large charts, 
2 (4) plats of views of coasts, and 10 plates of plants ; the text in cloth 
boards, uncut, the atlas sewed 1814 10 

120 Haydon (G. H.). Five Years’ Experience in Australia Felix, comprising, 
a short Account of its early Settlement and its present Position, with 
many Particulars interesting to intending Emigrants. Roy. 8vo., with 
6 plates by H. Hainsselin; cloth 1846 

121 HUNTER (John). An Historical Journal of the Transactions at Port 
Jackson and Norfolk Island, with the Discoveries which have been 
made in New South Wales and in the Southern Ocean since . . Phillip’s 
Voyage . . . and the Voyages from . . . 1787 to . . . 1792. 4to., 
with 17 engraved plates, comprising map, charts, plans, views, etc. ; 
calf 1793 

122 LANG (J. D.). Historical and Statistical Account of New South Wales, 
as a Penal Settlement and as a Colony. 2 vols., post 8vo., with a 
map; bds., uncut 1834 

123 LA PE ROUSE (J. F. G. de). Voyage de La Perouse an tour du Monde, 
publie conform6ment au decret du 22 Avril 1791, et redige par M. L. 
A. Milet-Mureau. A Paris, de l’lmprimerie de la Republique. An v 
(1/97). 4 vols., roy. 4to., with portrait, half blue moro'.co gilt, uncut, 
and 1 roy. folio atlas of 69 maps and plates. half calf Paris, 1797 

124 Lumholtz (Carl). Among Cannibals. An Account of Four Years’ 
Travels in Australia and of Camp Life with the Aborigines of Queens¬ 
land. Translated by Rasmus B. Anderson. 8vo., with jnrtrait, maps, 
4 coloured plates, and woodcuts; cloth New York, 1889 

Presentation copy from the author. 

125 MAP. The First Map of Australia, chromolithographed from Nicholas 
Vallard’s MS. Atlas, 1547, in the library of Sir Thomas Phillipps, Bt., 
at Middle Hill, 1856 Prirately printed fur Sir T. Phillipps, 186 

This represents a portion of northern Australia. Only a very small number 
were printed. 

126 MITCHELL (Major T. L.). Three Expeditions (1831-35) into the 
interior of Eastern Australia, with a description of the recently 
explored region of Australia Felix and of the present colony of New 
South Wales. 2 vols., 8vo., the titles engravtd, maps and over 80 
illustrations (margins of some of the plates fi xed) ; half calf 1838 

127 -Journal of an Expedition into the interior of Tropical Australia, 
in search of a route from Sydney to the Gulf of Carpentaria. 8vo., 
with 7 maps, 12 plates, and 10 woodcuts ; calf gilt 1848 

Sir T. L. Mitchell was the first Surveyor-General of New South Wales. 

128 Mundy (Lt. Col. G. C.). Oar Antipodes; or, Residence and Rambles in 

the Australian Colonies. With aGlimpseof the Gold Fields. Second 
edition. 3 vols., 8vo., with 15 plates; cloth 1852 

129 NEW ZEALAND. A Collection of 30 Bine Books relating to the 
Affairs of New Zealand. F«>lio. sewed; very scarce 1840-52 

Ihci.udiwo : Report from the Select Committee, 3 Aug., 1840; the same, 29 
July, 1844; Copies or Extracts of Despatches from the Governor, 22 April, 1845; 
the same, 12 June, 1845; the same, 8 April, 1846; Correspondence with Lt. 
Governor Grey, 1845-6 : Copies or Extracts of Correspondence between Lord Stanley 
and Governor Fitz-Roy, and Lt. Governor Grey, 21 May, 1846; Correspondence 
with Governor Grey, 26 Aug., 1846; the same, June, 1847; etc. etc. 

Digitized by GoOgle’ ’ ’ Original from 
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
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139 PARKINSON (Sydney). A Journal of a Voyage to the South Seas in 
H.M.S. the Endeavour. Roy. 4to., large paper, with a portmit, map, 
and 26 plates of views, portraits of natives, etc. ; calf 1773 

131 PE RON (F) et L. Frktcinet. Voyage de Decouvertes aux Terres 
Australes . . . pendant les Annees 1800, 1801, 1802, 1803 et 1804 
. . . redige par M. F. Peron . . . [Partie Historique]. 2 vole., roy. 4to., 
with portrait of Efron, 1807*16—Voyage de Decouvertes aux Terres 
Australes . . . Partie Historique redigee par M. F. Peron. Atlas par 
Mm. Lesuenr et Petit. 2 parts in l vol., impl. 4to. (the second part 
edited bt/ L. Freycintt) ; with 54 plates, some folding, of Maps, Plans, 
Views, Objects of Natural History, etc., n. d. and 1811. 

2 vols., roy. 4to., and 1 vol., impl. 4to., uniformly half bound in red 
morocco Paris, 1807-16 

132 PHILIP (A.). The Voyage of Governor Philip to Botany Bay; with 
an Account of the Establishment of the Colonies of Port Jackson and 
Norfolk Island. 4to., with 56 maps and plates of Portraits, Views, 
Natural History Specimens, etc.; calf, rehashed 1789 

133 -the same. Second Edition. 4to., icilh 56 maps and plates; calf 

1790 

134 -the same. Third Edition. Hoy. 8vo., with map and 19 plates; 
calf 1790 

135 Smyth (R. B.). The Gold Fields and Mineral Districts of Victoria . . 
Impl.8vo., with a map and numerous il lust rat ions, mostly of a geological 
character ; cloth Melbourne, 1869 

136 STOKES (J. Lort). Discoveries in Australia ; with aa account of the 
coasts and rivers explored and surveyed during the Vo\age of H.M.S. 
Beagle, in the years 1837-43. A Iso a Narrative of Capt. Owen Stanley’s 
visits to the islands in the Arafura Sea. 2 vols., 8vo., with 7 maps, 
many fine copperplates, and several woodcuts ; cloth 1846 

137 STURT (Charles). Two Expeditions into the interior of Southern 
Australia, 1828-31, with observations on the soil, climate, and general 
resources of Mew South Wales. Second Edition. 2 vols., 8vo., vrith 
maps and plates, those of birds coloured ; cloth, uncut 1834 

138 Tench (Capt. Watkin). Narrative of the Expedition to Botany Bay; 
with an Account of New South Wal**s ... To which is subjoined a 
list of the Civil and Military Establishments at Port Jackson. 8vo., 
half calf 1789 

139 Trusler (John). A descriptive Account of the Islands lately discovered 
in the South Seas. 8vo., old sheep ; rare 1778 

On the title the author announces that he has collected his information from 
Mendana, De Quiros, Schouten, Tasnmn, Dalrymple, Bougainville, Byron, Carteret, 
Wallis, Hawkesworth, Parkinson, Fourneaux, Forster, Cook, and others. 

140 WILSON (Captain Henry). An Account of the Pelew Islands situated 
in the VVestern . . Pacific . . composed from the journals . . by George 
Keate. Roy. 4to., with portrait, map and plates; calf gilt 1788 

£ s. d. 
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GREEK AND LATIN LITERATURE, LATER LATINISTS 
AND WORKS ON CLASSICAL PHILOLOGY AND ARCHEOLOGY 

l. Ancient Greek and Latin Writers 
Texts and Translations 

141 AELIANUS. AiXtarou l'otk'ihrjv Ioroptac, B«/9\«a IA . . . ^Eliani varia) 
Historiro libri, xilii . . . tv Pwpg e ret ii<j>pc . . . (Colophon :) Romee, 
M.D.XXXXV. Menso Ianuario. 

Sm. 4to., in Creek ; calf, a large and fine copy Pome, 1545 
Fikst kditiom. It was edited by Camillus Peruseus. 

Original from 

Digitized by LjO gLC UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

1 0 0 
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Ailiakus, continued •— £ s. 

142 - . . . Aeliani De Militaribas ordinibns instituendis more grsecornm 
liber & Francisco Robortello Vtiuensi Nunc Prim am Graece, editus 
. . . (Colophon ;) Impresaum Venetiis apud Andrtam, <fc Iacobnm 
Spinelloe. Anno MDLII. 

Sra. 4to., Creek letter; the title within a woodcut border, and with 
pretty woodcots of military exercises; vellum Venice, 1552 2 10 O 

First separate edition of the Greek text. A second volume, published in the same 
year, contained the Latin versions of Kobortello and Theodore Gaza. 

On the title of this copy is the autograph signature of M. Meibornius. 

143 AESCHINES KT DEMOSTHENES . . . Graeciae Excellentium Ora- 
torum Ae3chinis & Demosthenia, orationea adueraari® (Colophon ••) 
Haganote, ex Academia Anshelmiana Mouse Aprili. Anno. M.XXII (sic) 

Sm. 4to., in Greek, edited by Johannes Beuchlin ; old calf, from the 

Sunderland library Eagtnau, 1522 1 10 O 

144 AESCHYLUS. The Orestkia of Aeschylus. Printed in Robert 
Proctor’s Greek T_jpe. 4to., printed in red and black; Ids., with 
linen back 1904 2 2 0 

Edited by Robert Proctor, and printed in a new Greek type cut partly from his 
designs, partly in imitation of the finest of the early Greek founts, that ured in the 
New Testament of the Complutensian Polyglot, printed in 1514. 

Whereas other Greek types in use since the days of Aldus have been founded on 
the cursive or running Greek hand-writing, in which beauty was sacrificed to speed, 
this Complutensian fount imitates the formed and stately book-hand used in some of 
the best Greek manuscripts. Proctor completed this fount by designing, to 
harmonize with it, a set of capital letters, in which it was almost entirely lacking, 
and made improvements in the accents and other details. 

145 AESOP US. Vita et fabulae. Sm. folio, Gothic letter, 
114 leaves ; with a large portrait of Aesop and 190 other 
remarkable woodcuts ; the portrait and the page facing it 
surrounded by entwining borders of flowers, with birds, etc.; 
besides a number of pretty woodcut initials, many of which 
contain little pictures depicting the occupations of the months ; 
a few plain corners mended, but otherwise perfectly sound, 
and a wonderfully fine copy ; dark brown levant morocco, 
blind-tooled, gilt edges, by Bedford 

[Strassburg, H. Knoblochtzer, about 1481] 250 0 0 
Apparently the first edition with these cats, which were copies 

from those nsed in the editions printed at Angsbnrg by Giinther 
Zainer and Anton Sorg, and at Ulm by Johann Zainer. The same 
blocks were afterwards employed for the edition printed at Antwerp 
in 1486 by G. Leeu. On the flyleaf of his copy of this last edition 
William Morris remarked : 

“ The cats in this ./Esop are copied from the earlier woodcuts of 
the Ulm and Augsburg editions, but are not literal reproductions of 
them. They cannot be said to be as well cut as their originals, or to 
have the same spirit and ease of drawing. At the same time they 
show a greater feeling for decorative effect than the German cuts. 
If may he noted, for instance, that in most cases the Flemish [really 
German] designer has substituted clean-drawn bunches of ornamental 
leafage for the mere fuzzy heads of trees in the earlier designs: he 
also shows his appreciation of the value of black as a colour by taking 
advantage of the shoes, belts, and other details of raiment, and the 
backgrounds of caverns and the like to in trod nee black points and 
masses. Altogether these cats are a very successful and ornamental 
series ...” 

Not in Hain; Proctor 387. 

146 -another edition. Sm. folio, Gothic letter, 114 leaves 
(a8b-p68q8) ; with a larae portrait of Aesop and 192 other 

Original from 

Digitized by VjOOgLC UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
Original from 

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
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AESOPUS, continued:— £ s. d. 

woodcuts, besides numerous chiaroscuro initials ; the first 
leaf,\ with the large woodcut, cut round and skilfully mounted, 
otherwise a quite sound and fine copy ; russia extra, dentelle 
borders, joints, gilt edges, by Clai'ke and Bedford 

[Basel, Jacobus of Pforzheim, about 1490] 210 0 0 
The cuts in this edition are pretty close copies (57 of them, how¬ 

ever, in reverse) of those iu the Strassbnrg edition. An objectionable 
cut on b:{i, is omitted, but there are three additions, viz , the lower cut 
on a2i„ and those on and b-a. The cut on q4», is also entirely 
different from that in the earlier edition. 

The same blocks were used (with a few exceptions) in the edition 
printed at Basel in 1501 by the same printer (see next item). 

Hain *327 ; Proctor 7629. 

147 - Esopi appologi siue mythologi cum quibusdam 
carminum et fabularum additionibus Sobastiani Brant. 
{Colophon:) . . . Impress! Basilec opera et impensa . 
Jacobi de Phort/.heim : Anno . . primo post quindecima 
centesimum . . . 

Sm. folio, Gothic letter, with 335 fine spirited woodcuts ; 
the first leaf in facsimile, otheru'ise good, sound, and clean; 
russia, the joints neatly repaired Basel, 1501 30 0 0 

148 - Aesopi Phrygis Vita Et Fabellss cum latina interpretatione. 
Gabriee Grseci fabellaa tree & quadraginta [etc.] ... In Inclyta 
Basilea. (Colophon :) Basileee Apud Io. Frobenium. Mense Ianuario. 
An M D XVIII. 

Sm. 8vo., the title-page having slight repairs, a few leaves slightly 
wormed and 8 leaves inlaid; otherwise a fine copy in maroon straight- 
grain morocco gilt, gilt edges Basel, J. Froben, 1518 2 2 0 

Rare in this good condition. After p. 262, the pagination recommences, 
although the signatures continue. This portion is composed of: Homeri Batracho- 
myomachia . . . Grace A Latine; Musreus . . De Ero * Leandro. Greece A 
Latine; Agapetus De Officio Regis, ad Iustinianum Cajsarum. Grrece A Latine ; 
Galeomyomachia . . . Tragirdia Greca. The text of this edition is taken from 
the first edition, Milan, 1479-80. 

149 -The Fables Of iEsop Paraphras’d in Verse, and adorn’d with 
Sculpture, By John Ogilby. London, Printed by Thomas Warren 
for Andrew Crook . . . 1651. 

Sm. 4to., with bust portrait of Ogilby on engraved title, front is pier* 
of Aesop and the beasts, and 80 other engraved plates; a fine c py io cl l 
calf rebacked with morocco, with the bookplate of Sir Thomas JJamner, 
dated 1707, on verso of title 16') 1 

First edition. Commendatory verses by W. Davenant and James Shirley are 
prefixed. The last plate is numbered 81, but the numbers 14 and 15 are marked 
upon a single plate. 

150 --^Esop’s Fables With His Life: In English, French And Latin. 
Newly Translated . . . London, Printed by H. Hills jun., for Francis 
Barlow . . . MDC.LXXXVII. 

Sm. folio, with, besides the 112 plates given in the first edition, 31 
representing the Life of Aesop (a hole mended in plate 17), all by Francis 
Barlow; crimson morocco extra, gilt edges, by Bedford lt‘87 

The engraved English verses beneath the plates in this edition were specially 
written by Mrs. Aphra Behn. 

151 Anacreon. Odaria Greece praefixo Commentario Latine. straight¬ 
grained red morocco, gilt edges Bodoni Press, 1791 

Original from 

Digitized by LjO 'glC UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
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152 ANACREON. Anacreon Done into English Oat of the Original Greek 

. . . Oxford, Printed by L. Lichfield . . . 1683. 
Sm. 8 vo., a fine copy in the original sheep Oxford, 1683 7 7 0 

According to Lowndes the translators’ names are T. Wood, A. Cowley, Oldham, 
and Francis Willis. But though eleven of the verses were certainly translated by 
Abraham Cowley, and are acknowledged to be “ interserted ” (though he does not 
mention which they are) by S. B., the writer of the preface, the latter does not 
acknowledge his indebtedness to anyone e'se, giving one to understand indeed that 
the remainder were by his own hand. 

153 -Lea Poesies d’Aaaoreon et de Sapho, en Grec, Traduites ea 
Francois, avec des Re marquee, par Madame Dacier. Nouvelle edition, 
augmentee des Notes Latinos de Le Fevre, et de la traduction en 
vers de M. de la Fosse. 2 parts in 1 vol. l2mo., with frontispiece; old 
French red morocco, gilt edges Amsterdam, 1716 2 2 0 

154 ANT1QUAE MUSICAE AUCTORES. Antiquee Musicae Auctores 
8eptem. Qraere et Latine. Marcos Meibomius restituit ao notis 
explicavit. 2 vols. in 1 sm. 4to., with tables; old French red morocco 
extra, tooled back, gilt edges, by Derome 

Amst. aptid Ludovicum Elzevirium, 1652 5 5 0 

155 ANTHOLOG1A GR^ECA. Florileginm diuersornm epigrammatnm 
veteium, in septom libros diaisum, Magno epigrammatu numero et 
duobn* indicibus audu. Henr. Steph. de hac sua editione disticbo 
. . . Anno M.D.LXVI Excudebat Henricus Stephanas, illustris viri 
Haldiichi Faggeri typographus. 

Sm. 4to., (imp). 8vo. size), the text printed in large Greek type, 292 
leaves; a fine copy in oil French citron morocco extra, gilt edges, by 
Derome lejeune H. Stephmus, 1566 6 6 0 

“ Belle Edition qui presents un texte entitlement revu.”—Brunet. 

156 APDLEIUS. Tne . xi. Bookes of the Golden Asse, Conteininge the 
Metamorphosie of Lnoins Apnleins, eoterl*ced with sondrie pleasannt 
. . Tales, with an excellent Narration of the Manage of Cnpide and 
Psyches, set ont in the .iiij. v. and .vj. Bookes. Translated out of 
Latiue into Euglishe by William AdliDgton. Imprinted at London 
... by William How. for Ab’-aham Veale. Anno . 1571. 

Sm. 4to., black letter, the title within an ornamental woodcut border 
(cut dose to the margins and mounted) ; two or three headlines very 
slightly cut into; otherwise a fine copy in brown straight-grain morocco 
gilt, qxlt edges, by W. Pratt 1571 25 0 0 

Extbkmbly bare. This is the second edition, the first having been issued 
in 1566. 

157 -■ Apnlei Psyche et Cupido. Cura Ludovici C. Purser. 8vo.,pp. 41, 
well printed on fine paper; Kelmrcott boards, 6s ; or, limp vellum 

Riccardi Press, 1913 0 15 0 
158 Aratus. Sphier® Atque Astrorum ccelestinm ratio, natnra, & motus: 

ad totius mundi fabrication^ cognitione fundamenta. M.D.XXXVT. 
8m. 4to., Greek and Roman letter; the title unthin an ornamental 

woodcut border of figures, Gleopatr i, Dtonynus, etc.; with several woodcut 
diagrams ; a fine, tall copy in old vellum [BaseZ, John Walder), 1536 10 0 

“ He bestowed great oare on works printed in Greek by him ; they were dis¬ 
tinguished for accuracy and elegance."—Heckethorn. 

159 ARISTOPHANES. Comediae. Sm. folio, Greek letter, 
some small wormholes at beginning and end, but a fine and 
very large copy in contemporary binding of reddish-brown 
morocco with blind tooling on the sides, the back repaired a 
little • Venice, Aldus, 1498 81 10 0 

First edition. Hain-Copinger *1656; Proctor 5566. 

R>0 -— — The LyBistrata . . . the Greek text revised, with a Translation 
. . . by B. B. Rogers. Cr. 4to , cloth (pub. 10* 6d) 1911 0 6 0 

f''Original from 2 
Digitized by gLC UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
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Aristophanes, continued:— 
101 -The Comedies. The Greek text revised, with an English metrical 

translation, introduction, and commentary by B. B. Rogers. To be 
completed in 6 vols. Sm. 4to., cloth Per volume 

Costents: 

(The plays are also sold separately at the prices affixed). 
Ready 10* 6d 

10* &/ 
10* 6d 
10* 6 d 
10* 6d 
10* 6d 
10* 6rf 

7* 6d 
10* 6d 
71 6d 

ff 

M 
» * 

11 

» * 
»* 
»* 
11 

Forming 
Vol. I. 

»» 

8* 6 d 

163 

The Acharnians 
The Knights 
The Clouds 
The Wasps 
The Birds 
The Peace 
The Lysistrata 
The Thesmophoriazusae 
The Frogs 
The Ecclesiazusae 
The Plutus, with the Menaechmi 

of Plautus 
Index In preparation 1* 6d 

Also the “Menaechmi ” separately 1* 6d 

162 ARISTOTELES. Arlstoteles Graece ex recensione Iramanuelis Bekkeri. 
Edidit Academia Regia Borussica. 5 vols., 4to , half calf neat, uncut 

Berolini, 1831-70 
-Do Poetica Liber. Textnm recensuit, versionem rehnxit, et 
animadversionibas illustravit, Thomas Tyrwhitt. Roy. 4to., o fine 
copy in straight-grained blue morocco, gilt edges 

Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1794 
- Hibtoria Auimaliom. Translated by D’arcy Wentworth Thomp¬ 
son. 8vo., cloth Oxford, 1910 

This forms the fourth volume of the translation of the complete works of Aristotle 
which is being prepared under the general editorship of J. A. Smith and W. D. Boss. 

-The Metaphysics of Aristotle, translated from the Greek: with 
copious notes ... by Toomas Taylor. Impl. 4to., first edition, 
large paper ; a fine tall copy in half morocco 

Printed for the author, 1801 
This edition contains an elaborate Introduction, and an Essay on Nullities, not 

republished in the second edition. 

-the same. Roy. 4to., bds., uncut 1801 
-the same. Roy. 4to., half morocco, uncut 1801 

This copy is offered at a low price, several leaves bearing a small stamp. 

-Aristotles Politiques, Or, Discourses Of Government. Trans- 

164 

165 

166 
167 

168 

169 

1 

lated Out Of Greeke into French, with Expositions taken out or the 
best Autbours ... By Loys Le Roy, called Regius . Translated out 
of French into English. At London printed by Adam Islip. Anno 
Dom. 1598. 

Sm. folio, very slightly water stained; contemporary limp vellum 1598 
First edition in English ; it is very rare. It is dedicated to Sir Robert Sidney, 

Governor of Flushing, by the translator, whose initials I. D. only are given. 

The Rhetoric of Arihtotle, with a Commentary by E. M. Cope. 
Revised and edited by J. E. Sandya. 3 vols., 8vo., half calf 

Cambridge, 1877 
170 -Aristolelis Ethica Xicomachea. Recognovit F. Susemihl. 12mo., 

morocco extra, gilt edges Leipzig, 1882 

171 -Aristotle’s Ethics, with English notes. By W. E. Jelf. 8vo., 
cloth 1856 

Presentation copy “ From the author.” 

172 ARRIAN. ’Appiavou Tlepi ’A\eEuvCpov ' Avafidoiwc. Arriani de ascensu 
Alex&ndri . . . (Colophon .) Venetiis in a>dibus Bartholomcei Zanetti 
Casterzagensis . . . diligentia loannis Francisci Trincaueli . . . 
MDXXXV. Mese Septebri. 

8m. 8vo., old calf gill Venice, 1535 
FiB8T edition and very rare. The text is entirely in Greek, but the preface by 

Jo.-Bapt. Egnatius is in Latin. 
Original from 

Digitized by gLC UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
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173 AULUS GELLIUS. Accipite studiosi omnes Auli Gellii noctes 

micantissimas . . . (Colophon:) Impressnm Venetiis p Ioane de 

Tridino alias Tacuinu. Anno dni. M.D.IX die xx. Aprilis . . . 

Sm. folio, Roman and Greek letter, the title printed in red Gothic letter 
above a woodcut of John the Baptist; a fine woodcvt border white on a 
black ground to the first page of text, which is printed in red and black; 
also numerous large and small ornamental initials; old stamped calf, 

rebarked Venice, 1509 

174 -Noctes Attic®. Editio nova et prioribus omnibus . . . castagior. 

12mo., engraved title; a fine copy in red morocco, gilt edges, from the 
Syston Park Library Amsterdam, L. Elzevir, 1651 

175 BOETHIUS de Consolatione Phii.osophiae and Gerson de Consolatione. 

Thiologiae. Sm. folio, Gothic letter, 126 leaves (of which the last is 
blank), without foliation; in the original oak boards, covered with stamped 
pigskin, with initials H. C. Cologne, J. Koelhoff, 1488 

On the title-page is written in a contemporary hand an inscription of ownership : 
“ Pertinet Domui castri Marite ppe Dulmania oriiis Carthmien.” and at the end is a 
manuscript,also written contemporaneously,which was presented to the same religious 
house. It comprises Home of the chief works and an account of the life of Archbishop 
Anselm, and is written on 113 leaves in double columns. 

Hain - Copinger *3380; Voullieme 202; Proctor 1074 (not in the British 
Museum). 

176 -De Consolatione Philosophiae et de Disciplina Scholabium. 

Sm. 4to., Gothic letter, the text in a large type, the commentary of 
S. Thomas Aquinas surrounding it; with initials painted in red; the 

fine printer s mark on the title-page mended a little; otherwise a fine 
so viol copy in old calf Lyons, Jean Dupre, 1493 

Hain-Copinger 3400; Proctor 8588. 
177 CAESAR. Commentarii. Sm. folio, Roman letter, 134 leaves (of which 

the last is blank) : with large woodcut initial letters, the heading to Book I 
printed in red, and a fine full-length woodcut of S. Antony on the last 
leaf; a sound copy in old calf gilt Venice, Philippus Pincius, 1494 

The inscription on each side of the woodcut of St. Anthony: “ Defende nos beate 
pater Antoni” is partly obliterated, in this copy. The book contains several MS. 
annotations. 

Hain-Copinger *4220; Proctor 5304. 

178 - C. Iulii Caesaris Rartnn Ab Se Gestarum Commentarii . . . 

Parishs En officina Michaelis Vascosani . . . M. I). XLIII . . . 

Folio, with large ornamental initials; old calf, with Lamoignon arms 
on sides; rebacked Part#, 1543 

179 - Gai Jnli Ctesaria Commentarii Rerum in Gallia Gestarum YII 

aecedit Auli Hirti Commentarius. Ex Kecensione T. Rice Holmes. 

8vo., pp. 250, finely prin'ed in Riccardi type on handmade paper; 

boards 1914 
180 - the same. 8vo., limp vellum 1914 

The edition is limited to 525 copies on paper. 
181 - The Eight Bookes of Cains Iulius Caesar . . . Translated . . . 

by Arthur Golding G. Imprinted at London by Thomas Esta . . . 1590. 
Sm. 4to., black letter; the margins of the title restored, and some 

leaves a little wormed in the lower margins ; old sheep 1590 
Apparently the third edition, for Lowndes mentions an edition printed by East 

in 1578, which, however, does not now seem to be known. 

182 CELS US. De Medicina. Sm. folio, Roman letter, 196 
leaves (of which the eighth is blank); some notes by a 
sixteenth-century scholar in the margins; old red morocco 
extra, gilt back, gilt edges Florence, Nicolo di Ijorenzo, 1478 

The very bare first edition. The Earl of Pembroke’s copy, 
lacking eight leaves, fetched £40 in 1914. 

This copy has an interesting contemporary MS. note on the last 
page: “ Ligatus nec non rubrica’ p me Henricu de Breda Bra- 
bantinmn.” 

Hain- Copin^g y8^;l (Proctor 6116. Original from - 

UNIVERSITY OF MI^HiGAN 
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183 CATULLUS, TIBULLUS, PROPERTIUS. Opera. Folio, red morocco 

gilt, 71// edges, green silk linings Parma, Bodoni Press, 1794 4 4 0 

184 CICERO. De Officiis, etc.—De Finibus. 2 works in 

1 vol., sin. folio, both printed in the same peculiar scnu’- 
Gqthic type; without signatures, etc.; with red and blue 
ornamental and plain painted initials; a few small worm¬ 
holes at the beginniny of the De Officiis, but fine, large 
copies in old crimson morocco, from the Sunderland library 

Paris, ‘ Sou filet Vert’ Press, 1477 n. d. 63 0 0 
Excessively rare and of great interest. Until M. Claudin 

pointed out the distinction and showed that van Praet, whom every 
bibliographer had since followed, was mistaken in saying ihat the 
types of the *• Soofflet Vert” press were “absolnment sembUbles a 
ceux dont se servirent constamment ” Pieter de Keysere and Johann 
Stol who also worked at the same period in the Roe St. Jacqaes, but 
a little lower down the street. The types indeed bear a remarkable 
similarity to one another, but a few are quite distinct. One set was 
evidently copied from the other. The printers who worked at the 
“ Soofflet Vert ” press w ere Loois Symonel of Boorges, Richard Blandiu 
of Evroux, Jeau Symon, and associated with them were f-everal 
others whose names w’e do not know. M. Claudin says: “ C’est un 
atelier cooperatif, le premier atelier rcellcmeut fran^ais qoi ait ete 
cree a Paris.” MS. signatures still remaining in the inner bottom 
comers show that the qoires are in tens. 

De Officiis: Hain-Copinger 5253; Proctor 7909. De Finibus: 
Hain-Copinger 5330; not in Proctor. 

185 - I)e Officiis, etc. cum Commentariis Petri Marsi, Omniboni 
Leoniceni, et M. Philelthici. Sm. folio, Roman letter, with some Greek, 
the commentary in a smaller type occupying the margins; 210 leave-, of 

which 5 are blank; with 4 fine ILLUMINATED decorative initials, THE FIRST 

PAGE OF THE OFF1CIA FIXELT DECORATED, with a coat of arms below; one 

or two small wormholes; a fine copy in a contemporary Venetian binding 

(worn) of oaken boards covered with stamped leather 

Venice, Baplisla de Tortis, 1482 21 0 0 
Hftin *5271(2); Proctor 4614. 

186 -M. Tulli Ciceronis de Officiis, Libri III. Amsterodami, Apud 
Quiljel. I. Caesium. cioiocxxv. 

32mo., with engraved title; old English red morocco super-extra; 

gold-tooled, gilt edges Amsterdam, 1625 Sold 
This small volume measures 69 x 42 mm. (2|jt x 1|J in.) 

187 -- M. Tullii Ciceronis De Officiis . . . Tres [etc.] . . . Libri III. 
12mo., calf Leyden, Elsevir Press, 1642 0 7 6 

188 - De Officiis ad Marcum 61iura libri III, ex editione Oliveti 
Parieiis vulgata. 12mo., straight-grained red morocco, gilt edges 

T. Payne, 1791 0 10 0 

189 -Epistolae ad Bhutum, Atticum, etc. Sin. folio, 

Roman letter, with Greek spaces left for the insertion of 
Greek; without signatures; a wormhole in 12 leaves in the 
middle of the volume, otherwise a very fine copy; old 
English red morocco extra, gilt edges, from the library of the 
Earl of Pembroke Venice, N. Jenson, 1470 100 0 0 

Hain #5214; Proctor 40G4. A beautiful edition of great rarity, 
and one of the earliest productions of Jenson’s press. 

190 -M. Tlulii Ciceronis De Orat-ore Libri Tres, A Philippo Melanctbone 
scholijs ac notnlis qnibnsdam illnstrat.i. Parisijs apud Simonem 
Colinreum, mense Decembri. M.D.XXIX. 

M. T. Ciceronis Tnsqujanm Qacestiones, Per D* Eras mum Rotero- 
Digitized by VjO QIC UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
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CiCIRO, continued:— 
d-imnm Diligenter Emendata?, Et Scholiis Illustrates. Parisiis Ex 
Officina Roberti Stephani . . . M.D.XXVJII. 

2 works in 1 vol., am. 8vo., the margins ruled in red ; some top plain 

margins of the first item slightly stained, otherwise a fine copy; contem¬ 
porary stamped calf , rebacked, gilt and gaujfred edges Paris, 1529-8 

191 CLAUDIANUS. Opera. Sm. folio, Roman letter, 101 leaves (of 102, the 

blank first half being cut a wot/) ; Pibckheimeb’s copy, having his arms 

painted on the margin of the first leaf of text; the first leaf mended; red 

morocco extra, by Bedford Vicenza, Jacobus de Dusa, 1482 
First edition. Hain-Copinger *5370; Proctor 7175. 

192 -Cl. Claudiani Opera . . . (Fol. 176a, colophon:) Venetiis In 
Aedibus Aldi Et Andreae Asulani Soceri, Meuse Martio M.D.XXII1. 

Sm. 8vo., italic letter ; blue morocco gilt Venice, Aldine press, 1523 
193 -the same. Sm. 8vo., italic letter; a fine, clean copy in old Venetian 

brown calf, panelled sides with corner ornaments, surrounded by a broad 

border of arabesque ornament, a portion of the back very neatly restored, 
gilt and gavffred edges 1523 

In the centre of the panel on one side is stamped the word “ Claudianus,” on 
the other a figure of Aeolus holding a full sail, and standing upon a dolphin. 

The only Aldine edition, llenouard, p. 90. no. 1. 

194 -Claudii Clandiani Opera, quae exstant, omnia . . . cum notis 
variorum et Bnrmanni. Roy. 4to., large paper a fine copy in straight¬ 
grained green morocco, gilt edges by Walther Amsterdam, 1760 

195 CORNELIUS NEPOS. De Virorum excellenticjm Vita. Sm. 4to., 

Roman letter, 58 leaves (of which the first is blank) ; old English blue 

morocco gilt [Milan, L. Pachel and U. Scinzenzeler~], about 1479 
The date can be fixed within short limits, since in the dedication Cornerua 

mentions our queen Bona of Savoy; and on the second-last leaf, the epistle of Jacobus 
Bechetus is signed by him as secretary of the ino*t illustrious Itona Maria dux 
Insubrium (i.e., Duchess of Milan). Bonne of Savoy was Regent at Milan in 1477- 
1480; so that this book must have been produced between the two dates. 

Hain 5731; Proctor 5953. 
196 -Comelii Nepotis Vitae excellentium Imperatorum. Roy. 4to., 

the last few leaves slightly foxed; vellum, gilt edges 
Parma, Bodoni Press, 1799 

The arms of Viscount Clifden on both covers. 

197 CURTIUS (Qaintus). The Historie Of Qaintua Carcius, oonteyning 
the Actes of the greate Alexander translated out of Latine into 
Englishe by Iobn Brende. 1553. Imprinted at London by Rych&rde 
Tottell ... 

Sm. 4to., title icithin a woodcut border: limp vellum wrapper, gilt 

edges 1553 
First edition in Enqubh; rare. It is dedicated to John Duke of Northumber¬ 

land, whose son married Lady Jane Gray. 

198 DEMOSTHENES . . . Demosthenes orationes dute &. sexaginta. 
Libanii sophist® in eas ipsas orationes argnmenta. Vita Demosthenis 
per Libanium. Eiusdem uita per Plntarchum. (Oolophon .•) Venetiis 
in redib. Aldi, mense Nonem. M.D.IIII. 

Sm. folio, in Greek, except part of the preface, 322 haves, with the 
blank last leaf; a little water-stained in parts and having the plain lower 

margin of the first leaf strengthened; modern calf Venice, Aldus, 1504 
The second issne of the first edition. It may be easily distinguished from the 

first, by the fact that the anchor on the title-page is shaded, it being in outline In the 
first issue. Though not so rare as the first issue, it contains a more correct text, 
and is better printed. 

199 DIODORUS SICULUS. Stobwpov 2«vrX<owrov 'itrropowv B«/3Xia Tira ra 
tvpttrkopeva. Diodori Siculi Historiaram Libri Aliquot, Qui extant, 
opera A studio ViDcentii Obsopoei in lucem editi . . . Basileae (The 

colophon, in Greek, sets forth that it was printed at Basel in 1539 by 

Joannes Oporinus). 

Sm. 4to., in Gree k ; a s-nqll hole in one leaf and margins of that and 
Digitized by VjU LL UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
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Diodobus Sicdlcs, continued :— £ 

three other leavet mended a little; old red morocco gilt, from the Irunn 
and Mitford libraries Basel, 1539 1 

First edition of any part of Diodorus Siculus. It comprises Books XVI—XX. 
printed from the MS. which had belonged to Janus Pannonius and which was the 
only codex of Diodorus then supposed to be in existence. 

200 -Diodorua Siculus Venduntur in vico sandti Iacobi Sub Leone 
Argentec. (Fol lllu;) . . Diodori Siculi a Pogio Florentino in 
latinum tradudi de autiquorum gestis fabulosis.—Sounds (C. Julius). 
Solinus de memorabilibun Muudi diligenter annotatua & indicio 
alphabttioo prenotatus. Venundatur Parrhisiis in regiono Diui Iacobi 
sub leone argenteo. 

In 1 vol., bid. 4to., the plain upper ai*d loicer margins of the title- 
P')ge of the first item repaired ; other wise fine copies in the contemporary 

Parisian binding of stamped calf, with 2 clasps, relacked, with the book¬ 

plate of Sir John Evans Paris, [c. 1505] 2 

The woodcut device of J. Petit is on both the title-pages. The 8olinus has 
printed on the verso of title a letter addressed by Jos-e Bade to Joannes de Falce, 
dated 1503. 

201 DIOGENES LAERTIUS. Vitae Philosoi'Hordm. Sm. folio, printed in 
a beau'iful Roman letter, with some Greek type, ISO leavet; russia; 

Cecil Dunn Gardner's copy Venice, Jenson, 1475 21 

202 -- the same. Sm. folio, a taller Copy ; in a modern pigskin binding, 

by Ram age 1475 22 
First edition. Dibdin, Moss, and other bibliographers unite in describing it one 

of the finest specimens of the typographical art of Jen-on. and one of the most beautiful 
volumes printed in the fifteenth century. There are differences between these 2 copies, 
e.g. in the second copy fol. 3a has modi* | cem epiftola. and the table on folio 4a is 
arranged “ secundum ordmem librorum,” not alphabetically. Jiain-Copinger G199; 
Proctor 4095. 

203 - Atoytrove Aatprwii lltpi IWwr, Jkoyparuy Z hxoQlhypftrwy tuiv iv 

<f>i\otjo<pi(f tvboKtpgouyThtv, fii/iKia bika, vvr irpwrov irrnirioOirra. Diogeuis 
Laertij De uitis, decretis, & responsis celebtinm philosophorum Libri 
decern, nunc primum excusi. Froben. Basilere Anno M DXXXI1I 

Sm. 4to., in Greek ; a fine clean copy in old calf gilt, from the Sun¬ 

derland library Bastl, H. Frobenitu and N. Fpiscopius, 1533 2 
First edition of the Greek text. Below the imprint of this copy there i6 a 

woodcut stamp bearing the name of “ loan7 Woiphi’. ’ This was probably the author 
of the Lectione* Meniomhile.<. 

204 DIONYSIUS Dionvsii Geograpliia emendatit et locupletata, additione 
soil. Geographiae Hodiernae Gra co carmine pariter don atm*: Cum 
10 tabulis Geographicis. Ab E. Wells. 8vo., large paper, with 
maps; old red morocco, gilt edges Oxunii, 1704 1 

205 EPICTETUS. Epictcti Enchiridinm, una cum Cebetis Thebaui Tabula, 
ex recens. A. Berkelii. Syo., in Greek and Latin, with frontispice 
and folding plate ; olive morocco, by Derome le J rune Leyton, 1*570 1 

206 EUCLID. rEvk\abov Urotutiwy Ht/)Atc Kv T«i»i» Biurof ^Lvvovoiwv . . . 
Basileae Apnd loan. Hervagium Anno M.D.XXXIII. Mense 
Septembri 

Sm. folio, printed in Greek, with ornamental initials and woodcut 

diagrams ; red morocco extra, gilt back, broad ornamental borders on sides, 

gilt edges Basel, 1533 5 

Firbt edition of the Greek text, dedicated to Bishop Tunstall by Simon 
Grymeus, and with the commentaries of Proclus. 

This tine copy fetched £10. 15* at the Syston Park sale. 

207 EUCLID. Elementa. Sm. folio, first edition ; Gothic, 
letter, 138 leaves {of which the last is blank), printed in tiro 
sizes of tj/pe; with numerous arabesque woodcut initials 
{white on bltud), the,border on fol. 2a beimj (i beautiful 
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Euclid, continued:— £ ». J. 

woodcut of similar character; the margins of the volume 
filed with geometrical figures; in an old half binding 

Venice, E. Bat dolt, 1482 31 10 0 

First edition. This will never cease to be a remarkable and 
highly-treasured volume. It was the first in which Euclid appeared 
in print, and also the earliest book in which a continuous series of 
geometrical illustrations were published. The enormous labour 
attending such a task is dwelt upon by Ratdolt in his dedication to 
the Dope. He professes his wonder that amid the great quantity of 
new and old volumes which were daily being published in the Doge’s 
fortunate and prepotent city, so little had been done for the study of 
mathematics; but supposes that it arose from the difficulty of 
printing the diagrams with the text. 

Hain-Copinger *669-1; Proctor 4383 ; Redgrave 26. 

20S EURIPIDES. F.vpuri&ov'Vijiroc- Euripidis Rhesus. (Colophon:) Venetiis 
Apud Aldum Mens© Februario . M . D. Ill. . . 

Sm. 8vo., in a well-preserved contemporary Venetian binding of red 

mororco, with the arms of the Duke of Altenips on the sides, gilt and 

gauffred edges, lettered on the upper cover : evripipis tragedik 
Venire, Aldus, 1503 16 0 0 

Though this volume ordinarily forms the second volume of the first edition of 
Euripides, it U also quite complete in itself. It contains the following plays : Rhesus, 
Troades, Bacchae, Cyclop9, Heraclidae, Helena, Ion, and Hercules Furens. The 
back of the binding has been mended a little, but it is in line condition. 

2C9 - Eupixibov Tpaypdiat 'OkTojicaictKa . . . Euripidis Traguediro o6to- 
decim . . . Basilete apud loau. Heruagium anuo, M.D.XXXVil. 
mense Martio. 

2x«X«a . . . E#C em-a rpayutbiac row evpncibov . . . Scholia In Septem 
Euripidis Tragoedias . . . ab Arsenio . . coll 6ta, nuneqj denuo multo 
quan (sir) antea emendatiora . . . Basil* te, Per Ioannem Heruagium. 
1544. 

2 vols. in 1, 8vo., bound in wooden boards covered with leather, 

covered with ornamental tooling in which are introduced small medallion 

portraits of Luther, Erasmus, Hues, and Melavcth- n ; the back mended, 
with clasp Basel, 1537-44 2 2 0 

From the Sunderland library. Below the imprint there is an inscription : 
“ Isaacus Gruterus.” He was an editor of Sir Francis Bacon’s works. 

210 - b'.vpnribov IIXtATpa. Enripidis Electra, Valde (^uidem ha&enus ab 
eruditis desiderata traeoedia, ac nuper d*mum in lucem edits [a Petro 
Victorio]. Adiecta Eat Eadem Latin e ad uerbum reddita . . . 
M.D.XLVI. 

Sm. 8vo., Greek and italic letter, 64 haves (of which 2 are blank) ; 
vellum [Rome ?] 1516 2 0 0 

211 -Hecuba, Et Iphigenia In Aulide, Euripidis tratroediro, in latinum 
tralatre Erasmo Roterodamo interprete. Medea Eiusdera, Georgio 
Buchanano Scoto interprete. Parish's Ex officina Michaelis Vascbsani 
. . . M D.XLIIII. 

8m. 8vo., italic letter; vellum gold-tooled, qilt edges, by Doll 

Paris, 1544 3 10 0 
212 - Tragedies. Translated by R. Potter. 3 vols., 8vo., half calf 

Oxford, 1823 0 15 0 
213 - Euripides. Translated into English Rhyming Yeree by Gilbert 

Murrat. Post 8vo., with portrait and 11 illustrations ; rloth 1911 0 6 0 
In addition to Hippolytiu and The Bacchae this volume contains a translation 

of The Frogs of Aristophanes, with an Introduction and Notes. 

214 EUSEBIUS. Historu Ecclkbiastica. Sm. folio, Roman letter, 171 
leaves (of 172, the blank last leaf being cut away); with catchwords on 

every page, but without signatures and foliation; painted initials and 

rubrication; a fine, large copy (291 x 191 mm.), in old red morocco, 
gilt edges . ^ Mantua., f. Schall, 1479 11 11 0 

Digitized by LjO glC UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
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Eusebius, Historia Ecclesiastica, continued:— 
215 1 ■ ■ the same. Sm. folio, a few leaves a little wormed; vellum 1479 

As there are 171 printed leaves, while the very accurate Hain only specifies 170, 
the copy which he examined was probably imperfect. 

“ The printer of this work was a physician. The volumes which issued from 
his press are of equal beauty and rarity; and it is Beldora that we behold a more 
elegant specimen of ancient typography than that which is now before us. The 
types are a mixture of those used at the early Milan and Parma presses ; being, how 
ever, taller and more beautiful than either of them.”—Dibdin, Biblioth. Spenc. 

Hain-Copinger *6711; Proctor 6908. 

216 EUTROPIUS. Eutropii hiatoriographi clariasimi Pauliq5 Diaooni eiusdem 
£muli excelletiaaimi: de Inclytia totiua It&lice provincie, ac Roman- 
orura geatia libri . xviij . . . (Colophon;) . . . Qap omnia emundis 
ab Egidio Gourmont caraderibus in Alma parrhysiorum Lutetia Anno 
. . . Milleaimo quingenteaimo duodecimo qnindeoimo Kalendas Aprilea 
impresaa aunt . . . 

Sm. folio, Roman letter, the title ■printed in red and black with 
publisher's device in black surrounded vy ornamental border-pieces in 
red; with 89 small WOODCUTS ; a large copy, with some uncut f>remargins, 
in modern vellum Pans, 1512 

The editor was Nicholas Maillard. The printer Gilles Gourmont produced the 
edition for Geotfroy de Marnef, Galliot du Pre. and for Jean Gourmont whose device 
is on the title. 

217 FLORUS (Lucius Annaeus). De Historia Titi Livii 

Epitome. Sin. 4to., large Roman letter, 89 leaves (of 90, 

the blank last leaf being cut aicay) ; old English red morocco 

extra, gilt edges, from the library of the Earl of Pembroke 

[Paris, Ulrich (rering, Martin Kranz, and 

Michael Friburger, 1471] 

Extremely rare. Thia was the fourth book printed at the firat 
Paris preaa. 

On the blank firat page of thia copy ia a contemporary inaoription 
of ownerahip : “ Liber ffria Willi Spynk ” with a note that the book 
coat him 2s 6d. A Inter inacription ia “ Ac nuc Joania Bukk 1550.” 

Hain-Copinger 7196 ; Claudio, The First Paris Press, iv ; 
Proctor 7826. 

218 Fbagmbnta Historiccm Gr.ecorcm. Fragmenta Historicorum Grmoorum 
edd. C. et. Th. Muller, grccce. 5 vole., roy. 8vo., with plates; hf. 
morocco Pari si is, 1874 

219 GALENUS. Therapeutica, etc., graeck. Roy. folio, 

printed entirely in Greek in black and red, 112 leaves, with 

16 beautiful arabesque chapter headpieces, 6 of which are 

finely coloured in this copy, accompanied by the same 

number of large initials in red, another initial in red, and 

the beautiful printer s device ; a very fine, large copy 

(16^ x 11J in.) ; in the original Venetian binding of 

stamped leather over wooden boards, which is repaired a 

little Venice, Z. Kallierges, 1500 
Extremely rare, and a beautiful book, printed on strong thick 

paper with wide margina, in the same characters aa the Etymologicum 
Magnum. Dibdin remarks: “ Of such extreme rarity is the work, 
that . . . Fabricius and many other bibliographers were entirely 
ignorant of it. Maittaire . . . has given the colophon without any 
observation or comment; and I suspect that Panzer has only con¬ 
strued this colophon into Latin, without having seen the book . . . 
De Bure . . . the Abbe Rive, Seemiller, and Braun, appear to have 
been entirely ignorant of it.” 

•i Hain-Copipger *7426 • Proctor 5647 ; Prince d’Essling 1235. 
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£ s d. 

220 GEOGRAPHIC VETERIS SCRIPTORES GRCCI MINORES. 
4 vole., am. 8vo., in Greek aryl Latin; a fine copy in blue morocco gilt, 
with the bookplate of Sir Robert Peel Oxford, 1698-1703-1712-1712 1 12 0 

The third volume contains the Supplement from Arabio writers. 

221 HERMES TRISMEGISTUS. ¥.ppuv ToD ’Vptoptyi'orov Tlaipd vhprfr. 
’AovAqiriov ”Opoi IIpoc "Appova (sic) BotriXta. Mercurii Trismegisti 
Poemander, sen de potestate ac sapientia dinina. Aesculapii 
Definitiones ad Ammonem regera . . . Parisiis, M.D.LIIII. Apud 
Adr. Turnebum . . . (Colophon to the Latin translation:) Excudebat 
Parisiis Gail. Morelias Anno M.D.LIIII. 10. Cal. Ang. 

2 parts in 1 volume, sm. 4to., MS. notes on the title ; a large copy 
in crimson straight-grained mo roc "0 gilt, with the Wodhtill arms on side 

Paris, 1554 1 15 0 
The Latin translator was Marsilius Ficinus of Florence. 

222 Herodian. Herodian’s History of his own Times, or of the Roman 
Empire after Marcus. Translated by J. Hart. 8vo., calf 1749 0 5 0 

223 HERODOTUS. Hpo^oroa Aoym Ewin, Oimp Rrirn Aovvrai Mou<rcu. 
Herodoti Libri Novem: Quibus Musarum Indita Sunt Nomina. . . . 
(Colophon:) . . . Venetiis in domo Aldi mense Septembri. M.DII. et 
cum priuilegio . . . 

Sm. folio, in Greek, 140 leaves; with contemporary MS. notes in the 
margins; the title somewhat soiled and tico or three words in the first line 
of the last page of text defective ; vellum Venice, Aldus, 1502 5 5 0 

224 -the same. Sm. folio, a taller copy ; contemporary MS. notes in the 
margins; old calf gilt, neatly rebucked, from the library of Michael 
Wodh'ill, and with the bookplates of Will. Maurice Bogdani and of Sir 
C. J- Stuart Bart. 1502 9 0 0 

225 -the same. Sm. folio, a still larger and v°ry fine copy, free of MS. 
notes, with the exception of an inscription of ownership on the title-page; 
rvssia, with the bookplate of Michael Smith 1502 14 14 0 

“ Cette premiere edition d’Herodote est 1’une des meillenreB qu’ Aide ait publices 
d’aucun ouvrage grec ; 1’impression et le papier en sont de toute beauti.”—Brunet. 

226 HOMER. Iliad and Odyssey, etc. 
2 vols. in 1, sm. folio, Greek letter, 250 leaves (of which 

one is blank) and 189 leaves (o/190, theblank last leaf being 

cut away) ; the upper margins of the last 14 leaves in Vol. 

II skilfully mended, causing a few letters to be supplied in 

facsimile; a fine, large copy (12^ x 8J in.); olive levant 

morocco super-extra, the back and sides elaborately tooled, 

inside borders, gilt over marbled edqesy by Duru (1856) 

1488 380 0 0 

227 

228 

First edition of Homer, a precious book from many points of view. 
It must of course be the cornerstone of every good classical library. 
It is now a book of extreme rarity, especially in fine condition. 

The Brothers Nerli were only the publishers of this noble work. 
It was printed for them by Bartolommeo di Libri. 

Hain-Copinger 8772; Proctor 6194; Proctor, Printing of Greek, 
pp. 66 and 69. 

-'Qhvoaiia. harpa\opvopd\ia. "Ypvoi A/3. X lyssea. Bafcra- 
chomyomachia. Hymni.XXXII. Louanij apnd Theodoricnm Mar- 
tinum Alostensem Anno M.D.XXIII. 

Sm. 4to., with the initials illuminated in gold and colours ; a very 
fine, tall, and clean copy in old crimson morocco gilt, gilt edges, with the 
bookplate of Wilmot, Viscount Lisburne Louvain, 1523 

-Oprjpvv IXtac Kai Ocvatrtia Merc* Tijc Ei^yiof. Homeri Ilias Et 

Vlyssea Cum Interpretation . . . Basileae Apud Io. Hervagium, 

Anno M.D.XXXXfif^n\c> Original from 
Digitized by bU gU- UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
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HOMER, continued:— 
Sm. folio, in Greek, with ornamental woodcut initials; red morocco 

gilt Basel, 1535 

229 -The Iliads Of Homer . . . Neuer before in any languag truely 
translated. With a CoiTiont vppon some of h’’s chiefe places; Donne 
according to the Greeke By Geo: Chapman. At London printed for 
Nathaniell Butter . . . 

230 

Sm- folio, with engraved title by TV’. Hole; a good copy in con¬ 
temporary calf, with a gilt cartouche on the side [1612] 

This is the first complete edition of the IliAd in Chapman's version. 
This copy has not the two extra leaves (added after the death of Prince Henry) 

containing verses addressed to (i) Viscount Cranborne and Viscount Rochester, (ii) 
Sir Edward Philips. On the fly-leaf of this copy there are two verses in Latin, 
with the signature: “Robt. Robinsonn.” 

-the same. Sin. folio, contemporary limp vellum gilt, 
with the arms of King James 1 on the sides [1612] 

This copy has the leaf of verses addressed to Viscount Cranborne 
and Viscount Roohester, but not those to Sir Edward Philips. 

-The Iliad of Homer rendered into English blank verse by Edward 
Earl of Derby. Third thousand. 2 vols., 8vo., cloth 1864 

- Uoraeri Batrachomyomachia . . . Greece & Litinrn. Apud 
Inclytam Germania? Basileam. (Colophon:) Apud Ioaunem Fro- 
benium Iu Inclyta Germanise Basilea. Anno M.D.XVIII. Meuse 
Ianuario. 

Sm. 4to., the title within an ornamental woodcut border; russia gilt 
Bast 1, 1518 

Not mentioned on the first title-page but included in this volume (the signatures 
and pagination being continuous) are : Musams . . . l)e Krn <fc Leandro. Greece & 
Latine; Agupetus De Ollieio Regis, ad Iustinianum Cirsarem. Onrce & Latine; 
Galeomyomuchm . . . Trago-dia Griecia. The woodcut border round the title is 
repealed in each of these cases. 

233 HORATIUS. OpkRA. Sm. folio, Roman letter, with Gothic for headings 
etc., 219 leases (of 220, a blank leaf having been cut away) ; with over 

1(50 typical woodcots of the Strassburg school, mostly in sections; a few 

wormholes at beginning and end; red moroco gilt 
Strassburg, Johann R inhard of Griiningen, 149S 

I'hist ii i.rsTK.iTEn Kin-nos, and the first printed in Germany. This copy has 
the index (G leaves) which is often missing, having been issued apparently after 
publication. 

“Cette Edition, publiec par Jac. Looher, pent f*tre mise an rang des 6dit. 
princcps, n’ayant point ete faito sur des textes imprimis. mais sur des manuscrits 
trouves en Allemagn«'.”— llriin-t. 

Hain-Copinger *Hn98; Proctor 483. 

234 - Q. Horatii Flaooi Poemnta omnia Cei.timetrum M*rij Seruij. 
Annotationes Alrfi Manniij Roninni in Horatium. Ratio mensuum, 
qnibna Odm einsdem Pci*tm tenentnr eodem Aldo authore. Nicolai 
Peroti lihellus eiusdem argument]. (Colophon :) Venetiis In Aedibus 
Aldi, Et Andreae Soceri, Mense Novembii. M.D.XIX. 

Sm. 8vo., the third Aldxne edition ; a li'tle stained towards the end, 

but otherwise a fine and larqe copy in the oriqinal stamped calf, rehacked 
Venire, Aldus, 1519 

The ornamentation of the binding is very unusual; it consists of alternate rows 
of shells and diamonds arranged obliquely. 

235 -Quinti Horatii Flacci Opera . . Londini aeneis tabulis incidit 
Iohannes Pine MDCCXXXIII. 2 vols. in 1, large 8vo., entirely 
engraved, the original nr “ Post Est ” edition with early impressions of 

the beautiful illustrations ; old crimson mirocco, fully gilt back, dentelle 
borders on the sides, gilt elges 1733-37 

With the monogram, signature, and engruved bookplate of Matthew Raper, of 
Newington Greeuy-tine of tilt original subscribers. Original from 
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HORATIUS. continued:— £ *. d. 
236 - The Works of Qnintus Horatius Flaccns, illustrated chiefly from 

the Remains of Ancient Art. Wirb a Life by the Rev. Henry Hart 
Milman. 8vo., printed within ornamental borders, with coloured ti'Ls 
and other ornamentations by Owen Jones, and numeroui illustrations, by 
Gear ye Scharf Jr., from Greek and Roman antiquities; the corners of 
some haves slightly stained!; morocco, gilt edges 1849 2 0 0 

2.57 - Works of . . . translated into English Verse, with a Life and 
notts. by Sir Theodore Martin. 2 vols., 8vo., cloth ; scarce 1881 14 0 

238 -Quinti Horati Flacci Carmina Alcaica. PoHt 8vo., printed on 
vellum, with hand-coloured initials in red and blue ; limp vellum 

Chelsea, The Ashendene Press, 1903 3 3 0 

239 -A Medicinable Moral], that is, the two Bookes of 
Horace his Satvres, Englyshed accordyng to the prescrip¬ 
tion of saint Hierome . . . The Wailyngs of the Prophet 
Hieremiah, done into Englyshe verse. Also Epigrammes 
. . . Imprinted at London in Fletestrete by Thomas 
Marshe. M.D.LXVI. 

Sm. 4toblack letter, calf, rebackcd 156G 30 0 0' 
240 IAMBLICHUS, etc. Index Eornm, Quae Hoc In Libro Habentur. 

Iamblichus de mysteriis Aegyptiorum, Chaldteorum, Assy riorum. 
Proclus in Platonicum Alcibiadem de anima atqj d^moue . . . 
(Colophon :) Venetiis In Aedibvs Aldi, Et Andrea Soceri Meuse 
Novembri MD.XVI. 

Sra. folio, Roman letter, 176 leaves ; a very fine large copy, ruled in 
red throughout; brown morocco extra, gilt ocer marbled edges, by Hardy 

Venice, Aldine Press, 1516 3 10 O 
This is the second and enlarged edition of the editio princeps, which appeared 

in 1497. 

ill ISOCRATES. Orationes, graece. Sm. folio, printed in a 
fine Greek letter, 200 leaves {of ichich 3 are blank) ; a few 
old MS. notes ; a fine copy in old English red morocco extra, 
gilt edges, from the library of the Earl of Pembroke 

Milan, H. Sdnzenzeler, 1493 84 0 0 
First edition, and very rare. It was the thi*d book printed wholly 

in Greek. 
Hain Copinger 9312 ; Proctor 6( 65 

212 JOSEPHUS. F. losephi Antiquitatum Iudaicarum 
Libri xx. Adjun&a est simul losephi Vita . . . Omnia 
a Sigismundo Gelenio e Grieco in sermonem Latinum 
conuersa. De Bello Judaico Libri VII. Gnvcorum 
codicum collatione per Sigis. Gelenium castigatissimi fa6ti 
. . . Lugduni, Apud Hferedes Iacobi lunette. M.D LXVI. 

Folio, Roman letter ; with several woodcuts, of which 
32 (1 a repeat) are by Pikkre WoEiriot ; some margins a 
very little water - stained; a sound and fine copy in modern 
calf gilt Lyons, lleirs of J. Junta, 1566 55 0 0 

“Cette pr^cieuse edition est restee ineonnue aux bibliographes; 
Hoffman, si complet et si exact, n’ea a point en coonaisance; le seul 
exempl. qni ait echappe aux ravages du temps a decouvcrh par 
M. Olivier Barbier, et par lui cede a M. Ambr. F. Didot, [though 
wanting the last leaf of the index, this copy sold for 2000 francs at 
his sale] . . . 

“ Cette edition se recommande a Pattention des iconophilcs pa»* 
la presence dans lea preinierfl chapitres des Antiquit es judaiques de 32 
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Josni'HUS, continued :— £ *■ d. 
vignettes sur bois, tr^9 precieuses, ayant fait partie d’une suite 
executee a Nancy par Pierre Woeiriot, de Bouzey, eleve de Jean 
Cousin, et dont on ne cite pa9 d’autres gravures sur bois qu’un 
frontispiece de livre . . .”—Brunet, Supplement. 

243 Jostinus. Justini bistoriarum ex Trogo Pompeio Lib. XLIV. cum notis, 
Isaaci Vossii. l2mo., with engraved title; a fine copy in old olive 
morocco gilt, gilt-starred end papers, gilt edges Leiden, Elzevir Press, 1640 2 8 0 

244 JUVENALIS ET PERSIUS. Sattkae. 4to. (sra. folio 
size), Roman letter, 72 leaves (of 74, the first and last, both 
blank, being cut away) ; on the first page a painted and 
illuminated ornamental initial and full border of landscapes 
and architectural designs, containing a satyr and naked 
figures; some MS. marginal notes; old English red morocco 
extra, from the library of the Earl of Pembroke. 

[1Venice, Vindelin of Speier, about 1472] 75 0 0 
Very rare. Hain 9672; Proctor 4C58. 

245 -another edition. Sm. folio, Roman letter, the text surrounded by 
the commentai-y, with some Greek, 96 leaves (of which the first is blank) ; 
some MS. notes and a few wormholes ; old calf 

Vicenza, Rigo di Ca Zeno, 1480 4 4 0 
Very rare; the first production of this press. Hain-Copinger *9690; Proctor 

7162. 
Hound up in the same volume is Boccaccio, Genealogiae Dcorum, etc., Venice, 

B. Locatellus for O. Scotus, 1494, tcith numerous pretty initial* and 13 full-page 
woodcuts (Hain-Copinger *33*21; Proctor 505*2 ; Prince d’Essling 799). 

246 -D. Juuii Juvenalis et Auli Persii Flacci Satyrrn. 4to., newly 
bound in straight-grained red morocco extra, gilt edges, by Riviere 

Birmingham, J. Baskerville, 1761 2 5 0 
247 -Thirteen Satires of Juvenal, with a Commentary by John 

E. B. Mayor. 2 vols., 1893-1900—Translated into English by Alexander 
Leeper, 1903 ;—together 3 vols., poBt 8vo., newly half bound in maroon 
morocco, gilt tops 1893-1903 1 16 0 

247*-The Satires Of Decimus Junius Juvenalis. Translated into 
English Verse. By Mr. Dryden, And Several other Eminent Hands. 
Together with the Satires Of An Ins Persius Flaccus. Made English 
by Mr. Dryden . . . London, Printed for Jacob Tonson . . . 
M DC XCIII ... 

Sm. folio, first edition, old calf 1693 1 5 0 

248 - The Satires of Decimus Junius Juvenalis and Aulus Persius 
Flaccns, translated into English verse by W. Gifford. With notes 
and illustrations. 2 vols., 8vo., buckram 1817 0 10 6 

249 LACTANTIUS. Opera. Sm. folio, Roman letter, with some Greek, 148 
leaves (the first blank) ; slightly water-stained, but a good copy ; old 
half binding Venice, Theodoras de Ragnzonibui, 1490 2 10 0 

Hain-Copinger 9815; Proctor 5262. 

*250 LIVIUS. Decadf.s. Sm. folio, Roman letter, 273 leaves (of 274, the 
blank last leaf be'ng cut away), with three pages gracefully framed in 
woodcut borders and 171 small woodcuts scattered throughout the text 
(some of them marked with the initial F),as well as numerous fine wood- 
cut initials, white on a black ground; the large borders cut into; old red 
morocco gilt, gilt edges ; from the Syston Park library 

Venice, Philippas Pincius, 1495 24 0 0 

251 -the same. Sm. folio, a taller copy (312 x 210 mm.); 
the woodcut borders very slightly cut into; old half russia 

1495 45 0 0 
The woodcuts hadiappeared in the Italian Livy of 1493. None 
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Litics, continued:— £ s. ri¬ 

ot those which bore the initial b were retained in this issue, but the 
artist’s work is here in large quantity unsigned. Hain-Copiuger 
10141; Proctor 5308. 

252 -Tite Livii Historiarum Libri ex recensione I. F. Gronovii. 3 vols., 
12mo., old Fien'h red morocco extra, gilt edges 

Leyden, Eh vir Press, 1654-53 1 10 O' 
253 -The First Five Books of the Roman History: translated from 

the Latin of Titus Livius by John Bellenden. Sm. 4to , crimson 
morocco extra, gilt edges Edinburgh, 1822 3 8 0 

Composed in 1533 but never printed till 1822 although it ranks “ as a specimen 
of the ancient language of Scotland and of the prose stvle of the purest of her early 
writers.” 

254 Longinus (Dionysius)- Aiowinov Aoyyivov Ilrpi "Y\f/ovc Aoyov. Dionysii 
Longini De Sublirai Genere Dicendi . . . Apud Paulum Manutium, 
Aldi F. Vt-netiis, M.D.LV. 

Sm. 4to., Greek letter; slightly water-stained ; contemporary limp 
vellum Venice, 1555 1 5 0- 

Rake. The last leaf is blank on the recto, but has the Aldine anchor on the 
▼erso. This work was printed during H. Stephen’s stay with Aldus, and from a different 
MS. from that used by Oporinus. 

255 -Diooysius Longinus, de SublimitaU*. Folio, Gr. and Lat.; red 
morocco gilt, gilt edges, green silk lining Parma. Bodoni Press, 1793 4 4 O’ 

256 Lucancs. M. Annei Luoani Cordubensis pharsalia diligentissime per G. 
Verst-Ha’ um recogoita. Cum commentarii*. Ioannis Sulpitii . . . 
Philippi Beroaldi . . . Iodoci Badii . . . Venundantnr ab ipso Ascensio 
it Ioanno paruo. (Colophon:) Finis trinm Commetariorum ... in. 
M. Annei Lncani Pharsaliam diligenter repositoru in pdibna Ascesianis 
. . . M.D.XI11I. In vigilia. Ascesiouis Christi . . . 

Sm. folio, title with printer s device printed in red end black in 
ornamental woodcut border; old calf [Paris], 1514 0 IS 0 

257 -Pharsalia, sive de Bello Cirili Libri X. 12ino., old red morocco 
gilt, gilt edges Glasgow, 1751 0 16 6 

258 LUCIANUS, etc. Que Hoc Volumine Continentur. Lnciani opera. 
leones Philostrafci. Eiusdem Her-dca. Eiusdem uitw Sophistarum. 
leones lunioris Philostrati. Descriptiones Callistrati . . . (Colophon:) 
. . . Venetiis in sedib. Aldi mense Innio. M.Dill. 

Sm. folio, printed almost entirely in Greek, 288 leaves ; a fine copy 
in crimson morocco extra, gilt edges, by Riviere Venice, Aldus, 1593 7 7 0 

“ Cette edition . . . est encore fort rechercb£e, tant k cause de la beauts de son 
ex6oution, que parce que les exemplaires oomplets en sont rare*.”—Unmet. 

The piece “De mortePeregrini” and thedialogue “Philopatris’’ which Renouard 
states have been excised or disfigured in several copies by the emissaries of the Inqui¬ 
sition are here untouched. Renouard adds: “ Cette ridicule mutilation est d’autant 
plus incons&piente qu’on a laiask intacts les denx dialogues tr6s licencieux Amores, et 
Lucius cel A*inu*."—Renouard, p. 39, no. 3. 

259 -Anvktarov AuiXoyoi . . . Luciani Dialogi Et Alia Malta Opera . . . 
M.D.XXII. (Colophon;) Venetiis in tedibus Aldi, & Andreie Asulani 
Soceri . M.D.XXII. Meuse Oftobri. 

Sm. folio, Gr^ek letter with a little Roman, 292 leaves; a fine copy 
in vellum, from the Sunderland library Venice, Aldine Press, 1522 2 2 0 

“ Cette Edition est »l la verity infiniment meilleure que oelle de 1503, et elle a 
servi de texte A plusieurs des r&mpressions.”—lienuuurd. 

26) LUCRETIUS. T. Lucretii Cari De Rerum Natnra Libri .VI. (Co’o- 
phon :) Impressura Florentiae Sumptibus Philippi Giuntre bibliopola 
. . . M.D.XII. Mense Martio 

Sm. 8vo., italic letter, 146 leaves; olive morocco 
F7ortn^e, for Filippo di Giunta. 1512 1 1 0 

The text i«» that of the Aldine edition of 1500, with some corrections. It whs 
edited by Petrus CandidwR. I Original from 
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LUCRETIOS, continued:— 

561 - De Rerum Natura libri sex, cum notis integris Dionysii Lambini, 
Oberti Gifanii . . . et felectis J. Baptistes Pii, aliorumque, curante 
Sigeberto Havercampo, qui & Suaa & Abrahami Preigeri adnotationts 
adjeeit ... 2 vols., 4to., with tngraved plates after Frarts tan Alien's; 
original calf Leyden, 1725 

“ Edition pea commune, et l’une des plus recherchees de ce poete.”—Brunet. 

562 - De Rerara Natura Libri Sex. Rov 4to., old red morocco exhra, 
gilt back and edge*, by DerSme Birmingham, John Baskerville, 1772 

With the signature ot H. Drury on the flyleaf. 

563 - the same. 4to., a fine, clean copy in old blue moro'.co, gilt bark, 
dentelle borders, gilt edges 1772 

564 - Titi Lucretii Cari de Rerum Natura Libri sex. Roy. 4to., 
large paper, a fine copy in straight-grained red morocco extra, gilt edges 

1?. Taylor, 1824 
565 - another edition. Roy. 4to., old red moro'co extra, gilt edges 

ib., 18.32 
566 -T. Lucreti Cari de Rerum Natara Libri sex. Sm. folio, pp. 256, 

printed on handmade paper, with the initial letter in gold by 0. Hewitt ; 
boards Ashendene Press, 1913 

Only 75 copies were printed. 

567 MACROB1US. Hoc Yolumine Coutinentur . Macrobii interpretatio in 
somniura Scipionis a Cicerone confictum . Eiusdem Saturnaliorum 
libri septera . . . Haec oia Nicolaus Angelius . . . correxit imprimiq3 

curavit . (Colophon:) . . . Vemetiis in ./Edibvs loannis Tacuini de 
Tridino anno Domini M.D.XXf Die XVIII Iulii . . . 

Sm. folio, Roman letter, with some Greek, 110 leaves ; the title printed 
in red and black, unthin a woodcut border; with 10 large and small 
WOODCUTS, several diagrams, a mnppemon le. and woodcut initials; 
vellum, repaired Venice, J. Tacuinus de Tridino, 1521 

The woodcuts show a certain roughness of execution, but the delineation and 
pose of the figures are frequently of great beauty. 

568 MARTIAL. Martialis. (Colophon:) Venetiis In Aedibns Aldi Mense 
Decombri . M.DI . . . 

Sm. 8vo., italic letter, 192 leaves ; russia Venice, Aldus, I5''l 

569 - the same. Sm. 8vo., smooth red morocco extra, gilt edges 1501 

Although two copies are here offered of the first Aldine Martial, it must never¬ 
theless be considered rare. It is much sought after by collectors. 

270 MELA (Poraponins). CosMOGRAPHfA. Sm. 4to., Roman letter, printed in 
red and black, 48 leaves; with some pretty woodcut initials, white on 
black ground, the first illuminated; one or two marginal notes v<ry 
slightly cut into ; old French red morocco extra, blue watered silk linings, 
gilt edges Venice, Franz Renner, 1478 

Hain-Copinger *11017; Proctor 4174. 

271 NONIUS MARCELLUS. De Proprietate Latini 

Sermonis. Sm. folio, Roman letter, 138 leaves (the last 
blank) ; numerous large initials painted in blue ; on the 
recto of the first leaf otherwise blank, is painted a large 
coat of arms, with a conventional laurel wreath, charged or, 
a bend az. between two stars of eight points gu. (above is 
the MS. inscription “Arms, of Guicciardini”); slightly 
wormed at the beginning, otherwise a good copy; old English 
red morocco extra, gilt edges, from the library of the Earl of 
Pembroke [/?ome] Georg Lauer, about 1471 

Hain-Copinger 11899 ; Proctor 3421 (not in the British Museum). 
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NONIUS MARCELLUS, continued:— £ d. 

272 -another edition. Sm. folio, Roman letter, 192 leaves 

(of 194, two blank leaves being cutaway); large ornamental 

initials painted in red; a fine copy in old English red morocco 

extra, gilt edges, from the library of the Earl of Pembroke 

Venice, JV. Jenson, 1476 60 0 0 

Hain-Copinger 4290; Proctor 4098. 

273 ORPHEUS. Augonautica kt Hymni, etc. Sm. 4to., 

printed entirely in Greek except the colophon zohich is in 

Roman letter, 51 leaves (of 52, the blank last leaf cut away; 

the beautiful arabesque ornament and the woodcut initial, 

and the heading of each part (foil. 1 and 2G) printed in 

red; a fine copy in old English red morocco extra, gilt 

edges, from the library of the Earl of Pembroke 

Florence, Bartolommeo di Libri for Filippo Giunta, 1500 105 0 0 

First edition of the Argonautics and Hymns of Orpheus; a very 
rare and beautiful book. 

Hain-Copinger *12106 ; Proctor 6236. 

274 -The Hymns of Orpheus, translated from the original Greek : 
With a preliminary Dissertation on the Life and Theology of Orpheus. 
[By T. Taylor]. Post 8voold calf Printed for the author, 1792 0 16 0 

275 -The Mystical Hymns of Orpheus. Trnnslsted . . . and 
demonstrated to be the Invocations which were used in the Eleusinian 
Mysteries. Second edition. 8vo., Id*., uncut 1824 0 18 0 

276- OVID. Pub. Ovidii Nasonis Opera. 6 vols., folin, beautifully printed in 
large type on thick paper; red morocco extra, green silk linings, gilt 
edges Parma and Milan, AUnjsius Mussi, 1806-1808 10 0 0 

277 -Pub Ovidii Nasonis Metamorphoseon Libri XV . . . M.D.LXIII. 
{Colophon:) Impre8snm Francofurti, Apud Georgium Coruinum 
Sigismundum Feierabent, & hceredes Vuigandi Galli. 

Sm. 8vo., tcith 178 pretty woodcuts, many of which bear the mono¬ 
gram of Virgil Solis ; two leavei very slightly defective; contemporary 
binding {dated 1566, with the initials N. T. S.) of wooden boards covered 
with stamped pigskin Frankfort, S. Feirabend amt heirs of W. Han, 1563 2 2 0 

278 -Pub. Ovidii Nasonis Metamorphoseon Libri XV. In singulas 
quasque Fabulas Argumenta. Ex postrema Iacobi Micylli Recogni- 
tione. Francofurti Ad Moenum, M.D.LXXXII. {Colophon .) Franco, 
furti Ad Moenum, Apud Christophorura Coruinum, impeusis Iohannis 
Feyerabendij. 

Sm. 8vo., with over 170 pretty woodcuts, many of which bear the 
monogram of Virgil Solis ; stamped pigskin, with German arms in gold, 
together tcith the initials . I. W. E. A. P., and the date . 1.6.2. 

Frankfurt, C. Corvinvs, 15S2 1 10 0 
279 - Ovids Metamorphosis Englished, By Geo: Sandys. The 3d. 

Edition. London, Imprinted by R.B. for Andrew Hebb . . . 
CI0I0CXXXVIII. 12mo., contemporary sheep 1638 0 12 6 

280 -P. Ouidii Nasonis Fastorum libri . . . {Colophon:) ImpreSfUtn 
Venetiis opera . . . Ioannis Tacuini de Tridino . . . Anno . 
M.CCCCCVIII ... 

With woodcut initials, numerous woodcuts, and a beautiful woodcut 
arabesque border, white on black ground, introducing a pattern of 
floreated designs supported by allegorical figures 

. . . Libri de tristibus . . . (Colophon:) . . . ipressit Venetiis .. . . 
Tacuinns Anno salutis . M.D.XI . . . 

With woodcut initials and several small woodcuts 
Original from 
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OVID, continued: 

281 

2S2 

283 

284 

285 

286 

287 

. Libri de Ponto . . . (Colophon Venetiis . . . Tacuinus . 
Anno salntis . M.D.VII . . . 

With charming woodcut initials, which on black ground, many con¬ 
taining allegorical figures 

above 3 works in 1 vol. folio, vellum Venice, Tacuinus, 1507-11 
On the title of each work is a woodcut representing Christ holding a cross, around 

which hangs a ribbon bearing the words “ Ecc* agnus dei.” At his feet is a lamb. 

All Ovids Elegies: 3. Bookes . By C. M. Epigrams by J. D. 
At Middleboorgh. 

Sm. 8vo., red levant morocco, gilt edges, by Riviere [1600 ?] 
-the same. Sm. 8vo., tico or three catchwords cut into ; dark Irrown 
levant morocco, gilt top [1600?] 

Yebt bare. The “ Elegies ” (Amore») were translated by Christopher Marlowe, 
and the “ Epigrams” were the work of Sir John Davies. The book was first pub- ^ w 

lished under the title Epigrummes and Elegie*. Ry. I. D. and C. M. At Middle- 
borough [1590?] ; the title to the second part being ‘ Certaine of Ouids Elegies.’ 
In 1599 it was ordered by Archbishop Wbitgift and Bancroft, Bishop of London, to 
be burnt. 

The second translation of the fifteenth Elegie, first book, is by Ben Jonson (it 
does not appear in the first edition); it is Baid to be his earliest printed production. 

Collation: A—F8. On the title-page are 5 type ornaments (3 leaves and 
2 pointing hands). It is the edition designated “ C ” by Dyce and Bullen. 
-Ovid’s Banqnet of Sence. With A Coronet for his Mistresse 
Philosophy; and His Amorous Zodiack . . . London. Printed by 
B. A. and T. F. and are to be t-old by R. Horseman . . . 1639. 

Sm. 8vo.. dark green morn co, entirely UNCUT 1639 
Second edition of George Chapman’s translation. This copy, which was 

formerly Skegg’s and Corser’s is probably the only one in this state in existence; not 
only is it uncut, but several leaves are unopened, and it has the blank first and last 
leaves (a small pieoe of the former cut off). 

- Publii Ovidii Nasonis De Arte Amandi, Or, The Art of Lone. 
Sm. 8vo, some marginal notes cut into, ani a small hole (an 

original defect in the ‘paper) in one leaf; straight-grained olive morocco, 
geometrical interlac'd design in gold on sides, gilt edges [1600 ?] 

Title between two rows of type ornaments, without imprint, and pp. 1-16, 
19, 18-92. 

-another edition. Sm. 8vo., a fete marginal notes slightly out into; 
red levant morocco extra, gilt edges, by Riviere [1636-40 P] 

Title between two rows of type ornaments, without imprint, and pp. 1-16,19-34, 
33-48, 76, 50-52, 73, 54-92. 

-Ovid’s Heroical Epistles, Englished By John Sherbnrne . . . 
London, Printed by E. G. for William Cooke . . . 1639. 

12mo., with engraved title-front is piece by W. Marshall; red levant 
morocco, gilt tdges, by Riviere 1639 
-Ovids Festivalls, Or Romane Calendar, Translated into English 
verse eqninnmerally, By John Gower . . . Printed by Roger Daniel, 
Printer to the University of Cambridge . . . 1640. 

Sm. 8vo., one or two margins slightly cut into; mottled calf extra, 
gilt edqps, by Riviere (Cambridge), 1640 

288 PAUSAN1AS. Pansani® Grroci® Descriptio. Edidifc, Graeca emendavit 
. . . C. G. Siebelis. 5 vols., 8vo., Greece et Latine, with map and 
plates ; hf. moro ico Leipzig, 1822 

289 -Description of Greece. Translated from the Greek [by Thomas 
Taylor]. 3 vols., 8vo., calf 1824 

290 Petronius. A Collotype Reproduction of that portion of Cod. Paris, 
7989 commonly called the Codex Tragnriensis which contains the 
Cena Trimalchionis of Petronins, together with Four Poems ascribed 
to Petronins in Cod. Leid. Voss. III. With Introduction and Transcript 
by Stephen Gaselee. 4to., with 2 plates and 28 photographic facsimiles ; 
cloth Cambridge, 1915 

291 Phjedkus. Fabnl®, et Publii Syri Sententi®. 16mo., with frontispiece ; 
old French morocco Paris, 1729 

From the library of Dr. D. Bernard. 

z'"'* ~ ~ _I ~ Original from 
Digitized by gLC UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
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292 Petronius. With an English Translation by Michael Heseltine.— Seneca 
. Apocolocyntosis. With an English Translation by W. H. D. Rouse. 

In I vol., 12mo., having the Latin text and the translation on opposite 
pages; cloth 1913 

203 Philo Judaeus. Opera Omnia Gr. et Lat. ad editionem T. Mangey 
collatis aliqnot MSS. edenda cnravit A. F. Pfeiffer. Editio secanda. 
5 vols., 8vo., calf Erlangen, 1820 

294 PLATO. The Works of Plato, translated from the Greek by Floyer 
Sydenham and Thomas Taylor. 5 vols., roy. 4to., cloth, uncut 1804 

295 ■ the same. 5 vols., roy. 4to., newly bound in half calf 1804 

205 - Platons Werke. Griechisch nnd Deutsch, mit kritischen und 
erklarenden Anmerknngen. 26 parts in 8 vols., post 8vo., vellum or 
half calf neat Leipzig, 1849-81 

207 - PJatonis Septem Selecti Dialogi. Juxta editionem Serrani. 8vo., 

£ s. d. 

208 

ft ft-/ 

large paper, contemporary blue morocco, fully gilt, gilt edges Dublin, 1738 
The first Greek book printed in Ireland. 

Selection of Passages from Plato, for English Readers. From the 

209 

« J _ * ft-/ 

translation by B. Jowett. Edited by M. J. Knight. 2 vols., post 8vo., 
cloth Oxford, 1895 

- Plato. The Cratylns, Phredo, Parmenides and Timoeos . . . 
Translated from the Greek. 8vo., buckram, uncut 1793 

300 PLAUTUS. Ex emendationibns, adqne comentariis Bemardi Saraceni, 
Ioannis Petri Vail® Planti Comcodi® . xx . recens singulari diligentia 
formnlis excus® . . . (Colophon :) Impressum Yenetiis per Lazarnm 
soardam . Die . xiiii Angusti . M.D.XI. 

Sm. folio, Roman letter, 317 printed leaves ; with numerous wood- 

cuts, including one full-page; some margins mended; hf. bd. 
Venice, 1511 

- the same. Sm. folio, a very fine copy in maroon morocco extra, gilt 
edges, by Riviere 1511 

First Venetian edition with woodcuts, and the finest which had yet appeared. 

301 

The large woodcut was probably due to the artist of the Poliphilo. 
The woodcuts illustrate the scenes and characters of the various comedies. The 

woodcut border and the full-page woodcut are both in outline. This latter represents 
a theatre with stage and auditorium. The auditorium consists of nineteen persons ; 
on the stage Btands an actor, while another is about to enter from the wings. 

302 - M. Accins Plantus Ex Fide, Atquo Anctoritate Complurium 
Librorum Mann Scriptorum Opera Dionvs. Lambini Monstroliensis 
emendatus: ab eodemqne commentariis explicatns . . . Luteti®, Apod 
Ioannem Maoteam . . . M.D.LXXYII . . . (Colophon;) Excadebat 
Ioannes le Blanc innior . . Impensis . . Ioannis Mac®i . M.D.LXXYI. 
mense October 

Folio, with ornamental woodcut initials ; contemporary citron morocco 
(somewhat rubbed) zoith arms and monogram of Audibert Catin, seigneur 
du Vau et de Ohartrettes, conseiller notaire et secretaire dti roi, on sides ; 
and with the bookplates of John Lord Sommers and Philip Lord Hard- 
wicke Paris, 1576-7 

303 - Golloqnia Plantina Viginti, Ex Totidem M. Planti Comcediis 
excerpta . . . Opnscnlnm scholia, <fc lingo® Latin® studiosis ad intelli- 
gendnm Plantnm, Lncretinm, Persinm, Apnleium, aliosq; obscnriores 
Authores ntile . . . Opera Alexandri Rossmi. Londoni, Typis, & 
impensis Jacobi Jnnii, Anno Domini, M.DC.XLVI. 

Sm. 8vo., a very little wormed in plain margins, but a fine copy; 
contemporary sheep 1646 

304 PLINY the elder. Historia Naturalis. Folio, beauti¬ 
fully printed in Roman letter, 375 leaves {of 378, three blank 
leaves being cutsmpay) :i a few leaves slightly water-stained, 
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PLINY the Elder, continued:— 

but a very fine and large copy ; old English red morocco 
extra, gilt edges, from the library of the Earl of Pembroke 

Rome, Conrad Siceynheim and Arnold Pannartz, 1470 
Second edition, rarer than the first, printed by Johann of Speier 

at Venice. Only 300 copies were printed. 
Hain-Copinger *130S8 ; Proctor 3306. 

- Plinii Historite Naturalis Libri xxxvn (edidit Ioannes de Laet). 
3 vols., 12rao., vellum Leyden, Elzevir press, 1635 

i 

—— C. Plinii secundi Natnralis Historic Tomas primas [—tertins] 
... 3 vols., 8vo., with frontispieces by Wingendorp ; fine opy in old 
French red morocco, gilt edges Leyden, 1668-69 

- The Historic Of The World. Commonly called, The Naturall 
Historic Of C. Plinins Secundns. Translated into English by 
Philemon Holland Doctor in Physicke. The first [and second] Tome. 
London, Printed by Adam Islip. 1601. 

2 vols. in 1, folio, name on title ; a good copy in calf, rebacked 1601 
- the same. 2 vols., folio, a good copy in calf gilt 1601 

the same. 2 vols. in 1, folio, the imprint bearing the initials O. B. 

305 

306 

307 

308 

309 

310 

311 

312 

313 

314 

r ^ 

instead of the name Adam Islip; the title-page and several ll. repaired, 
yet a good sound copy in broicn pigskin, rejoin'ed, by Staggemeir and 
Welcher 1601 

- another edition. The Historic Of The World: Commonly 
called, The Naturall Historic Of C. Plinius Secundus. Translated into 
English by Philemon Holland . . . London, Printed by Adam Islip 
and are to be sold by Iohn Grismond . . . 1635. 

2 vols. in 1, folio, margins of a few leaves slightly wormed and ink- 
stained ; old calf 1635-4 

Beschryving der Dieren; en van Zeldsaame, en by weinige 
Schryve- ren voorkomende Visschen en GekorveDe Diertjes ; uit onde 
en laatere Schryvers, voor de Beminnaars der Natuurlyke Histone, te 
saamen gesteld, en geschikt tot een Byvoegsel achter het bekende 
Werk van C. Plinius van de Dieren. Sm. 8vo., with 10 coloured plates 
by Th. v. B.; a pretty copy in the original red morocco. gilt sides and 
back, gilt edges Amsterdam, 1770 

PLINY the younger. Epistolae. 4to. (sm. folio size), 

Roman letter (blank spares left for Greek, supplied in MS. 
in this copy), 124 leaves [#2 a-b10 c8 d-e10 f8 g-i10 k-18 m-n10, 

of which | es and g8 are blank] ; a painted and illuminated 
initial and border on the first page of text; numerous other 
initials painted in red and blue alternately; a few old MS. 
notes ; a fine copy in old English red morocco extra, gilt 
edges, from the library of the Earl of Pembroke 

[ Venice, Christoph Valdarfer] 1471 
First edition of the Letters of the younger Pliny. It is extremely 

rare, especially when quite complete with all the blank leaves (the two 
in the middle of the book must be generally excised as they are the 
complements of cancel leaves). 

Hain-Copinger *13110 (incorrect collation) ; Proctor 4134. 

another edition. Sm. 4t Homan letter, 91 leaves (of 92, the blank 
first leaf cut away), with signatures; the lower margin of the first leaf 
of text restored, otherwise a sound and large copy in maroon morocco, gilt 
edges, by Riviere Treviso, Johannes Rubeus, 1483 

Hain-Copinger *13113 ; Proctor 6497. 

-- another edition. Sm. 4to., Roman letter, except the title which is 
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PLINY th* Yocnqkb, continued:— £ *. d. 

in Gothic, and tome Greek type, 140 leaves ; some contemporary annota¬ 
tions ; calf Bologna, Benedictus Hectoris Faelli, 1498 3 0 0 

Hain-Copinger *13115 ; Proctor 6639. 

315 - C. Pli. Caecilij Ianioris . . . libri Epistolorum novem addito nuo 
z Decimo cum Panegyrico . i . oratione de laudibus Traiani Iperafcoris 
. Una cum . Ioannis Mariae Catanei expositiono . . . (Colophon:) . 
VenetiisperloannemRnbeumVercellesem. AnnoDni. M.CCCCC.XIX. 
Die. XV. Decembria . . . 

Sm. folio, with a woodcut (repeated) and ornamental initials; plain 
foremargin of the title mended a little ; in the well-preserved contemporary 
English binding of wooden boards covered with stamped calf; on the sides 
a border formed by a roll stamp with renaissance ornamentation ; the 
enclosed space subdivided by diagonal intersecting fillets into compart¬ 
ments stamped with a foliated ornament Venice, 1519 6 6 0 

316 - C. Plinii Caecilii Secundi Epistolarum Libri X. & Panegyricus. 
Accedont Variances Le&iones. Lugd. Batavorum, Ex Ofticina Elsevir- 
orum, oIoIoxl. 12mo., red morocco extra, gilt edges, by Duru 

Leyden, Elzevir Press, 1640 1 15 0 
317 Plotinus. Plotini Platonicorum facile coryphaei Operum Philosophic- 

orura Omi ium Libri Liv. In Sex Enneades Distributi Ex antiquiss. 
codicurn fide nunc primum Grace editi, cum Latina Marsilii Fioini 
interpretatione & commentatione. Basileae Ad Perneam Lecytbum 
MDXXC. Folio, old calf gilt Basel, 1580 0 10 0 

318 PLUTARCHUS. . . . Plutarchi Quae Vocantur Parallela . Hoc Est 
Vitae Illnstrium Virorum Graeci Nominis Ac Latini . . . (Colophon :) 
Venetiis In aedibus Aldi, Et Andreae Soceri, Mense Augusto. 
M.D.XIX. 

Sm. folio, Greek letter, and a little Roman, 350 leaves (of which the 
last is blank) ; a fine copy in brown morocco extra. gilt over marbled 
edges, by Hardy, with the Seilliere arms on the sides 

Venice, Aldine Press, 1519 4 10 0 

319 -Vitae illustrium Virorum. Folio, Roman letter 

(with the peculiar R), 514 leaves (of which two are blank) ; 

several fine red and blue ornamental initials ; mam/ corners 

water-stained, but a very fine vnpressed copy in the original 

binding of wooden boards covered with stamped pigskin, 

almost entirely uncut 

[Strassburg, the R—Printer, about 1472] 42 0 0 

Hain.Copinger *13124; Proctor 242. 

320 -The Livfs Of The Noble Grecians And Romaines . . . Translated 
. . . By Sir Thomas North Knight. Hereunto are also added tho 
lines of Epaminondas [and others] . . . London, Printed by Richard 
Field. 1612. 

Folio, calf 1612(10) 3 16 0 
The additional lives have a title dated 1G10. 

321 POLLUX (Julias). . . . Inlii Pollucis Vocabularium. (Colophon:') 
Venetiis apud Aldum mense Aprili . M.DII. 

Sm. folio, in Greek, 112 leaves: some writing on the first p^ge of the 
indexes, and a few contemporary MS. notes; old calf gilt, from the 
libraries of the Duke of Sussex, H. Drury, and T. Q. Come 

Venice, Aldus, 1502 1 5 0 
First bdition. The book is one of the earliest printed by Aldus in two columns. 

In this copy the indexes are bound at the beginning. 

322 PROCOPIUS. Corpus Scriptornm Hist. Byzant. Editio emendatior et 
copiosior, consilio B. G. Niebuhrii instituta . . . Procopius. 3 vols., 
8vo., half morocco Bonn, 1833 
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£ a. d. 
323 POLYBIUS. Polybii Historiarnm qaidqnid superest, recensnit, ad- 

notationibue, indicibns, etc. illustravit Schweighrouser. 8 vols. in 9, 
8vo., grace et latine, best edition, Fine Paper; russia gilt 

LipsicB, 1789-95 
The last part is a Lexicon of 674 pp. in double columns. 

324 -the same. 8 vole, in 9, thick 8vo., Papikb de Hollands ; calf gilt 
1789-95 

325 -Selections from Polybius. Edited by J. L. Strachan-Davidson. 
8vo., with 3 maps ; cloth Oxford, 1888 

326 PRUDENT1US. Opera. Sm. 4to., Gothic letter of tiro sizes, 168 leaves 
(of which the last is blank) ; some contemporary writing on the first 
pages; bds. [Deventer, Richard Paffroed, about 1497] 

Hain-Copinger 13432; Campbell *1456; Proctor 9031. 

327 - Pmdentii Poetae Opera . . . [followed by Prosperi 
Aquitanici Epigrammata and Ioannis Damasceni Hymni, etc.]. 
(Colophon to the Prudentius :) Venetiis apnd Aldam mense Ianuario . 
M.D.I. 

Sm. 4to., Roman letter, 234 leaves (of which one is blank); 2 words 
scratched out on the verso of the first leaf, otherwise a good copy; Spanish 
sheep; very rare Venice, Aldus, 1501 

Comprising Vol. I of the Poetae Christiani veteres, described fully by Renouard, 
pp. 24-5. 

328 QUINTILIANUS. Institotiones Oratoriae. 

Roman letter with some Greek, 202 leaves (of which one is blank) 
[Treviso, Johannes Rubens, about 1480] 

Hain-Copinger 13644 ; Proctor 6495. 
-Declamationes. ' 

Roman letter, 88 leaves (of which the first is blank) 
Venice, Luca, di Domenico, 1482 

Hain-Copinger *13649; Proctor 4495. 
2 works in 1 vol., sm. folio, fine clean copies, but the first and last 

leaves mounted; a few early MS. notes; hf. bd. [1480]-1482 
329 - M. F. Quintilianus. [Institutiones Oratoriae]. (Colophon:) 

Venetiis In Aedibns Aldi, Et Andrea© Soceri Mense Angusto . 
M.D.XIIII. 

Sm. 4to., Roman letter, 234 leaves (of which one is blank) ; a little 
soiled in parts, and a few small wormholes at the beginning; old calf, 
rebacked Venice, Aldine Press, 1514 

On the title is the inscription •' wyllyam mey off trynyte hall in cambryge.” 
This was evidently the William May (or Mey) who became President of Queen’s 
College, Cambridge and Dean of St. Paul's, and who died in 1560 on the day he was 
elected Archbishop of York. 

330 REI VENATION SCRIPTORES. Iani Vlitii Venatio Novantiqua 
Celsissimo Araosionis Principi Guilhelmo Dicata. Ex Offioina 
Elzeviriana. A0. 16 45. Vimo., with engraved title depicting hunting 
and fishing scenes; a fine large copy (133£ mm ), in red morocco gilt, 
gilt edges Ex ofiicina Elzeviriorum, 1645 

Comprising Gratius Faliscus, Nemeeianus, and Calpumius, with commentaries 
by Vlitins. 

331 SALLUSTIUS. Opera, etc. 4to. (sm. folio size), Roman 
letter, 75 leaves (of 76, the first, a blank being cut away); 
with a BEAUTIFUL PAINTED AND ILLUMINATED BORDER Oil 

fol. 2 and a similar one on fol. 23. and several illuminated 
initials; some annotations in a contemporary hand; a fine 
copy, with wide margins ; in an eighteenth century binding 
of English red moi'occo with Harleian gold tooling, gilt edges 

Venice, Johann of Kdln and Johann Manthen, 1474 
An extremely rare edition. The colophon appears on the verso 

of fol. 64, afterwhich follow the life of Sallnst, the invective against 
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SALLUST IUS, Opera, continued :— *- 

Cicero and the latter’s reply, and the speech of Lncius Catiline in 
reply to Cicero. 

The border has been executed by an exceptionally skilful artist. 
Hain-Copinger 14201; Proctor 4287 (the date is 23 March 1474, 

not 22 March). 

332 - another edition. Sm. folio, Roman letter, 53 leaves (of which the 
first is blank) ; a large copy in old calf, rebacked 

Venice, Baptista de Tortis, 1491 2 
Hain-Copinger *14211; Proctor 4609. 

333 -Opera Sallnstiana. Caij Crispi Sallustij . . .cum lodoci Badii 
Ascensii expositione per^ familiari opera . . . [etc.] (Colophon:) 
C. Crispi Sallustii Catilina & Iugurthina cum reliquis colledtaneis ab 
Ascensio . . . hie suit capit fine. Lugduni . . . Impressus per 
loanem marion anno . . M. quingentesimo . xix . die vero . vii . 
mensis Inlii . 

4to., the text printed in roman letter, the commentary surrounding it 
in gothic letter; the title, printed in red and black, within a woodcut 
border; with woodcuts and ornamental initials; the plain foremargins 
throughout somewhat damp-stained, and some mended; contemporary 
English binding of wooden boards covered with stamped calf Lyons, 1519 5 

On the sides of the binding is a panel formed by a roll stamp within a dragon, 
a gryphon, and the binder’s cyphers (G. W. and I. G.) separated from each other 
by a flower-spray (Cf. Weale, £l 98). The space thus fonned is divided by diagonal 
fillets into four triangles each eontaining a dimidiated floral ornament. 

334 -Opera omnia. 2 vols., roy. 4to., with arms of Viscount Clifden; 
vellum, gilt edges Parma, Bodoni Press, 1799 4 

335 -C. Crispi Sallustii Opera qose exstant. Accednnt orationes et 
epistol® ex historiarura libris superstites. 4to, thick paper; green 
morocco by Riviere Pickering, 1864 0 

336 SCRIPTORES DE RE RUSTIC A. Sm. folio, Roman 
letter, with some Greek, 303 leaves (of which four are blank, 
and the last the leaf of Register); with 4 beautiful painted, 
and illuminated initials of Italian interlaced style, and 
numerous plain ones in red and blue; a remarkably fine 
copy, impressed and very clean, in the contemporary bindiny 
of wooden boards covered with stamped piyskin 

Reggio d'Emilia, Bartholomaeus Bruschus, 1482 42 
On the flyleaf of this superb copy is the inscription “ Liber 

lohannis Kemerer de dalbnrg Episcopi nuormaciensis 1486.” This 
bishop occupied the see of Worms from 1482 to 1503. His arms are 
beautifully painted on the first page of text. A later owner was 
Horace Walpole. 

Hain-Copinger *14565 ; Proctor 7251. 

337 - Scriptores Rei Rustic® Veterum Latinornm. enm Comment, ed. 
J. G. Schneider. 7 vols. 8vo., sized paper, with plates, veau fauve, fully 
gilt backs, gilt edges, by Padeloup Leipzig, 1794-96 3 

338 8ENECA. Epistolae ad Lucillium. Sm. 4to., Gothic letter, 78 leaves 
with signatures (A—H8-4 I—O8,4) 25 lines, rubricated; half-bound 

[7 Strassburg, c. 1490] 1 
Hain 14598 ; not in Proctor. With the bookplates of the Duke of Sussex and 

Robert Proctor. 

339 Medea: A Tiagedie. Written in Latine by Lucius Annaeus 
Seneca. Englished by E[dward] S[herbnrne] Esq; With Annotations 
. , . London, Printed for Humphrey Moseley . . . 1648. 

Sm. 8VO., oldfiteep i Original from 1648 . 2 
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£ s. d. 
340 SILIUS ITALICUS. Silii Italic! De Bello Punico . . . (Colophon:) 

Venetiis In Aedibus Aldi, Et Andreae Asulani Soceri, Mense Inlio 
M.D.XXIII. 

Sm. 8vo., italic letter, 212 leaves; blue morocco giU, gilt edges 
Venice, Aldus, 1523 

341 -the same. Sm. 8vo., italic letter, 212 leaves; green morocco gilt, 
with Aldine anchor on side, goffered gilt edges, with the bookplate of 
E. V. Utter son 1523 

Only Aldine edition. “ Pea commune.”—Renouard. 

342 -Silius Italicus De Secundo Bello Punico. Amsterodami Apud 
Guiljel. Ianesonium. Anno clo loc xx 

16mo., in a pretty binding of old red morocco extra, the sides having 
delicate tooling au pointilli, the monogram of Louis Hubert de Montmort, 
probably by Le Gascon (see Guigard, ii, p. 252), gilt edges 

Amsterdam, 1620 

343 -Riliua Italicua De Secundo Bello Punico. Arr.aterdami Apud 
Guiljelmum Blaenw. Anno clo loc xxxi. 16mo., old red moroc o gilt 

Amsterdam, 1631 

344 SOPHOCLES. ~o<poK\tov(r Tp«yw£«ai F.^-ra Sophoclia 
Tragaediae Septem . . . (Colophon:) Venetiia in Aldi Romani Acade¬ 
mia mense Auguato. M.DII. 

Sm. 8vo., Greek letter, 196 leaves (of which three are blank); a large 
copy in old half vellum binding Venice, Aldus, 1502 

345 --Sophocles. Edited, with English notes and introductions, by L* 
Campbell. Vol. I.—Oedipus Tyrannus. Oedipus Coloneus. Antigone. 
Second edition. 8vo., half morocco neat Oxford, 1879 

346 Statics. The Thebaid of Statius,' translated into English Verse [by 
W. L. Lewis]. Second edition. 2 vols., 8vo., old calf 1773 

347 STRABO. Strabonis Rerum Geographicarum Libri XVII, recensuit, 
varietate lectionis, adnotationibusque illustravit, Xylandri versionem 
emendavit Siebeukees [et opus continuavit Tzschucke]. 7 vols., 8vo., 
FINE paper, in Greek and Latin, green morocco, gilt edges Lips. 1796-1818 

348 -idem. 7 vols., 8vo., calf gilt, gilt edges 1796-1818 
The first six volumes contain the Text, various readings and Latin translations. 

The seventh volume contains Casaubon’s Commentary on the first three books, edited 
by Friedemann. This has never been continued. 

349 -Strabonis Geographica. Recensuit commentario critico instruxit 
Gustavus Kramer. 3 vols., 8vo., tn Greek, fine copy in calf extra, by 
F. Bedford Berlin, 1844-52 

350 SUETONIUS. C. Suetonii Tranquilli de vita duodecim Ceesarum, 
Libri XII . . . (Colophon:) Excusnm Argentine in Aedibus Ioannis 
Priisz . . Mense Augusto. Anno. M.D.XX. 

Sm. 4to., Roman letter, 156 leaves ; each page within an ornamental 
woodcut border; a few small wormholes, and some MS. notes at the 
beginning ; old German binding of wooden boards covered with stamped 
pigskin Strassburg, 1520 

In the same volume is bound Rodolphi Agricolae Phrysii De inventione 
Dialectics, Libri Tres . . . Strassburg, John Knoblouch, 1521 

351 -Suetone Tranquile De La Vie Des XII. Cesars . Traduit par 
Georges de la Boutiere Autunois . A Lion, Par lean De Tournes . . . 
M.D.LXIX. . . 

Sm. 4to., Roman letter with italic, 208 leaves; the title within a 
pretty ornamental border, and with woodcut portraits and fine initials ; 

” Original? Jjyons, 1569 
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
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SUETONIUS, continued :— 
352 -The Historie Of Twelve Caesars, Emperors Of Rome : Written In 

Latine By C. Snetonins Tranquillus, and newly translated into 
English [by Philemon Holland] . . . London, Printed for Matthew 
Lownes. 1606. 

Sm. folio, with some woodcut ■portraits within ornamental borders ; a 
clean copy in contemporary limp vellum 1606 

First edition of Philemon Holland’s celebrated translation. 

353 SOLPICIUS. Opcscclcm de componendis epistolis. Sra. 4to., Roman 
letter, 32 leaves, without signatures; a little water-stained and blank 
margins wormed; mororco [Rome, Eucharius Silber, about 1490] 

H&in *15157; Proctor 3905. 
Hain gives only 24 leaves, the copy he saw lacking, apparently, two leaves in the 

first part, and the appendix giving the modes of addressing titled persons: (L^equuntur 
principia subscriptiones & ru | prnscriptiones litteraru missiuarum ad om | nes 
personas cuiusctiqj status grad us coditi- { onis aut preeminentie fuerint. | 

354 Sulpitius Severus. Snlpitii Severi Opera omnia qate extant. Lugd: 
Batavoram, Ex officina Elzeviriana. A0. 1643. l2mo., old green 
morocco, gilt edges Leyden, Elzevir Press, 1643 

355 TACITUS. P. Cornelii Taciti Libri Qainque Noviter Inventi Atque 
Cam Reliqais Eius Operibus Editi*. . . (Colophon:) . . impressi p 
Magistram Stephanam Gaillereti de Lothoringta . . Anno M.D.XV. 
Kf . Martii ... 

Sm. folio, Roman letter, 2 42 leaves ; a few wormholes at beginning 
and end ; red morocco extra, gilt edges, from tfie Syston Park library 1515 

Containing the first edition of Books xvii-xxi of the Annals. The contents 
are: Title, 1 leaf; preliminary Epistle of Phil. Beroaldus, 2 leaves ; Historic, five 
books, 70 leaves numbered 4-73; Corrections, 1 leaf; Annals (xi-xxi) preceded by 
the preface of Franciscus Puteolanus, 130 leaves ; Germania, Dialogue de Oratoribus, 
Register, and Imprint, 22 leaves ; Vita Agricolie. 10 leaves. 

356 -Opera quse supersunt. Ex editione Iacobi Gronovii fideliter 
expressa. 4 vols., 12mo., old Frtneh blue morocco gilt, gilt edges 
(Derome) Glasgow, R. and A. Foulis, 1753 

357 - C. Cornelii Taciti Opera. 3 vols., roy. 4to., vellum, gilt edges 
Parma, Bodoni Press, 1795 

The anus of Viscount Clifden on both covers. 

358 -the same. 3 vols., folio, large paper ; contemporary red morocco 
gilt, gilt edges ibid., 1795 

Only 30 copies were issued in this state. 

359 -The Works of Cornelius Tacitus. By A. Murphy. With an 
Essay on the life and genias of Tacitus. 4 vols., 4to., with maps ; a 
sound copy in russia 1793 

360 -The Annales Of Cornelius Tacitus. The Description Of Germanie. 
[Translated by Richard Greneway]. Loudon, Printed by J. L. for 
Richard Whitaker . . . 1640—The End Of Nero And Beginning Of 
Galba. Fonre Bookes Of The Histories Of Cornelius Tacitus. The 
Life of Agricola. [Translated by Richard Greneway]. The sixth 
Edition. London, Printed by J. L. for Richard Whitaker . . . 1640. 
—Discourses Upon Cornelias Tacitus. Written in Italian by the 
Learned Marqnesse Virgilio Malvezzi . . . Translated ... by Sir 
Richard Baker . . . London, Printed by E. G. for R. Whitaker, 
and Tho. Whitaker . . . 1642. 3 works in 1 vol., sm. folio, old calf 

1640-42 

361 -The Histories of Tacitus. An English Translation. With 
Introduction, Frontispiece, Notes, Maps, and Index. By George 
Gilbert Ramsay. 8vo., pp. lxxv and 463, with a frontispiece and 3 
maps; cloth 1915 

362 TATI OS. ’Epwrtvwv ' ASiWewfrrariov Sive De Clitophontis Leucippes 
Amoribns. Libri VIII ex Editiooe Cl. Salmasii. Lugd. Batavor. 
Apud Franoisonm Hegerum. Anno 1640. 12mo., old French red 
morocco extra (? Derome) ^ otic Leyden, 1640 
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». d. 
363 TERENTIUS. Comediaf. Sm. folio., printed in Roman and Gothic letter ; 

with a woodcut of a theatre on the title-page, 6 other full-page, and over 150 
smaller cuts all hut one of which are formed of nearly lUO small blocks in 
combination, from 2 to 8 bting used for each cut; maroon levant morocco, 
blind-tooled, gilt edges, by Riviere Strassburg, Qruninyer, 1496 

First edition with these woodcuts which mark an epoch in Strassburg book- 
illustration. tiriininger reprinted them in 145)9 in a Latin and a German edition. 

The illustrations are to be regarded not only as fine examples of the Strassburg 
school of wood-engraving, but also as types of theatrical scene-work. Each design 

, is printed from three or more blocks, one of them giving the figure or figures on the 
scene, the others giving the architectural or landseupe background and accessories. 

Hain-Copinger *15431; Proctor 473. 

364 -Pablij Terentij aphri . . . comedie: cum famatisaimoru (videlicet. 
Donati & Giudonis luaenalis oratorum comentis. Insuper comentu. 
IodoeiBadij Axi'sij [etc.] . . . Uenundiitur Lngduni per Conetantinura 
Fradin . . . (Colophon;) . . . Impresse Lugdaui per loanne MarioD. 
Anno . . . M. ccccc. xviij. vero. xxiij. Nouembris 

Gothic letter, 172 leaves; the title printed in red and black, with 
large device of ti e publisher; with small woodcuts and ornamental 
initials, and printer's device on the last page 1518 

Decij Iunij Iuuenalis satyne sexdeecm ab Antonio Mancinello 
expositoe; cum Iodoci Badii Ascensii Familiari earandem explanatione. 
(Colophon :) E calcographia Ioannis e'ein alemani impressorom apud 
Lngdunum facilo principle, kalcndis augustis anni . . . Miliesimi 
qningentesimi decimi qnint«. 

Roman letter, with commentary in Gothic surrounding it, 167 leaves 
(•of 168, the blank last leaf cut away) ; the title prin'ed in red and black 
within a woodcut border, und with the printer's large device 1515 

2 works in 1 vol., 4to., eighteenth century French calf gilt 
Lyons, 1518-15 

365 -P. Terentii Afri . . . Comoediae ... Ex emenditinsimis ao fide 
dignissimis codicibus . . castigafa* [cum argnmentis etc. Philippi 
Mclanchthonis, D. Eras in i, Julij Cmsaris Sealiyeri, P. Bembi, Stephani 
Doleti,etaliornm] . . . Parisiis, Apud Ioaimem de Roigny . . . 1552 . . . 

Folio, italic letter 409 leaves (including the Privilege du Roy and 
the blank last leaf) ; with numerous woodcuts and otuam*nlal initials; 
ruled in red throughout; in an early nineteenth century English binding 
of straight-grained red morocco, qilt edges Paris, 1552 

On the title is written “ Ex lihris Koberti de goussencourt ”. It was probably 
to him that the volume was presented ns a prize when he was a student at the 
Mazarine College. A printed form of presentation is inserted, and pasted within 
the upper cover arc the arms of Cardinal Mazarin stamped in gold upon leather 
which has been cut from the original binding. 

This copy fetched £11. 15s at the Syston Park Sale. 

366 -Tereutii Comocdioo ad optimoram cxernplanum fidem recensitn?. 
Accesaerunt variro Lectionea . . 2 vole., 8vo , Large Paper, with 
copper plates ; old Engli.-h red mor< eco, flaborately tooled on the sides 

Londini, impensis J. et P. Knaptun, et G. Sandby, 1751 

367 THESAURUS.CORNUCOPIAE. Thesaurus Cornocopiae, et Horti 
Ado.NIDIS. Sm. io\\o, entirely in Greek, with the exception of part of tie 
title, the dedication, and the colophon; 280 leaves; some foremargins 
slightly foxed and one or two small wormhohs at the bepinning, but on 
the whole a very clean copy, of accep* iunaUy large size (316 x 218 mm.); 
old oak boards, rebacked in old style Venice, Aldus, 1496 

368 ■ the same. Sm. folio, not quite so large, Irut a good copy; red morocco 
extra, gilt edges, with the arms of the Duke of Roxburgh on sides, after¬ 
wards in the library of the Duke of Sussex ib., 1496 

“ Editio Pareceps. ‘ This publication is a collection of Grammatical Tracts in 
the Greek language, selected with incredible labour from the remains of Thirty-Four 
Ancient Grammarians, whose names are prefixed to the work. The editor is chiefly 
Varino, or Favorinus, or Phavorinns; who was, however, assisted by C. Antinori, a 
disciple, as well aa himself, of Politianus. The printing was undertaken by Aldus, 
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£ $. d. Thesaurus Cornucopia*, continued :— 
with the assistance of Urbano Valeriano; who both, however, from the testimony of 
the preface, exercised the office of editors; and the work is justly considered as one 
of the finest productions of the Aldine press.’ Such are the remarks of Mr. Boscoe 
—in his Leo X, vol. ii, pp 262-3, Ito. edit.—which are abundantly warranted by the 
beauty and intrinsic curiosity of this noble production. It is a volume in every way 
interesting to the scholar and bibliographer."—Dibdin, Bibl. Sprue. At the end of 
his description of the Spencer copy he terms the book “one of the rarest and most 
SPLENDID PR0DCCTI0N8 OF SHE ALDINE PRESS." 

Hain Copin .er *15493; Proctor 5551; Renouard, p. 9, no. 1. 
THUCYDIDES. Bellnm Peloponnesiacnm. Ex editions Wassii et 

Dukeri. 8 vole., 12mo., Greek and Latin, a fine copy in old citron 
morocco Glasgow, Foulis Press, 1759 3 16 0 

370 -The hystory written by Thucididcs the Athenyan ot“ 
the warre, which was betwene the Peloponesians and the 
Athenyans, translated out of Frenche ... by Thomas 
Nicolls Citezeine and Goldesmyth of London. Imprinted 
the xxv. day of Iuly in the yeare ... a Tliousande, tyue 
hundredde and fiftye. 

Sm. folio, printed in blade letter; the woodcut border to 
the title vert/ slightly cut into at top and bottom, otherwise a 
quite sound and perfect copy, in fine condition, with the 
leaf of errata at end; old calf rebached 1550 36 0 0 

371 -the same. Sm. folio, an unusually fine, large, and 
clean copy; in a contemporary English calf binding, the sides 
decorated with panels containing roll stamps of Renaissance 
figures, etc. 1550 Sold 

First English translation of Thucydides, done from the French 
of Claude de Sejssel, who translated the Latin version of Laurentius 
Yalla. In an address to the great Greek scholar “ Mayster John 
Cbeke,” Nicolls asks him “ not onelye with fauoure to aceepte this the 
fnrste my frnict in translatyon, bnt also conferringe it with the Greke, 
so to amende and correct it, in those places and sentences, whiche 
youre exacte lernynge and knolaige shall Judge mete to be altered 
and refourmed, that thereby thys sayd translation may triumphantly 
resist and wythstande the malycyons and deadly stynge of the generall 
and most ennemyes of all good exercyse.” 

This translation alone held the field nntil Thomas Hobbes published 
his, translated directly from the Greek, in 1629. 

372 VALERIUS MAXIMUS. Facta et dicta. Sm. folio, Gothic letter, 198 
leaves, 30 long lines to the page without catchwords, foliation or signa¬ 
tures ; with the initials illuminated in red; last leaf in facsimile, 
otherwise a very fine and large (111 x 8$ in.) copy in a fifteenth 
century binding of wooden boards covered with stamped calf, the sides 
well-preserved, rebacked, the Stuart crest on the upper cover 

Mainz, Peter Schaffer of Genwheim, 1471 25 0 0 
First edition with a date. On a flyleaf is the inscription : ‘ liber monij suncti 

maynulfi in bodike pad’diocesis.’ 
Hain* 15774; Proctor 95. 

3(3 -Valerii Maximi Dictorum Et Factornm Memorabilium Libri 
Novem. (Colophon :) Yonetiis In Aedib. Aldi Romani. Octobri Mense, 
M.D.II. 

Sm. 8vo., italic letter, 216 leaves; brown morocco, blind-tooled, gilt 
over marbled edges, by Petit Venice, Aldus, 15C2-3 3 0 0 

Fibst Aldine edition. Renouard, p. 30, no. 10. 
3/4 -Valerius Maximus Nuper Editus . . . M.D.XXX1V. (Colophon :) 

Venetia In Aediboa Haeredura Aldi, Et Andreae Soceri, Mense Martio, 
M.D.XXXIin. 

Sm. 8vo., italic letter, 227 leaves (of 228, one, a blank, being cut 
Original from 
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Valerius Maximus, continued:— 

away); a ho'e in the first page of the dedication, by which a few letters 

are deficient; a fine copy in straight-gram red morocco, with Aldine 

anchor on sides, gilt edges, from the Syston Park collection 

Venice, Aldine press, 1534 
Third Aldine edition. Renouard, p. 110, no 2. 

375 -Valerii Maxi mi Dictorum Factoramque Memorabilium libri ix. 

16mo., with engraved title ; sewed, as issued, entirely UNCUT 
Amsterdam, D. Elzevir, 1671 

Very scarce in this fine state. 

376 VEGETIUS. Epitoma de Re Militari. Sin. folio, Gothic 
letter (blank spares left for a few Greek words which are 
inserted in MS.), 55 leaves [a-d10 e8 fw, the blank last 
leaf being cut away] ; with 5 large ornamental initials 
haring delicate pen decoration, numerous other plain initials 
in red and blue, paragraph marks and rubrications; 
a fine, large, and clean copy in old English red morocco 
extra, gilt edges, from the library of the Earl of Pembroke 

[ Utrecht, Nicolaus Ketelaer and Gerardus Leem.pt, 
about 1473] 

First edition ; a very lare book. Hain Copinger 15910; Campbell 
*1706 ; Proctor 8850 

377 -FI. Vegetii Renati . . de re Militari libri quataor. Sexti lalii 

Frontini . . de Strategematis libri totidem. Aeliani de instruendia 

Aciebua liber vnua. Modeati de vocabulis rei Militaris liber vnua . . . 

Lutetiie apud Christiannm YVtchelum . . . Anno M.D.XXXII. decimo 

Kalendas Septembres. 
Sra. folio, Roman letter, 144 leaves ; with over 120 LARGE woodcuts; 

a large copy in a contemporary binding of wooden boards covered with 
stamped calf, rebaclced Paris, 1532 

First of the Latin editions printed by Wechcl,edited by the celebrated Guillaume 
Bude. The woodcuts are remarkable for the strength and clearness ; and several 
are extraordinarily curious (one for instance represents a diver with helmet and 
air-tube). 

378 VIRGIL. Aeneia vergiliana com Seraij Honorati Grammatici huberrimia 

commetarijs . . . (Colophon :) . . . Venetiis pergeorgium Arriaabennm 

Anno do . M.cccco . xii. Die . . xi . . menaia octobria . 

Sm. folio, printed in, a peculiar semi-Roman type, 238 leaves (of 

which the last is blank); with numerous woodcut initials, a small 

cut at the beginning of the text avd the handsome woodcut border white 

on black ground, to the title; some leaves wattr-stained; bds., vellum 
back Venice, 1512 

380 

381 

- Publii Virgilii Maronia Bacolica, Georgica, et Aeneia. 4to., 
newly bound in black morocco, gilt edges, by Riviere 

Birmingham, Baskerville, 1757 
A copy of the fourth state, according to Straus and Dent. 

-another iaaue. 4to., straight grain red morocco, fully gilt back and 
sides, gilt edges 1757 

A fine copy of the seventh state, according to Straus and Dent. 

- the same. 4to., a fine copy with 103 engravings by Lombart, 

Hollar and others inserted from the edition of 1658; old red 
morocco, fully gilt ib., 1757 

This copy is also of the seventh state. 

- Pablii Virgilii Maronia Bacolica et Georgica. Tabalis ceneis olim 
a Johanne Pine . . . illustrata opaa paternnm in lucem profert Robertas 
Edge Pine. 2 vole, in 1, 8vo., the text engraved throughout, with 70 

l"ige plates and numerous smaller engravings ; crimson morocco super 
'lit edepiOriginal from 1774 
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VIRGIL, continued: 
383 - 

£ 8. d. 

384 

385 

obb 

387 

388 

11 0 0 
- P. Virgilii Maronis Opera. 2 vols., folio, red. morocco gilt, gilt 
edges, green silk linings Parmae, Bodoni Press, 1793 

- Publii Vergilii Maronis Opera. Bucolica—Georgica 
—Aeneis. Roy. 8vo., pp. iv and 469, printed on vellum, 

with the initial letters and paragraph marks filled in by hand, 
in gold, blue and red, by Graily Hewitt; niger morocco 
extra, gilt edges, by D. Cockerell 

Privately printed, The Asliendene Press, 1910 31 10 0 
This edition on vellom consists of 8 copies—only 5 being for sale. 

- (Title, above a icoodcut of Virgil ins, Polio, and 
Saloninus, the whole within a woodcut border made up of 4 
portions, in the lower one of which is Caxto)is device :) 
Bucolica Virgilij cum corn* | mcnto familiari. | (The reverse 
blank. The text commences on the following page. Colo¬ 
phon on the obverse of the last leaf:) Impressa Londini in 
icdibus Winandi de | Worde. Annno (sic) domini 
M.CCCCC. | xxix. ad. calculum Romnnum. xij. die | 
Martij. | (On the reverse a large woodcut device) 

Sm. 4to., 32 (of 38) leaves, the text in Jloman type, the 
commentary in smaller black lelter ; one or two plain corners 
and the plain foremargin of the last leaf mended, otherwise 
in sound condition ; russia, formerly in the collection of 
Dawson Turner Wynkyn de Worde, 1529 38 0 0 

This edition is unique, beinq entirely unknown to bibliographers, 
including Mr. E. Gordon Doff, who does not mention it in his list of 
the productions of Wynkyn de Worde’s press. 

’ The signatures are A8, Bfi (missing), C—D1, E°, F4, GB. The pages 
are unnumbered. The device of Wynkyn de Worde on the last page 
appears to be made up from numbers 12 and 13 in Mr. Gordon Duff’s 
list, but has been partly recut, as it differs considerably in detail. It 
does not seem to have been used for any other known book. There is 
an early signature on the title : ‘ Beamon >i panarij Loudinensis Liber.’ 

- The .xiii. Bukes of Eneados of the fsmose Poete Virgill Trans- 
latet ont of Latyne into Scottish metir, bi . . . Mayster Gawin Douglas 
Bishop of Dunkel . . Imprinted at Londo 1553. 

Sm. 4to., black letter, the title within a woodcut border in the style of 
Geoffroy Tory; margins of the title skilfully men did, the outer border¬ 
line being restored in facsimile, and a few corners mended, otherwise quite 
sound and a large copy ; old calf [_W. Copland], 1553 25 0 0 

Rarf.. The first metrical translation of Virgil’s Aeneid in English. This copy 
is quite complete, having the 9 leaves in signature x and the leaf “ Ane exclamation 
aganis detra&ouris and uncurtase redaris . . .” 

The Thirteene Books of Aeneidos. The first twelue being the 
worke of the dinine Poet Virgil Maro, and the thirteenth, the supple¬ 
ment of Maphaans Vegius. Translated into English Verse to the first 
third part of the tenth Booke, by Thomas Phaer Esquire: and the 
residue . . . By Thomas Twyne, Do£tor in Physicke. London 
Printed by Thomas Creede. 1596. 

Sm. 4to., black letter; a plain comer of the title skilfully mended; 
old sheep, with the bookplate of Bobert Proctor 1596 

-ASneid. Translated into blank verse by A. Strahan. 2 vols., 
cr. 8vo., old red morocco extra (Scottish binding) 1767 

With inscription “A present from his mother—Lady Alva, to John Erskine, 
1771.” Original from 
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VIRGIL, continued: — 

3S9 -The Georgies of Virgil. Books I., II. Translated into English 

verse. By Lord Bnrghelere. Sm. 4to., sewed i960 

390 -Virgils Eclogues, With His Booke De Apibus, concerning the 

gonernment and ordering of Bees, Translated Grammatically [by John 

Brinsley] . . . Written chiefly for the good of Schooles . . . London, 

Printed by Richard Field, for Thomas Man . . . 1620. 
Sm. 4to., first edition; ■portions of the plain inner margins of the 

first 4 leaves restored; half calf 1620 

391 —-. the same. Sm. 4to., newly hound in calf, gilt edges, a good copy 1620 
With contemporary signature of James Fleming on title. 

392 XENOPHON. . . . H»e In Hoc Libro Continentur . Xenophontis Cyri- 

pedias. Libri VIII. Eiusdem anabaseos. Libri VII. Eiusdem 

apomneraoneomaton. Libri IIII . . . Eiusdem de gnecoram gestis. 

Libri VII. (Colophon .•) Impressnm Florentine in Aedibus Philippi 

iuntoo . . . MDXVI. Quarto cal. lunii . . . 
Sm. folio, Greek letter, 198 leaves (of which one is blank) ; a small 

plain portion of the last leaf of text mended, but a fine, large, and clean 
copy; old stamped vellum Florence, Filippo di Ginnta, 1516 

393 -Xenophontis Graecorum Res Gestae; et Agesilaus . Cum annota* 

tionibus Edw. Wells. 4 vols , Gr. et Lit., 17o2—Expeditio Cyri. 

Ex editione T. Hutchinson. 4 vols., Gr. et Lat., 1764 — L)e Socrate 

Commentarii, item Socratis Apologia, Gr., 1761;—together 9 vols., 

l2mo., calf extra Glasgow, 1761-4 

394 -Opera, Gr. et Lat. interprete, cum Coramentariis Jo. G. Schneideri. 

6 vols., roy. 8vo., large paper, crimson morocco extra, full gilt backs, 
ornamental frame sides, gilt edge*, by J. Clarke, fi>-e copy Oxov., 1793-1813 

A superb copy of the best edition. 

395 -Opera varia, Latine ab Omnibono Vincentino, Fran¬ 

cisco Philelplio et Leonardo Aretino. Sm. folio, Roman 

letter, 98 leaves of which the last is blank) ; a fine copy 

in old Enylish red morocco extra, yilt edges, from the 

library of the Earl of Pembroke 

[Reggio d'Emilia, Franciscus de Mazalibus, about 1495] 

Hain-Copinper 16225; Proctor 7255. 

396 -Xenophons Treatise Of Households. (Colophon:) Imprinted At 

London in Fletestrcfce, in the house of Thomas Berthelefc . . . 
Sm. 8vo., black letter, the title xoithin a woodcut border which bears 

the date of 1534; seme old MS. notes in the ma'gins; calf [1544 ?] 
In a short address to the reader, on the back of the titlepage, the book is stated 

to have been translated from the Greek by Gentian Hervet at the desire of Geoffrey 
Pole. Hervet, a great French theologian, was at the time a tutor in the house of 
Pole’s mother, the Countess of Salisbury. 

2. Modern Latinists 
397 AUGURELLUS. I. Aurelius Augnrellus. (Colophon:) . . . Venetiis 

Aedibus Aidi Mense Aprili . M.D.V. 

Sm. 8vo., italic Utter, 128 leaves ; red morocco gilt, arms of U. N. 
Evans on the sides 1505 

398 BOLZANIUS (Urbanus). Institutiones Grammatical Sm. 4fco., 

Homan ond Greek letter; with the first state of the Errata, which ends 
on the 13th line of fol. 2146; a fine copy in blue mor-jcco gilt by 
Kalthoeber Venice, Aldus, 1497 

First edition' of the first Greek grammar with the rules written in Latin. This 
copy has the first issue of the “ Errata.” The book sold so well that Erasmus in 
one of his letters, written in 1499, mentioned that he could not obtain a copy. 

On the title is an inscription “ Fabritius de Nobilibus emit sibi posterisque 1548.” 
In the margins of the first few leaves are notes written by him, now faded by ago. 
A later owner was apparently Bishop Butler. 

Hain-Copinp;»2763 - T16098 ; Proctor 5554 ; Renonard^l^flo. 4. 
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£ t. d. 

399 BURY (Richard de). Liber de amore librorum qui 
DICITUR PHILOBIBLON. 

Sm. 4to., semi- Gothic letter, with initials etc. in red; a 
fine cony in straight-grain red morocco extra, gilt edges, from 
the collections of Michael Wodhull and Lord Amherst of 
Hackney Cologne, [Printer of Augustinus de Fide], 1473 200 0 0 

First editiox of this reuowned book. 

Hain-Copinger *4151; Voullieme 1021 ; Proctor 1094. 

400 CALDERINUS. Commentarii in Martialem. Sm. folio, Roman letter, 
276 leaves, 34 long lines to the page ; without catchwords and foliation ; 
a FINE COPY in the original oak hoards, covered icith stamped pigskin 

Venice, John of Cologne and John Manthen of Gernsheim, 1474 12 12 0 

A fine copy of the tirst book with sionatcreb printed at Venice. Hain- 
Copinger *4236; Proctor 4291. 

401 CAPELLA (Martianus). Opera. Sm. folio, Homan letter 
icith some Greek, 100 leaves ; a very fine copy in old red 
morocco extra, gilt edges, from the library of the Earl of 
Pembroke Modena, Dionysius Bertochus, 1500 35 0 0 

Containing nine books: de Nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii, de 

Grammat'ca, de Dialectica, de Rhetorica, de Geometria,de Arithmetics, 

de Astronomia, de Musica. 
Hain *4371 ; Proctor 7215. 

402 CURIO (Cffilias Secnndus). Pasqailloram Tomi duo. Quorum primo 
uersibus ac rhythmis, altero soluta oratione conscripts quamplurima 

continentur . . . Eleutheropoli MDXLII1I. 

2 vols. in 1 sm. 8vo., italic letter ; a fine copy in dark green morocco 
extra, gilt edges, by Riviere (Basel), 1544 2 10 0 

This is a collection of Pasquinades collected by Curio Secnndus. Brunet calls 
it a “ Kecueil satirique peu commun." 

On the title-page is the stamp : “ Bibliotheca Regia Monocensis.” The flyleaf 
contains manuscript notes in Latin. 

403 Despauter (Joannes). Ioannis Despauterij Nininitro de Figuris Liber 
▼nicns:ex Quintiliano, Donato, Diomede, Valla Placentino, Mancinello, 

Nigro, pluribnsqj diligenter cocinnatns : & vltima lima (die em obiit) 

ab ipso, repositus. Venudatur ab Iodoco Badio Ascensio . . . 
(Colophon ;) Sub prelo Ascensiano : Mense Feb. 1522. 

Sm. 4to., with the large woodcut device of Ascensius (dated 1520) on 
the title-page; unbd., a fine copy Paris, J. Badius Ascensius, 1522 110 

Barb. A second part of the book is the “ Ars Epistolica. Et quid sit Epistola.” 
The grammatical works of this Flemish grammarian, whose Flemish name was 
Van Pauteren, were used in French colleges until the period of the Jansenists at 
Port-Royal. 

4 ’4 DIOMEDES de arte grammatica opcs, etc. Sm. folio. Roman letter, 
with some Greek, 84 leaves ; the recto of the second leaf having a fine 
ornamented border, white on black ground, enclosing a curious woodcut 
also within a similar border ; several wormholes throughout, otherwise a 
fine copy ; old wooden boards, leather back, with stamp of the monastery of 
Buxhcim on margin of one page 

Venice, yTheodorus de Ragazonibus], 10 March, 1494 6 6 0 

Hain-Reichling 6218 ; notin Proctor; Prince d’Essling, Litres & figures Vinitiens, 
664, with reproduction of page with border and woodcut (he remarks : “ L’ornement- 
ation de eette page nous parAit d’origine plutot milanaise que vGnitienne.”) 

405 EPISTOLAE OBSCURORUM VIRORUM. Epistolarum Obscurorum 
Virorum ad Dm. Ortuinum Gratinm Volumina II. 12mo., contem¬ 
porary English red morocco extra, with broad gold borders on sides, gilt 

edges, « pretty birufag original from 1™° 
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406 ERASMUS (D.). Eraami Rot©,-oiami . . . Parabolarum, sine Similiu 

Liber, nuper ab eodetn rec 'gnitna . . . Venundatnr Louanii ... In 
aedibus Theodorici Martini, Alastensis qai exadissima diligetia 

impreaeit. (Colophon :) Lonanii, ex Aedibua Alnstinis, Mease Jnnii, 

Anno. M.D.XV. 
8m. 4fco.t the title in red and bla-k ; slightly wormed, 3 or 4 comers 

of hneer plain margins repaired, several lower plain margins slightly 
stained ; otherwise a good copy in half morocco Lovvain, T. Martin, 1515 10 0 

Rare ; not mentioned in the manuels of Brunet or Gr&essc. In the epistle to 
Petrus Aegidius of Antwerp, Erasmus states that he has chosen the aphorisms 
chiefly from Plutarch, “ partim quod is author grtecus est, partim quod in hoc 
genere . excellit.” 

407 FLORIUS (Franciscus). De amore Camilli et Emiliae. 
(Fol. la blank. On the reverse :) Fiancisci florij florentini . de 

amore Camilli t Emi | lie aretinoru ad goillermu tardinu plogns 

felici | ter incipit. i . . . ( Fol. 256:) . . . | Francisci florij florentini 

de daob? amatibus | liber feli-it’ expletns est turonis . editua in do 

| mo domini Gnillermi archiepiseopi tnrones’ | pdie caledaa iannarij 
Anno dni . m.ccce.lxvii | 

Sra. 4to., Gothic letter (type 876), 25 leaves, without signatures, 
32-35 lines to the page ; with a pretty woodcut initial on the first page of 
text; an engraving of two lover- united by a naked cvpid, inserted ; 2 or 
3 tiny wormholes; straight-groin maroon morocco, gilt edges, from the 
Inglis library [Revtlingen, Michael Greyff, about 1486] 21 0 0 

An extremely rare edition. Not in Hain and Proctor ; Copinger 2544. 
The very delicately executed woodcut initial on the first page of text is an I in 

which is depicted Samson forcing open the lion’s mouth, an angel with outspread 
wings above, tloreated ornament on either side. An almost identical cut was used 
by Knoblochleer at Strassburg (see reproduction on p. 164 of Jennings’ Early 
Woodcut Initials). 

408 FRACASTORIUS. Hieronymi Fracastorii Syphilis Sive Morbus Gallicns 
Verona?, MDXXX, mense Augusto . . . 

8m. 4to., printed in italic letter, 40 leaves (the last four blank); hf. 
bd., a fine and very large ropy Verona, 1530 11 11 (. 

First edition of a beautiful poem which gave the name to a dreadful disease. 
It is also remarkable (as Hurrisse points out) for the frequent allusions it makes to 
the New World. 

409 GALTHERUS. Philippi Galtheri . Alexandreidos Libri decern, Nunc 
primum In Gallia Gallicisqne characteribus editi . Lugdunj, & 
vendebat Ilobertus Granion typis proprijs. Mil.D.Lviij. 

Sm. 4to., in script type (lettres de civilite); a remarkably large copy 
with some uncut leaves, old biards, vtllum back, from Michael Wodhall's 
library Lyons, 1558 

410 -the same. Sm. 4to., in an eighteenth century French binding of 
yellow morocco, gilt back, gilt edges 1558 

Vest rare. This volume is printed entirely in Granjon’s peculiar running 
Italian or script type. Only a few books were printed in it. 

The author is also known as Philippe Guatier de Lille, or de Ch&tillon. He 
composed this poem in the years 1176-1201, the year of his death. It is based on 
the historical romance of Quintus Curtius, and was preferred, in the 13th century, 
even to the Aeneid. From its metre (hexameters) was evolved the famous Alex¬ 
andrine verse. 

The well-known saying: “ Incidis in Scillam cupiens vitare Charibdim”, occurs 
at verse 290 of Lib. V, in a description of the flight of Darius from Arbela. 

411 GAZA (Theodore). Qeobiopov l'pap part eye FAoaywyye Bi/3\ia &’ . . . Theo- 

doriy Grammatices Introductions Libri Quatuor . . . (Fol. 214a, 

colophon:) lmpressnm . . . Florentiee . in Aodibns Philippi Inntm 
Florentini bibliopolro . . . M.D.XV. Qainto cal. Aprilis. 

Sm. Svo., Greek letter, 216 leaves; a fine, large copy in straight-grain 
red morocco, gilt and gmiffred edge->, from the. libraries of Benouard and 
Mitford Florence, Bart lommeo da Brescia for Filippo di Giunta, 1515 

Second edition, the first having been printed by Aldus in 1495, and the first 
Giunta edition. The latter portion of the book is occupied by a treatise on the con¬ 
struction of verba by Georgius Lecapenus, which did not appear in the first edition. 
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412 GERSON (Johannes). Tractatvs de mkditatione, etc. Sm. 4to., 
Gothic letter, 5o leaves ; without signatures, catchwords, and foliation; 
calf gilt, with the bookplate of Dr. Bulkeley Bandinel (Bodleian librarian) 

[Cologne, U. Zell, about 1470] 
H&in-Copinger *7628 ; Voullieme 493 ; Proctor 836. 

413 GERTOPHIUS. Recriminatio loan . Gertophii, adulescetis Germani, 
adueraus furiosi ssi mum Sycopbantam Edvardum Leum Anglum, qui 

ansna est primus Erasmum candidissimum Into aspergere . . . 

(Colophon:) Apud Andream Cartandrum, Mense Ianio. Anno 

M.D.XX. 
Sm. 4to., 14 leaves (the last having the printer s device on verso) ; the 

title within a woodcut border dated 1520 ; green levant morocco extra, gilt 
edges, by W. Pratt, from the Inglis library [Basel] 1520 

Very rare. Bound up in the same volume are two tracts of about the same 
date : Literae Sultani Suleraanni ... ad Ferd. Imperatorem Rom. . . . {Padua, 
71. d); and Alezandri Iuriscons. Neapolitan^ Dissertationes quatuor de rebus 
admiraudis, que in Italia nuper contigere, id est, De Somniis . . . De Vmbrarum 
figuris . . . De illusionibus malorum Doemonum . . . De quibusdam aedibus, quae 
Roma* infames sunt ob frequentissimos lemures teiTiticas imagines, quas author 
ipse singulis fere no&ibus in urbe expertus est. (Ao place, printer's name, or date.) 

414 GESTA ROMANORUM. Sm. folio, small Gothic letter,printed in double 
columns; 100 leaves (of which the first is blank), with signatures; with 
capitals, paragraph marks, and initial strokes painted in red and blue ; 
a very fine copy in a contemporary German binding of wooden boards 
covered with stamped calf, skilfully rebackel 

[Cologne, Ulric Zell, about 1482] 
Not in Hain ; Voullieme 502. 

415 - another edition. Sm. folio, Gothic letter, printed in double 
columns, 100 leaves, with signatures; a very fine copy, with numerous 
uncut leaves, in broum morocco gilt, gilt edges, by Clarke and Bedford, 
with the book-label of B. S. Turner [Strassburg, M. Schott, about 1485] 

Hain *7741 ; Proctor 407 (not in the British Museum). 

416 GUARINUS. Erotemata Guarini Cam Mnltis Additamentie, Et Cum 
Commentariis Latinis [Pontici Virunii, edente Jo. Mar. Tricaelio]. 
(Ful. 240a, colophon:) . Impressum Ferrari® p me loane Mozochu 
Anno Domini. M.D.IX. Die xiii. Martii. 

Sm. 8vo., Greek and italic letter, 240 leaves; with printer's mark on 
title; old red morocco gilt Ferrara, Giovanni Macciochi 1509 

Rare. The Guignat copy sold for 129 francs, Lurcher's for 127 francs, and 
Sir M. M. 8ykes’ for £4. 16*. 

tUTTEN (Ulrich von). Ylrichi De Hutten Eq. De Guaiaci Medicina 
Et Morbo Galiico Liber Vnus . . . (Colophon:) Ex typis Petri Yidoue. 
(40 leaves, of which the last bears the device of the publisher, Conrad 
Resch ; the title with a woodcut border dated 1519) [Part*, 1519] 

Very bare. It was published in the same year as the first edition. 

Vlrici De Hntten . . . Aula Dialogas . Phalarismns Huttenicus . 

Dialogue Febris Dialo . Hutten . . . (Colophon:) . Apud inclytam 

Parrhi . vniuersitate, opera Petri Vidoue . . . Anno . . . M.D.XIX. 
(80 leaves, of which the last bears the device of the publisher, Conrad 
Resch, on verso ; the title within a woodcut border) Paris, 1519 

Vlrichi Ab Hutten ... In Hieronymum Aleandrum, & Marianum 

Caracciolum . . . Inue&iu® singalre. In Cardinales, Episcopos, & 
Sacex-dotes, Lntberum Vormaci® oppuganteia Inve&iua. Ad Carolum 

Imperatorem pro Luthero exhortatoria. (28 leaves, the title within a 
woodcut border) [? Paris, 1519] 

3 works in 1 vol., sm. 4to., with large woodcut initials; vellum 
Paris, 1519 

Three very rare and interesting tracts, especially the first, by the scholar who, 
but for his early death, might have been one of the most important personages in 
the history of the sixteenth century. 
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418 HAEDUS (Petrus). De amoris gbneribus. Sm. 4to., printed in a 

curious Romm type, 103 leaves (the blank last leaf cut away), without 
signatures; some sixteenth century annotations in the margins; old red 
morocco extra, gilt edqes Treviso, Qtrard de Lisa, 1492 4 10 

Gerard de Lisa established the first press at Treviso. 
H&in-Copinger *8343 ; Proctor 6507. 

419 JOHN OF SALISBURY. Poltcraticcs yel de Ncgis Curialium bt 

Vestigiis Philosophorum. Sm. folio, Gothic letter, 250 leaves (of 
which 3 are blank), printed in double co'umns ; with initials in red and 
blue, rubrications, etc.; a very fine copy in a contemporary binding of 
beechen boards, stamped pigskin back 

[Brussels, Fratres vitae communis, about 1480] 25 O 
First edition. “John of Salisbury, ‘ for thirty years ... the central figure 

of English learning ’ (Stubbs, Lectures, p. 139), was the fullest representative of the 
best scholarly training which France had to give, and he had used his time, con¬ 
stantly occupied as he was by other cares, to such signal profit that no other writer 
in the middle ages can be placed beside him in the extent and depth of his classical 
reading. It is this fact, perhaps, which gives his works their unique attraction. 
John was a humanist, with the tastes and quick curiosity of a humanist . . . The 
name [Polycraticus] was probably intended to mean 4 The Statesman's Book'; but its 
twofold design is indicated by the alternative title • De Nugis Curialium et Vestigiis 
Philosophorum.' The book is neither a satire 4 on the vanities of courtiers ’ nor a 
set treatise on morals. It deals with the principles of government, with philosophy 
and learning; but the digressions, illustrations, reminiscences are so numerous that 
the work is less a systematic composition, though it has a scheme of its own, than 
an encyclopedia of miscellanies, the aptest reflection of the cultivated thought of the 
middle of the twelfth century."—D.N.li. 

Campbell *1045 ; Proctor 9337. 

420 KEMPIS (Thomas a). Opera. Sm. folio, Gothic letter of two sizes, 184 

leaves printed in double columns; a few wormholes at beginning and end, 
otherwise a fine and large copy; contemporary German binding of wooden 
boards covered with stamped calf, on the sides a panel of strap-work 
ornamentation with qnatrefoils in the openings, enclosed within a roll- 
produced border of unicorns and stags pursued by hounds, with sprays of 
foliage between Niimberg, Caspar Hnchfeder, 1494 7 7 C 

First edition of the works of Thomas a Kempis. This copy has a bookplate 
“Jacobus . . Cathedralis Ecclesise Canonicorum Kegularium Chiemensium Prte- 
positus A Archidiaconus natus " and inscription 44 Crenobij Chiemensis ’’ on the first 
page. 

Hain-Copinger *9769 ; Proctor 2291. 

421 - De imitatione xpi {Colophon:) Explicitum est opnsculnm : 

exaratumqj Parisij pro Iohanne paruo . . . Anno, domini Millesimo 

quingentisimo qninto tertia die maij. 
Sm. 8vo., gothic letter, with woodcut initials and devices of printer 

and publisher ; a fine copy, with several uncut lower margins, in red 
morocco extra, gilt edges, by J. Wright 

Paris, Qaspard Philippe for Jean Petit, 1505 4 0 0 

422 -De Imitatione Christi Libri Quatuor. Lugdnni, Apnd Job: ec 

Dan: Elsevirios. 12mo., title engraved; a few leaves a little wormed in 
the inner margins, calf, gilt edges [1653] 3 15 0 

This is the undated Elzevir edition, and is consequently the one to whioh the 
higher value is attached. 

423 -the same. 12mo., old. red morocco extra, gilt edges [1653] 6 6 0 
44 Ce petit volume passe A bon droit pour un des plus beaux et plus precieux de 

la collection elzAvirienne."—Willems. 

424 MANUTIUS (Panins). De Qnaesitis Per Epistolam Libri . Ill Aldi . 

Manntii Panlli . F. Aldi . N. Venetiis OO.D.LXXVI. 

Sm. 8vo., large and thick paper; 172 leaves (of which 4 are blank)] 
a fine copy in red morocco extra, with Aldine anchor on sides, gilt edges, 
from the Syston Park library Venice, Alainspress, 1576 3 10 0 

Very rare. No other oopy on thick paper seems to be known. The book oon- 
tains valuable treatises on the costumes, customs, religion, and language of the 
Romans. 
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425 LASCARIS (Constantine). Compendium octo orationis 
partium, gr.-lat. 

4to., Grcelc and Latin in parallel columns, 98 leaves 
{the last blank) ; with signatures, but not foliation; a very 
fine copy in old English red morocco extra, gilt edges, from 
the library of the Ea rl of Pembroke 

Milan [ID. Paravisinus], for Bonus Accursius, 1480 
Second edition of the Erotemata of Lascaris, printed in parallel 

colmnns with a Latin version by Crastonus. The first edition, which 
had appeared at Milan in 1476, was the earliest book printed in the 
Greek language. It bore the name of Dionysius Paravisinus as 
printer; and as the identical Greek type reappears here, he must be 
regarded as having printed the 1480 edition likewise. 

The present copy is in excellent condition, quite complete, with 
the epistle of Bonus Accursius to Julius Poraponius at the beginning, 
and the blank leaf at end, on which has been neatly written 22 lines 
of Greek verse. 

Hain-Copinger 9921; Proctor 5961. 

420 MARULLUS. Hymni et Epigrammata. Sm. 4to., Roman letter, 96 
leaves ; without catchwords and foliation ; the last l*af mounted ; purple 
morocco, gilt edges Florence, Compignia del Drago, 1497 

Firbt edition. “ Le8 produits typographiques sortis des presses de cette singu¬ 
lars Association de Ui Couleuvre, sont fort rares."—Brunet Suppt. 

Proctor suggested that the initials a. ji. a. which appear at the end of the errata 
are connected in some way with Ant. Miscomini, and as the types resemble those 
used by that printer, he is probably correct. The first book of epigrams is addressed 
to Lorenzo de’ Medici. The full name of the author was Michael Tarchaniota 
Marullus. 

Hain-Copinger *10880 ; Proctor 6415. 

427 MEDIUS. Comedia Thome Medij Veneti, que Epirota inscribitur. 
FeBtiuitate verborum iocisque amoenioribus lepidissima, cii difficiliu 
vocabulorii omniu . . . interpretaciunculis. A Ioanne Kneller in caloe 
libelli annexis . . . (Colophon :) lmpressum Oppenh^im Anno dni 
1516. Sm. 4to., 20 leaves; veau fauve, by Bauzovnet Oppenheim, 1516 

4i!8 PACE (Richard). Richardi Pacei . . . De Fructu Qui Ex Docfcrina 
Percipitur, Liber. In Inclyta Basilea. (Colophon:) Basileae Apud Io. 
Frobenium, Mense viiIbri. An. M.D.XVI1. 

The title is within an ornamental woodcut border. 
Fuscus (P.). Palladii Fusci Patavini De Situ Orae Illyrici. Romee, 

M.D.XL. (Colophon;) Antonins Bladus Asulanus. excudebat . . . 
Printed in Italic lett-r. 
2 works in 1 vol., sm. Mo., fine large copies in old calf 

Ba*el and Rome. 1517-40 
Pace (1482 ?-1536) Dean of St. Paul’s, wrote the above treatise, while negotiating 

with the Swiss on behalf of Wolsey and Henry VIII “ It was written,” as he tells 
os in the preface, “ in a publio bath (hypocausto) at Constance, far from books or 
learned society. His friend Erasmus was offended for a time by a passage which he 
interpreted as a reflection on his poverty . . . The people of Constance also found 
fault witn some remarks on the drunkenness prevailing among them.” 

Frequent references are made to More, Latimer, Tunstall, and others. The 
dedication to Dean Colet is at pp. 12-16. On p. 80, Pace narrates the story of 
Mumpiimus and Sumpsimus, and on p. 81 he tells of the French priest who said 
Nos Oallici non ciiramm quantitatem si/lldbarum. 

This copy, from the Sunderland library, contains the last leaf to the De Fmctu, 
having the colophon and the woodcut device of Frobenius on the verso. This last 
leaf was missing in the Laing copy. 

429 PLATINA. Libbllus de honesta Voloptate ac Valitcdine. Sm. 4to., 
Roman letter, except the title, which is in gothic, 96 leaves (the last 
blank) ; a little worming in a few margins, and a few corners mended, 
in no cases affecting the text; half calf, with the bookplate of the Duke 
of Stissex Bologna, Johannes Antonius de Benedictis, 1499 

. Hain-Copinger *13056 ; Proctor 6666. 
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430 PEROTTUS (Nicolaus). In Hoc Volumine Habentur Haeo . . Cornu- 
copiae, sine lingusB latiuaa comentarij diligentissime recogniti: atq; 
ex arohetypo emendati . . . (Fol. 16 :) Aldus Lectori S . . . (Fi'st 
colophon:) Yenetiis In A. edibus Aldi, Et Andreae Soceri M . D . XVII 
. Mense Maio. (Second colophon ;) Yenetiis In Aedibus Aldi, Et 
Andreae Soceri M . D . XIII . Mense Novembri. 

Folio, italic letter, 440 leaves, of which one is blank, printed in double 
columns; a small wormhole through the first few leaves; a very clean copy 
in the original wooden boards covered with stom/el leather, with clasps, 
the back mended Venice, Aldine press, 1517 

Renouard, p. 81, no. 10. 

431 PHILELPHUS (Franciscus). Consolatio. 4to. (m. folio size), Roman 
letter, 51 leaves (of 52, the blank last leaf being cut away) ; with signatures 
stamped in by hand ; a painted and illuminated initial on the first page ; 
a fine and exceptionally large oopy, with some uncut foremargins; old 
blue morocco extra, gilt back, with broad gold borders on sides 

Rome, printer unknown, 1475 

Very barb, and the only book printed in this type known. This copy has the 
date of month “ kalendis Ianuarii ", which is unmentioned by Proctor. 

Hain-Copinger *12960 ; Proctor 3534. 

432 -Epistolab Familiares. Sm. folio, Roman letter, with some Greek 
type, 244 leaves (of 246, the 2 blank leaves having been cut away) ; 
without signatures, and foliation, but with catchwords to each leaf; an 
ornamental initial in gold and colours on the first page, and numerous 
smaller initials painted in red and blue throughout; a large copy, with 
some uncut foremargins, in brown morocco extra, gilt edges, by C. Smith 

[ Venice, Vindelin, about 1472] 

First edition. It is very rare. The date 1461 has led many people to think 
that the book was printed in that year, but it is obviously the date of writing of the 
last letter. Though no printer’s name is given, there is no doubt that it was the 
work of Vindelin. 

Hain-Copinger *12926; Proctor 4060. 

433 - Epistolffl Fracisci Philelphi Ex Originario Exemplari Trans- 
sumptfB (Colophon :) Phorce In sedibus Thomse Anshelmi. Impensisqj 
pronidi Conradi Hist ciuis Spirensis mense Decembri. Anno. 
M.D.VI. 

Sm. 4to., roman letter; vellum Pforzheim, 0. Hist, 1506 
On the title-page are the signatures “ Joannes Gaijsser," and " Laurentius 

Radius," beside two stanzas in Latin, written by an early sixteenth century hand. 
There are also numerous contemporary marginal notes in manuscript. 

434 PICO DELLA MIRANDOLA (Giovanni). Heptaplus. 

Sm. folio, PRINTED ON VELLUM, Homan letter, 57 

leaves (of 58, the blank last leaf being cut air ay) ; olive 

morocco extra, gilt edges, by Lor tic 

[Florence, Bartolommeo di Libri, about 1490] 

The only copy on vellum mentioned by Van Praet is that in the 
Corsini library in Rome. 

The preliminary address of Rob. Salviati to Lorenzo de Medici 
informs him that as Pico had nuper given the text of the Heptaplus 
to Lorenzo, Salviati now proposed to confer at bis own expense a 
similar boon upon the public by printing it. The Hebrew words are 
filled in by hand, and this writing may be the author’s autograph. 

Hain-Copinger *13001; Proctor 6284. 

435 POGGIUS. Facetiarom Liber. Sm. 4to., Roman letter, 50 leaves (of 52, 
the blank first and last leaves being cut away) ; green morocco extra, gilt 
edges, by Zaehnsdorf, from the library of R. T. Hamilton Bruce 

Venice, 10 April 1487 
A vert jure edition. Hain-Copinger *18193 ; not in Proctor. 
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436 STROZZI. Strozzii Poetae Pater Et Filins. {Colophon:) Venetiis in 
Aedibns Aldi Et Andreae Asnlani Soceri . M.DXIII. 

Sm. 8vo., italic letter, 26') leaves ; the first page of text illuminated ; 
a very fine copy in straight-grain red morocco, with Aldine anchor on 
sides, gilt edges, from the Syston Park library Venice, Aldus, 1518 

The above comprises the works of Ercole and Tito Vespasiano Strozzi. The 
illumination referred to above is a painting of an elephant bearing a tower and 
drawing a car, in whioh is the escutcheon of the Condolmieri of Venice. A scroll 
bears the inscription, “ Leve fit quod bene fertur onus.” 

Benouard, p. 65, no. 10. 

437 TORTELLIOS. Orthogbaphia. Sm. folio, Roman letter, 317 leaves (of 
which the first is blank, the last leaf, also blank, being cutaway), 46 lines 
to the page; a beautifully clean and sound copy in calf gilt, with the 
bookplate of Robert Proctor. Vicenza, Hermann Lichtenstein, 1480 

Hain-Copinger *15667; Proctor 7158. 
4 

438 TUNSTALL (Cuthbert). De Arte Supputandi Libri 
Quattuor Cutheberti Tonstalli. (Colophon on recto of last 
leaf:) Impress. Londini In Aedibus Richardi Pynsoni. 
Anno . . . M D.XXII. Pridie Idus Octobris . . . 

Sm. 4to., Roman letter, 204 leaves ; title icithin a fine 
woodcut border by Holbein; a fine and large copy in red 
morocco extray double with russia, broad outside and inside 
gold borders, gilt edges, by Zaehnsdorf 

Richard Pynson, 1522 33 
First edition op the first book on arithmetic published in Eng¬ 

land ; VERY RARE. 

“ This book is decidedly the most classical which ever was written 
on the subject in Latin, both in parity of style and goodness of 
matter. The author had read everythin? on the subject, in every 
language which he knew, as he avers in his dedicatory letter to Thomas 
More, and bad spent much time he says, ad ursi exemplum, in licking 
what he found into shape. The wonder is, that after this book had 
been reproduced in other countries, and had become generally known 
throughout Europe, the trifling specnlations of the Boetbian school 
should have excited any further attention. For plain common sense, 
woll expressed, Tonstall’s book has been rarely surpassed, and never in 
the subject of which it treats.”—De Morgan. 

In his preliminary epistle to Sir Thomas More, Tunstall gives a 
curious account of the origin of this work. It seems that in his 
dealings with certain goldsmiths, or silversmiths, he suspected that 
the accounts were fraudulently prepared, he therefore made a special 
study of the forgotten science of his boyhood—arithmetic—in order to 
he able to check the figures. The result of his labours was a book 
for his own use, which, on being appointed Bishop of London, he 
thought no longer necessary to bis new station, but probably worthy 
of being printed for the use of others. 

439 -De Arte Suppntandi libri quatnor, Cutheberti Tonstalli. Parisiis. 
Ex Officina Roberti Stephani. M.D.XXXVIII. 

Sm. 4to , part of the imprint and the colophon scored through in ink; 
in the original limp vellum Paris, R. Estienne, 153d 1 

440 WIMPFELING (Jakob). De triplici Candors Marias. Sm. 4to., 
Oothic letter, 36 leaves, 34 lines to the page ; maroon morocco extra 

[Speier, C. Hist, 1493] 4 
With signatures. The quire* are in sixes. The preliminaries of the poem form 

the first quire, which is marked, 1, 2, 3, 4, on its first four leaves ; then follow five 
quires marked in the usual fashion a-e. The copy described by Hain evidently was 
defective. His mention of 34 fi. is not an error for 86 ; the details Bhow that two 
leaves were actually wanting. 

Hain-Copinger *16170; Proctor 2423. 
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450 

451 

452 

13 13 

16 16 

3. Classical Archaeology, History, and Philology. 
£ s. 

441 Abbott (G. F.). Macedonian Folklore. 8vo., cloth (pub. 9«) 
Cambridge, 1903 0 4 

442 Aberdeen. Studies in the History and Art of the E. Provinces of the 
Roman Empire. Written for the Qnatercentenary of Aberdeen by 
seven of its Graduates. Edited by W. M. Ramsay. 4to., with plates 
and other illustrations; sewed Aberdeen, 1906 0 7 

443 Anderson (W. J.) and R. PhenE Spiers. The Architecture of Greece 
and Rome; a Sketch of its historic development. Second edition, 

revised and enlarged by R. Phene Spiers. 8vo., with 525 illustrations; 
cloth 1907 0 12 

444 ANNALES ARCHEOLOGIQUES. dirigees par Didron. 28 vols., 4to., 
COMPLETE, the last vol. being a General Index, with many hundreds of 
beautiful plates and woodcuts illustrative of Ancient Art and Architecture 
in all parts of the world ; half calf Pari*, 1844-81 13 13 

445 - another copy. 28 vols., 4to., uniformly bound in half maroon 
morocco, gilt tops 1844-81 16 16 

Originally published at 800 fr. unbd.; cost of binding, £14—total £46. Complete 
sets are now very scarce. The work is elaborately got up, and the papers written by 
the most distinguished antiquarians of the oontinent. 

446 ARCHAEOLOGISCH-EPIGRAPHISCHE MITTHEILUNGEN aus 

OESTERREICH-UNGARN. Herausgegeben von A. Conze, O. 
Hirschfield, O. Benndorf and E. Bormann. Vols. I—XVI. 8vo. 
and roy. 8vo., with numerous plates; sixteen vols. in eight, half morocco, 
gilt tops, by Zaehnsdorf (the last vol. not uniform) 1877-93 4 16 

447 ARCH^EOLOGISCHE ZEITDNG. Heransgegeben von Edouard 
Gerhard. Jahrgang I—XLI1I, mit Register. 43 vols. in 16, 4to. 
and 1 vol. roy. 8vo., with a large number of plates; half calf neat, uncut, 
top edges gilt Berlin, 1843-86 28 0 

448 -the same. Jahrg. XXXIV—XLIII (lo76-85). Roy. 4to., with a 
large number of plates; half red morocco ib., 1877-86 4 14 

449 Aristotle. Index Aristotelious. Edidit Hermannus Boxitz. 4-to.,half 
calf 1870 1 1 

450 - Aristotle : A Chapter from the History of Science, including 
Analyses of Aristotle’s scientific Writings. By G. H. Lewes. 8vo., 

cloth 1864 0 4 

451 -Aristotle. By George Grote. Edited by A. Bain and G. C. 
Robertson. Third edition. 8vo., cloth 1883 0 9 

452 BAUMEISTER (A.). Denkmaler des klassischen Altertums, znr 
Erlanterurg des Lebens der Griechen nnd Romer in Religion, Knnst 
und Sitter. 3 vols., 4to., with about 1400 maps, plates, and other 
illustrations; bound in five vols. half morocco 

Munich und Leipzig, 1885-8 2 16 
453 Benndorff (Otto). Wiener Vorlegeblatter fur Archaeologische Uebnngen, 

1889. Mit Unterstutzung des K. K. Ministeriums fur Cultns nnd 
Unterricht heransgegeben von O. Benndorff. Roy. folio, 12 plates; 
bds. Vienna, 189U 0 6 

454 -the same, 1890-91. Roy. folio, 12 plates; bds ib., 1S91 0 6 

455 BottiOer (C. A.). Sabine,on Matinee d’nne Dame Rom&ine a sa Toilette, 
h la fin dn premier Siecle de l'Ere Chretienne. Tradait de 
l’Allemand (par Clapier). 8vo.t with 13 plates; cloth Paris, 1813 0 7 

456 Bonner Studien. Aufsiitze aus der Altertiimswissenschaft Reinhard 
Kekule znr Erinnernng an seine Lehrthiitigkeit in Bonn, gewidmet 
von seinen SchUlern. Sm.folio, with 13 plates, some coloured; polished 
red morocco extra, gilt edges, by Claessens Berlin, 1890 1 4 
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£ 
BERLIN. DEUTSCHE ARCHAEOLOGISCHE INSTITUT: 

457 MITTHEILUNGEN des Kaiserlich Deutscben Abchaeologischen 

Institute. Roemische Abtheilung. VoIb. I—XXII. Roy. 8vo., with 
a large number of plates ; bound in fourteen vols., half vellum ; scarce 

Rome, 1886-19-*7 12 

458 -the same. Vols. I—VIII. Roy. 8vo., with numerous plates; half 
broion morocco, gilt tops, by Zaehnsdorf ib., 1886-93 2 

459 JAHRBUCH des K. Deutschen Archaologischen Institute. 

Horausgegeben von Max Frankel. Vol. I—XXIV (1886-1909), and 
Register XI—XX (1896-1905). 4to., with a large number of plates; 
uniformly bound in half red morocco Berlin, 1887-1910 20 

460 -the same. Vol. VI—XXIII, und Register I—XX. Mit dem 
Beiblatt “ Archaologisher Anzeiger.” 4to., with a large number of 
plates ; uniformly bound in half blue calf, fully gilt backs 

Berlin, 1892-1909 18 
Erganzungshefte V—VII, 1904-7, bound in bds., are presented with the above. 

461 -the same. Vols. I—VIII, with 2 Supplements. 4to., with 

numerous plates; half brown morocco, gilt tops, by Zaehnsdorf 
Berlin, 1887-94 4 

462 -the same. Vols. I, II, IV, and V. 4to., with numerous plates; 
two vols. half morocco, the rest in parts Berlin, 1887-9L 1 

463 BRITISH MUSEUM. Autotype from North Frieze of Parthenon 
(group of horsemen) 0 

464 -Pediment of the Parthenon (group called the Three Fates) 0 
465 -Bronze head of Aphrodite 0 
466 -Catalogue of the Bronzes in the Department of Greek and 

Roman Antiquities. By H. B. Walters. 4to., with collotype plutes; 
cloth 1899 1 

467 

46S 

469 

470 

471 
472 

473 

474 

475 

476 

477 

478 

479 

480 

481 

-Catalogue of Early Christian Antiquities and Objects from the 

Christian East. By O. M. Dalton. 4to., with 85 plates; cloth 1902 1 
-Catalogue of the Finger Rings, Greek, EtruscaD, and Roman. 
By F. H. Marshall. 4to., with 35 plates; cloth 1h07 1 
-Catalogue of the Greek and Etruscan Vasep. 2 vols., 8vo., cloth ; 
scarce 1851-70 0 
-Catalogue of Greek Sculpture. By A. H. Smith. Vol. II. 
8vo., cloth 1900 0 
-the same. Vol. III. 8vo., cloth 1914 0 
-Catalogue of the Jewellery, Greek, Etruscan, and Roman, in the 
British Museum. By F. H. Marshall. 4to., with 73 plates; cloth 1911 l 
-Catalogue of the Roman Pottery. By H. B. Walters. 4to., 
pp. liv and 464, with 44 plates and numerous illustrations in the text; 
cloth 1908 2 
-Catalogue of the Terracottas in the Department of Greek and 
Roman Antiquities, by d. Walters. 4to., with 44 plates; cloth 1904 1 

-Catalogue of Vases. Vol. I. Part II. Cypriote, Italian, and 

Etruscan Pottery. By H. B. Walters. 4to., with plates; cloth 1912 1 
-Vol. II. Black Figured Vases. By H. B. Walters. 

8vo., with plates; cloth 1893 1 
-Vol. III. Vases of the Finest Period. By C. H. Smith. 

8vo., with plates; cloth 1896 1 
-Vol. IV. Vases of the Latest Period. By H. B. Walters. 

8vo., with plates; cloth 1896 0 
-Combe (Taylor). Description of the Ancient Terracottas in the 
British Museum. 4to., with 40 plates; half morocco neat 1810 1 

the same. Roy. 4to., large paper, with 40plates; bds. 1810 2 

-Dbscription of the Ancient Marbles in the British Museum. 

By T. Combe, E. Hawkins, C. R. Cottrell, and S. Birch. 11 vols. 

impl. 4to., large paper, with 347 fine plates; bds. (pub. £35. 17a 6d) 

rs\o Original fron4^2-61 
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BRITISH MUSEUM, continued: 
482 - 

483 

484 

485 

486 

487 

488 

-Designs from Greek Vases in the British Museum. Edited by 
A. S. Murray. Folio, icith 15 plates; bds. 1894 
-Designs from White Athenian Vases. Folio, bds., £1. 5s; or, 
half morocco 1896 
-Excavations at Ephesus: The Archaic Artemisia. By D. G. 
Hogarth. 1 vol., 4to. (text), 1 vol., folio (atlas), cloth 1908 
-Excavations in Cyprus (Bequest of Miss E. T. Turner to the 
British Museum). Folio, half cloth, £2; or half morocco 1900 
-Guide to the Babylonian and Aesyrian Antiquities. Second 
edition. 8vo., with 45 plates ; bds. 1908 

Guide to the Early Christian aud Byzantine Antiquities. 8vo., 
pp. xii and 116, with 15 plates and 84 illustrations in the text; bds. 1903 

Marbles and Bronzes. 5" plates from selected subjects in the 

489 

* W 

Dept, of Greek and Roman Antiquities. Edited by A. H. Smith. 

4to., cloth 1914 
Select Bronzes, Greek, Roman, and Etruscan, in the Departments 

WWW W ^ 

of Antiquities. 4to , 73 plates, with a Commentary by H. B. Walters; 
cloth 1915 

490 -Terracotta Sarcophagi, Greek and Etrufcan, in the British 
Museum. Edited by A. S. Murray. Folio, with 11 plates; bds., 
£1. 8s ; or. half morocco 1898 

491 -The Sculptures of the Parthenon. With an Introduction and 
Commentary. By A. H. Smith. Roy. folio, pp. vii and 70, with 
95 photographic plates and 133 illustrations in the text; in a cloth port¬ 
folio 1910 

492 Buckmak (Professor) and C. H. Nkwmarch. Illustrations of the Remains 
of Roman Art, in Cirencester, the site of ancient Corinium. 8vo.,trith 
13 plates (some coloured) and numerous woodcuts; cloth 1850 

493 Budjius (Gul.). Commentarii linguae GraactB . . . ab eodem accurate 
recogniti, atque amplius tertia parte aucti. Folio, old calf 

Paris, It. Stephanas, 1548 
494 BULLETTINO DI ARCHEOLOGIA CR1STIANA, del Commendatore 

Giovanni Battista de Rossi. Series II—V. 4 vols., roy. 8vo., with a 
large number of plates; half morocco neat, marbled edgts Borne, 1870-94 

495 Bulwer (E. L.). Athens: its Rise and Fall; with Views of the Litera¬ 
ture, Philosophy, and Social Life of the Athenian People. 2 vols., 
8vo., cloth (1837) 

496 Burrows (R. M.). The Discoveries in Crete and their Bearing on the 
History of ancient Civilisation. 8vo., with 4 plates ; cloth 1907 

497 Bury (J. B.). History of Greece to the Death of Alexander the Great. 
2 vols., 8vo., with maps and plates; cloth (pub. £1. 5s) 1902 

498 BYZANTINAE HISTORIAE SCRIPTORUM CORPUS, graece et latine, 
ediderunt B. G. Niebuhr, Imm. Bekker, L. Schopen, G. Dindorf, 

aliique philologi. 43 vols. 8vo., half russia Bonnae, 1828, etc. 
A compute set comprises 60 vols., many of which are out of print. 

Contents 

Agathias Myrinaens. 
Joannes Cantacazenus. 3 vols. 
Leo Diaconun. 
Nicephorus Gregoras. 3 vols. 
Constantinus Porphyrogenetus. 3 vols. 
Georgius Syncellus. 2 vols. 
Dexippus, Eunapius, etc 
Joannes Malala. 
Chronicon Paschale. 2 vols. 
Procopius. 3 vols. 
Ducas. 
Theophylactus Simooatta. Genesius. 
Nicetas. 
Georgius Paohymerig. 2 vols. 
Jiannes Cinnamos. Nicephorus Bry- 

ennius. 
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Michael Glycas. 
Merobaudes et Corippus. 
Constantinus Manasse, etc. 
Joannes Lydus. 
PauluB Silentiarius, etc. 
Theophanes. 3 vols. 
Georgius Cedrenus. 2 vols. 
Georgius Phrantres, etc. 
Georgius Codinus, de officialibus. 
Anna Comnena. Vol. I. 
Ephraemius. 
Joannes Zonaras. Vol. I. 
Leo Grammaticus. 
Michael Attaliota. 
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499 BYZANTINE RESEARCH FUND: The Church of the Nativity at 

Bethlehem. By W. Harvey, W. R. Lethaby, 0. M. Dalton, H. A. A. 
Cruso, and A. C. Headlam. Edited by R. Weir Schnltz. Impl. 4to., 
with 13 plates and other Must ratio* 8 from, drawings and photographs by 
IF. Harvey and others; doth 1910 1 

500 -The Church of Saint Eirene at Constantinople. By Walter S. 
George. With an Historical Notice by Alexander van Milligen and 
an Appendix on the Monument of Porphyrios by A. M. Woodward 
and A. J. B. Wace. Folio, pp. xiv and 88, with 2 coloured and 28 other 
plates, and numerous illustrations in the text; cloth 1913 2 

501 CLASSICAL REVIEW (THE). Vols. I—XXIII. Impl. 8vo., bound 
in fourteen vols., buckram 1887-1910 5 

The later vols. are edited by W. H. D. Rouse. 
502 -the same. Vols. I—XII. Impl. 8vo.. cloth 1887-98 2 

503 CLASSICAL AND SACRED PHILOLOGY (JOURNAL OF). 
[Edited by J. B. Lightfoot, afterwards Bishop of Durham, F. J. A. 
Hort, and J. E. B. Mayor]. 4 vols. (all published). 8vo., half calf 

Cambridge, 1854-60 1 
504 COOK (Arthur Bernard). Zeus: a Study in Ancient Religion. Vol. I:— 

Zeus God of the Bright Sky. 8vo., pp xliii and 885, with coloured 
frontispiece and 42 plates, and 569 illustrations in the text; cloth 

Cambridge, 1914 2 
“ The present volume is the first of two in which I have endeavoured to trace the 

development and influence of Zeus. It would seem that the Greeks, starting from 
a sense of frank childish wonder, not unmixed with fear, at the sight of the animate 
sky, mounted by slow degrees of enlightenment to a recognition of the physical, 
intellectual, and moral supremacy of the sky-god. Dion Chrysostomos in a memor¬ 
able sentence declared Zeus to be ‘ the giver of all good things, the Father, the 
Saviour, the Keeper of mankind.’ On the lower levels and slopes of this splendid 
spiritual ascent the Greeks found themselves at one with the beliefs of many sur¬ 
rounding peoples, so that a fusion of the Hellenic Zeus with this or that barbaric 
counterpart often came about. On the higher ground of philosophy and poetry they 
joined hands with a later age and pressed on towards our own conceptions of Deity. 
I have therefore felt bound to take into account not only the numerous adaptations 
of Levantine syncretism but also sundry points of contact between Hellenism and 
Christianity.”—Extract from the Preface. 

505 CORPUS INSC RIPTIONUM ATTIC ARUM. Consilio et auctoritate 
Acad. Litt. Reg. Borussica editum. COMPLETE in 12 vols. or parts, 
as detailed below. F'lio, bds. and sewed (pub. £16. 3s) Berlin, 1872-97 8 

Vol. I ; II, 4 parts; III, 2 parts and appendix; IV, Supplement I, 3 parts; 
[V], Supplement II, Indices. 

«>06 D’Arnis (W. H. Maigne). Lexicon mannale ad Scriptores Medire et 
Infimae Latinitatia. Roy. 8vo., half calf Migne, Paris, 1866 0 

507 DAVID. Antiquites Etrusquoe. Grecques et Romaines. Gravies par 
F. A. DAVID, avec leurs Explications par d’Hancarville. 5 Is., 
4to., with engraved title-pages and 360 plates, the majority of which are 
tinted; straight-grained blue morocco, gilt edges 1785 6 

508 DE ROSSI (G. B.). La Roma Sotteuranea Cristiana. 

3 vols. in 4, impl. 4to., with 159 plates, some lithographed, 
others coloured, including Plans, Views, Tables of Inscrip¬ 
tions, Details of Ceilings, Corridors, Tombs, etc.; newly 
bound in hf. morocco, gilt tops, by Riviere Rome, 1864-77 75 

The plates have been guarded and boand together in a single 
volume. 

I can supply vols. I and III, unbd., for £12; and vol. Ill, unbd., 
for £5. 

509 -Musaici Cristiani e Saggi dei Pavimenti drlle 

Chiese di Roma anteriori al secolo XV. Impl. folio, 
with 53 beautifully colouued plates, text in French 
and Italian; in portfolios as issued Rome, 1872-99 40 
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510 Davis (E. J.). Anatolica; or, the Journal of a visit to some of the 

ancient rained Cities of Caria, Phrygia, Lycia and Pisidia. 8vo., 
with folding map and 32 plates; cloth 1874 0 5 0 

511 Delepierrb (0.). Macaroneana; on, Melanges de Litterature Maca¬ 
roni que des differents peuples de l’Earope. 8vo., red morocco extra, 
gilt edges, by Hardy Paris, 185*2 1 16 0 

512 Dennis (G.). The Cities and Cemeteries of Etruria. Revised edition. 
2 vo\a., Svo.t with maps, plans, and illustrations; cloth 1878 0 10 0 

DILETTANTI (SOCIETY- OF) : 
513 IONIAN AN 11QUITIES, published with permission of the Society 

of Dilettanti by R. Chandler, N. Rkvett, W. Pars. 4 vols., impl. 4to., 
with a large number of plates and numerous vignettes ; vols. I and II 
bound in 1 vol., half russia, III in bds. uncut, IV roxburghe 

1769, 1797, 1840, 1881 S 8 0 
514 ANTIQUITIES OF IONIA. Published with permission of the So¬ 

ciety of Dilettanti by R. Chandler, N. Revett, W. Pars. 5 vols., 
impl. folio, with a large number of plates and numerous vignettes; bds. 

1*21, 1797, 184 1881, 1915 10 10 0 
Just Published: 

514*-Part V, being a Supplement to Part III. Impl. folio, pp. xii 
and 36, with frontispiece, 45 p'ates, and vignette ; bds. 1915 4 4 0 

515 Bkondsted (P. 0 ). The Bronzes of Siris now in the British Museum. 
An Archajoloyical Essay. Roy. folio, with 6 plates; bds. 1836 0 14 0 

516 PENROSE (F. C.). An Investigation of tho Principles of Athenian 

Architecture. Roy. folio, with 42 plates (5 coloured) ; bds. 1851 4 0 0 
517 -the same. New and enlarged edition. Roy. folio, with 49 

plates (5 COLOURED) ; roxburghe binding 1S88 6 10 0 

518 SPECIMENS OF ANTIENT SCULPTURE, Egyptian, Etruscan, 
Greek and Roman: selected from different Collections in Great 
Britain. Vol. I, impl. folio, with 75 plates; russia extra; scarce 1809 2 2 0 

519 THE UNEDITED ANTIQUITIES OF ATl’ICA; comprising the 
Architectural Remains of Eleusis, Rhamnus, Sunium, and Thoricus. 
Impl folio, with 78 plates; half morocco gilt 1817 3 16 0 

520 DUCANGE. Glossarium Mediae et Infimae Laiinitatis, cum supple- 
mentis Carpenterii . . digessit G. A. L. Henschel. 7 vols., 4to., calf 
gilt, carmine edges, fine copy Paris, l8»0-50 10 10 0 

*21 - another copy. 7 voIb., 4to., half red morocco gilt ib., 1840-50 10 0 0 
o22 -the same. Editio nova aucta pluribus verbis aliorum scriptorura 

‘a Leopold Favre. 10 vols.. roy. 4to.. cloth Niort. 1883-7 16 0 0 

,>23 DUMONT (A.) et J. Chaplain. Les Ceramiques de la Gk£ce Propre. 

2 vols., impl. 4to., with 81 plates (10 COLOUR*d) on India Paper; in 
nine parts sewed 1881-90 3 10 0 

Vol. I.—Vases peinls et Terres Cuites; Melanges Arclieologiques. 

524 DURUY (Victor). History of Rome and ihe Roman People. From its 
origin to the establishment of the Christian Empire. Edited by the 
Rev. J. P. Mahafft. 5 voIb., impl. Hvo.. with 100 maps, numerous 
chromolithographs, and about 2500 engravings; cloth (pub. £9) 1883-6 4 4 0 

525 EVANS (Sir A. J.). Antiquarian Kepearches in Illyricum. 4 parts in 2, 
4to., pp. 272, with maps and engravings of Banian Inscriptions; half 
morocco Society of Antiquaries, 1883-5 1 1 0 

526 -Essai de Classification de la Civilisation Minoenne. Resume d’un 
discours fait an Congres d’Archeologie a Athenes. Edition revisee. 
Roy. 8vo., pp. 11; sewed 1906 0 1 0 

527 -The Palace of Knossos. Reports of the Excavations for the years 
1900-2. 3 parts, 4to., with plates and other illustrations; sewed 

British School at Athens, 1900-2 0 7 6 

528 -The Prehistoric Tombs of Knossos. I.—The Cemetery of Zafer 
Pnponra. II.—The Royal Tomb of Isopata. 4to.,pp. 172, with 13 
pi-'' "ud 147Allustratums in the text; cloth Original from 1906 1 1 0 
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529 EVANS (Sir Arthur J.). Scripta Minoa: the written Documents of 

Minoan Crete with Special Reference to the Archives of Knossoa. 
Vol. I. The Hieroglyphic and Primitive Linear Classes, with an 
acconut of the Discovery of the Pre-Phoenician Scripts, their place in 
Minonn Story and their Mediterranean Relations. Roy. 4to., pp. xii 
and 302, with 14 collotype plates, and many illustrations and tables in 
the text; cloth Oxford, 1909 

“ The aim of the present publication is to give in the first place a Corpus as 
complete as possible of the existing records of the script of Minoan Crete by means 
of photographic facsimiles and copies of the documents. In the second place I have 
endeavoured to supply a preliminary apparatus criticiis in the form of tables and 
explanatory catalogues of the different signaries, the classification of the documents 
according to their form and contents, an analysis of the principal formulas employed, 
and an examination of the order in which the inscriptions run, often facilitated by 
the auxiliary marks that accompany them.”—Extract from Preface. 

330 -The Tomb of the Double Axes and Associated Group and Pillar 
Rooms and Ritual Vessels of the “ Little Palace ” at Knossos. 4to., 
pp. ii and 94, with 7 plates and 97 illustrations in the text; doth 1914 

Of this extract from Archaolopia, vol. 65, only a small number have been printed. 

331 FABRIOII (J. A.) Bibliotheca Graeca sive notitia scriptorum veterum 
graecorum . . . editio qnarta . . . curante G. C. Harles . . 12 vols. 
and index. 4to., vellum neat Hamburg, 1790—Leipzig, 1838 

332 Facciolati et Forcellini. Totius Latinitatis Lexicon . . . edidit Anglicam 
interpretationem in locum Italicae substituit. . . J. Bailey. 2 stout 
vole. impl. 4to., 2700 pages treble cols., russia 1S28 

Still a necessary tool for a classical student. 

533 FAUNUS (Lucius). De Antiquitatibus Vrbis Romae ab antiquis " 
novisq; auctoribns exceptis . . . per Lucium Faunum . . . (Fol. 
1576, colophon ;) Venetijs apud Michaelem Tramezinum M.D.XLIX. 
—Philander (Gulielmus). Gnlielmi Philandri Castilionii ... In 
Decern Libros M. Yitruuii Pollionis de Archite&ura Annotationes . . . 
(Fol. 2126, colophon:) Impressum Rom® apud Io. ADdream Dosscna 
Thaurineh . . . M.D.XLIIII (with several woodcuts)—L/ONI (Ant. Fr.). 
Disegno Del Doni ... In Vinetia Appresso Gabriel Giolito Di 
Ferrarii MDXLIX. 

3 works in 1 vol., sm. 8vo., in a splendidly preserved German binding 
of stamped vellum over thick wooden boards, with clasps, in a morocco 
case Venice, 1549—Home, 1544 

The books were carried to Germany and bound in one volume in or soon aftor 
the year 1570, probably at Wittenberg. The centrepiece on the upper cover is a 
quarter-length figure of Ivsticia ; that on the lower is Lucretia and has the date 1570. 
The figure of Justitia is from Hans Ilrosainer’s design and is signed with his mono¬ 
gram. The border all round is of renaissance style with arabesques and medallions 
of Virgil, Ovid, Cicero, and Terence. The inscription “ E T L 1582 ” which appears 
on the upper cover, are the initials of some one into whose possession the book came 
in that year. A great feature of the binding is its extraordinarily fine preservation. 

With a German bookplate bearing the date of 1766. 

334 Fraumenta Hercdlanensia : A descriptive Catalogue of the Oxford 
Copies of the Herculanean Rolls, together with the texts of several 
Papyri. Edited by Walter Scott. Roy. 8vo., with numerous facsimiles; 
cloth Oxford, 1885 

535 FRANZINI (Hieronymo). Antiquitates Romanae Vrbis Studio, 
Hieronjmi Franzini Bibliopoles ad Signum Fontis opera. Romae 
M.D.XCVI.—Templa Deo Et Sanctis Eius Rom® Dicata . . . Romeo, 
M.D.XCV1.—Palatia Procerum Romanes Vrbis ... Romeo, M.D.XCVI. 
—leones Statuarvm Antiquarvm Vrbis Romes . . . Horn®, M.D.XCIX. 

In I vol., 16mo., with nearly 400 woodcuts ; dark blue morocco extra, 
gilt edges; very rare Rome, 1596-9 

536 Gardner (E. A.). Handbook of Greek Sculpture. Post 8vo., with 142 
illustrations ; cloth 1911 

537 - (P.). The Principles of Greek Art. Post 8vo., with 112 illus¬ 
trations; doth (ptf6?lQf) r\\o Original from 1914 
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538 Gell (Sir W.). Potnpeiana: the Topography, Edifices and Ornaments 
of Pompeii, the result of excavations since 1819. 2 vole., 8vo., with 
numerous pi a'es and vignettes; green mororco fully gilt, gilt edges 1832 

539 Gerhard (E). Gesammelte akademische Abhandlnngen nnd kleine 
Schriften. 2 vols. 8vo. text and 1 vol. 4to. with 82 plates; hf. calf 

Berlin, 1866 
These treatises are all on early Classical Art and Mythology. 

540 GIBBON (Edward). The History of the Decline aud Fall of the Roman 
Empire. 6 vols., 4to., FIRST EDITION’ ; with portrait and maps, contem¬ 
porary sprinkled calf , neatly repaired ; scarce 1776-88 

511 -another edition. 12 vols., 8vo , with portrait and maps ; old dirk 
blue straiqht.grain morocco, qilt backs and broad gold borders on the 
sides 1818 

512 - another edition. Edited with Introduction, Notes, Appendices, 
and Index by J. B. Bury. 7 vols., post 8vo., with maps; cloth 1900 

543 GREEK CERAMIC ART. OBJECTS OF GREEK CERAMIC ART. 
Exhibited in 1S88. Folio, with 52 photographic plates; in a portfolio, 
very scarce Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1888 

544 Grote (George). Plato, and the other Companions of Sokrates. 3 vols., 
8vo., cloth 1865 

545 -the same. Second edition. 3 vols., 8vo., calf extra, fully gilt 
backs, marbled edges, FINE COPY 1865 

£ *. 

1 1 

8 0 

4 10 

1 16 

1 8 
546 Grondy (G. B.). The Great Persian Warand its Preliminaries; a Study 

of the Evidence, literary and topographical. 8vo., with 6 maps and 
27*pla'es; cloth (pub. .€1. Is) 1901 0 10 

547 Gohl (E.) and W. Koner. Life of the Greeks and Romans, described 
from antique monuments. Translated by F. Haetfer. 8vo., with 543 
woodcuts; cloth 1875 0 6 

548 Gusman (P.). Pompei: la Ville, les Moeurs, les Arts. Preface de Max 
Collignon. Roy. 4to., with 12 coloured plates and 60J woodcuts; half 
morocco (1900) 1 10 

549 Haioh (A. E.). The Attic Theatre: a description of the stage and 
theatre of the Athenians, and of the dramatic performances at Athens. 
8vo., with Opiates and other illustrations; cloth Oxford, 1889 0 5 

550 Hall (H. R.). ^Egean Archaeology. 8vo., with folding map, 33 plates, 
and other illustrations; cloth 1915 0 9 

551 HAMILTON (Sir W.). Cami-i Phlegrui. Observations on the Volcanoes 

of the Two Sicilies. 3 vols. in 1, roy. folio, the text in English and 
French, with 59 plates of views exquisitely coloured as drawings; 

BOUND IN GILT VELLUM, WITH BORDER8 OF GOLD ON COLOURED GROUND8 

AND COLOURED MEDALLIONS OF CLASSICAL FIGURES ON SIDES, GILT EDGES, 

by Edwards; from the Hamilton Palace library Naples, 1776-79 21 0 

552 JOURNAL OF HELLENIC STUDIES. Vol. I—XXXIV. Impl. 8vo., 
with a large number of plates ; thirty-four voh. bound in twenty-seven, 
buckram, a»d the plates to I—VIII in a portfolio 18.'50-19 1 4 2 5 0 

553 -the same. Vols. IX—XXIII. Roy. 8vo., eleven vols. half bound, 
the rest in parts 1888-1903 10 0 

654 -the same. Vol. XII—XXXII, part 1. Impl. 8vo., with a large 
number of plates; eighteen vols. in cloth, the rest in parts 1891-1912 15 0 

555 Henderson (Bernard W.;. Civil War and Rebellion in the Roman 

Empire, a.d. 69-70. A companion to the “Histories” of Tacitus. 
8vo., with maps and illustrations; cloth 1908 0 5 

556 HERMATHENA: a Series of Papers on Literature, Science, and 
Philosophy, by Members ok Trinity College, Dublin. Nos. I— 
XXXVI. 8vo., with numerous plates; in pts. Dublin, 1874-1910 6 16 

557 -the same. Nos. I—XXXIII. 8vo., thirteen vols. in cloth and two 
.parts sewed , original Mr* 1874-1907 7 0 
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558 HERMES. Zeitschrift fur Class ische Philologie. Herauagegeben von 
Friedrich Leo und Carl Robert. Vols. I—XLVIII, und Register zu 
I—XXV. 8vo., A PINE SET in half calf, fuliu qtlt backs, qilt tops 

Berlin, 1866—1913 18 
559 Hicks (E. L.) and G. F. Hill. Manual of Greek Historical Inscriptions. 

New and revised Edition. 8vo.,pp. 341; cloth (pub. 12s 6d n*t) 
Oxford, 1901 0 

560 Hisperica Famina (The). Edited, with a short Introduction, and Index 
Verbormn, by F. J. H. Jenkinson. 8vo., with 3 plates ; cloth 1908 0 

561 INGHIRAMI (F.). Monument! Etruschi. 6 vols. in 9. Roy. 4to., with 
frontispiece and a large number of plates, some tinted in imitation of the 
original Vases, Frescoes, etc., half russia ; uncut Firenze, 1821-25 5 

This grand work offers the most complete and exact representation that has ever 
been given of monuments of Etruscan art. 

562 Inscriptiones Graecae antiquissimae praetar atticas in Attica repertas 
Coosilio et auctoritate Acad. Litt. Reg. Borussicae, edidit H. Rokhl. 
Folio, with numerous illustrations; b Is. (pub. 16s) Berlin, 1882 0 

563 Inscriptiones Graecae Insclarum Maris Aegaei . . . Fasc. II. Lesbi, 
Nesi, Teuedi . . . Edidit W. R. Paton. Folio, ici'h 2 maps and 
numerous illustrations; bds. (pub. 17s6d) ib., 1899 0 

564 InscriptionE8 Graecae Phocidis, Locridis, Aetoliae, Acarnaniae, Insnlarum 
Maris lonii . . . edidit W. Dittenberobr. Polio, with illustrations ; 
bds. (pub. £1. 2s 6d) ib., 1897 0 

Corpus Inscript. graece. Vol. Ill, fasc. 1. 

565 JOURNAL OF PHILOLOGY (THE). EdiUd by W. Aldis Wright, 
Ingram Bywater, Henry Jackson, and others. Vols. I —XXXIII. 
8vo., a pine set in half calf Cambridqe, 1868-1914 13 

566 -the same. Nos. 1-59, forming Vols. I-XXIX, and XXX, pt, 1. 
8vo., in parts 1868-1906 9 

567 JOURNAL OF ROMAN STUDIES. Vol. I—IV, and V, part 1. 
Impl. 8vo., with numerous plates and othtr illustrations ; sewed 

Society for the Promotion of Roman Studies, 1911-15 3 

568 Juster (Jean). Les Juifs dans l’Empire Romaiu. Lear Condition 
Jnridique, Economiqne et Socials. 2 vols., 8vo., pp. 850; sewed 1914 1 

569 Kalbpleisch (C.). Ad Scholas quae in hac Univereitate Rostochiensi per 
semestre aestivnm .. . 1901 babebuntur invitant Rector et Concilium ; 
insane Papyri Argentoratenses Graecae .. 4to., with 4 plates; sewed 1901 0 

570 -the same, 1902. Papyri Graecae Musei Britannici et Mnsei 
Berolinensis. 4to., with 2 plates, sewed 1902 0 

571 Keightlby (T.). The Mythology of Ancient Greece and Italy. Third 
edition, revised. 8vo., with 12 plates; cloth 1854 0 

572 KEKULE. Die antiken Terracottbn im Auptrag des Archaologischen 
In8tituts des Deutschen Reichs, herausgegeben von R. Kekule. 
2 vols., folio, icith illustrations in the text and 111 plates; half dark 
green levant morocco extra, gilt tops; scarce 

Berlin and Stuttgart, 1880-84 5 
Vol. I, die Terracotten von Pompeii. Bearbeitet von Hermann von Rohden ; 

vol. II, die Terracotten von Sicilien. Bearbeitet von R. Kekule. 

573 KLEIN (W.). Geschichte der Griechisohen Kunst. 3 vols., roy. 8?o., 
newly boun-i in half morocco Leipzig, 1904-7 1 

574 -Die Griechischeu Vasen mit Lieblingsinscbriften. Roy. 4to., 
with frontispiece and 37 illustrations in the text; sewed, 6s; or, buckram 

1890 0 
575 Lanciani (R.). Ancient Rome in the Light of Recent Discoveries. 8vo., 

with 100 illustrations; cloth Boston, 1889 0 
576 LANCKORONSKL St&dte Pamphyliens und Pisidiens. UnterMitwir- 

kung von G. Niemann und E. Petersen, herausgegeben von Karl 
Grafen Lanckoronski. 2 vols., impl. 4to., with 71 maps and plates and 
268 illustrations in the text; bds. 1890-2 5 

C" yoblT-fAMPHYLiEN ; II. —PismiEN. Original from 
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577 Leake (W. M.). The Topography of Athens. With some remarks on its 
Antiquities. Second Edition. 2 vols., 8vo., with 11 maps and plates; 
half morocco 1841 

578 -Peloponnesiaca: a Supplement to Travels in the Morea. 8vo., 
half morocco 1846 
“ On some disputed questions of ancient Geography, 1857,” is bound with the above. 

579 LENORMANT (C.) and J. De Witte. Elite des Monuments Ceramo- 

graphiques. Mat6riaux ponr I’Histoirb des Religions et des Mceurs 

de I’AntiquitS. 4 vols., impi. 4t.o., with illustrations in the text and 
419 plates ; bound in six vols., half brown morocco Paris, 1844-61 

This rare book was printed at the expense of Baron de Witte. The splendid 
plates render it the standard work on classical mythology as illustrated by the early 
potters. 

580 LEWIS (Sir George Cornewall). Inquiry into the Credibility of the 
early Roman History. 2 vols., 8vo., cloth 1855 

581 Loewy (E.). Inschriften Griechischer Bildhaner. 4to., with numerous 
facsimiles ; half red morocco neat Leipzig, 1885 

582 LOuke (W.). Geschichte der Plastik von den aeltesten Zeiten bis zur 
Gegenwart. 310 vermebrte nnd verbesserte Anflage. 2 vols., roy 8vo., 
with plate and 556 other illustrations ; half calf 1880 

583 Lyell (Arthur H.). A Bibliographical List descriptive of Roraano- 
British Architectural Remains in Great Britain. 8vo., pp. xii and 
156; cloth Cambridge, 1912 

584 Mackail (J. W.). Lectures on Greek Poetry. 8vo., cloth 1910 

585 Mahafft (J. P ). Social Life in Greece from Homer to Menander. Third 
Edit'on . . . With a new Chapter on Greek Art. Sm. 8vo., cloth 1877 

586 MAMACHIUS (F. T. M.). Origines et Antiquitatcs Christianae. Editio 
altera curante Petro Matranoa. 6 vols. in 5, 4to., with numerous plates 
of early Christian antiquities; half vvnocco Romae, 1841-51 

“ Ouvrage estim£.”—Unmet. 

5S7 MARTHA (J.). L’Art etrusque, lmpl. 8vo., u-ith 4 coloured pla>ss 
and 40 J illustrations in the text; half brown morocco extra, gilt top, 
uncut, Sir F. Jiurton's copy with signature Paris, 1889 

58S MARUCCHI (H ). The Roman Forum and tho Palatine according to 

the latest Discoveries. 8vo.,pp. 384, with 2 folding plans and numerous 
illustrations in the text; sewed 1906 

589 -the same. 8vo., half morocco 1906 
Contents 

Part I.—The Roman Forum. I. History, Biography, nnd General Topography. 
II. Description of the Monuments. 

Part II.—The Palatine. I. A Short History of the Palatine. II. A Practical 
Visit to the Monuments—Bibliography. 

590 Masson (John). Lucretius, Epicurean and Poet. 8vo., cloth (pub. 12s) 
1907 

591 Mattingly (Harold). Outlines of Ancient History, from the Earliest 
Times to the Fall of the Roman Empire in the West, a.d. 476. 8vo., 
with 12 maps and 31 illustrations; cloth Cambridge, 1914 

592 Matz (F.) und F. von Duhn. Antike Bildwerke in Rom, mit Ausschluss 
der grosseren Sammlangen. 3 vols., bvo., with map ; half vellum 18*1-2 

593 Mau (A.). Pompei, its Life and Art. Translated by F. W. Kelsey. 

8vo., with 12 plates, 6 plans and 263 other illustrations ; hf. bd. 
New York, 1899 

594 MENARD (Rene). La Vie privee des Anciens, avec dessins d’apr5s les 
monuments antiques par Cl. Sanvageot. 4 vols., roy. 8vo., with 
numerotts engravings; full Spanish morocco, gilt edges, FINE COPT 

Paris, 188' -83 
I. Lea peuples dans l’Antiquit4. II. La famille dans 1’antiquitA III. Le travail 

dans 1’antiquite. IV. Les institutions dans l’antiquite. 

595 ME RIVAL hi (C.). History of the Romans under tbe Empire. Fourth. 
edition. 7 yok*, Hvo.,|iotth maps ; tree calf gilt, marbled edges 1862 
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596 Middlbton (J. H.). Ancient Rome in 18S5. 8vo., with maps and wood¬ 

cuts ; cloth 1885 

597 -The Engraved Gems of Classical Times. With a Catalogue of 

the Gems in the Fitzwilliam Museum. Roy. 8vo., with 2 plates; 
buokram 1891 

598 -The Remains 'of ancient Rome. 2 vols., 8vo., with maps and 
numerous illustrations ; cloth (pub. £1. 5#) 1892 

599 Milllngkn (J.). Ancient Unedited Monuments : Painted Greek Vases, 

from Collections in various Countries, principally in Gt. Britain, 

illustrated and explained. With 42 plates, 1822—Statues, Busts, 

Bas-Reliefs . . With 20 plates, 1826;—in 1 vol., impl. 4to., hf. bd. 
(pub. £9. 9s) (1900?) 

€00 MOMMSEN (Theodor). History of Rome. Translated by William P. 

Dickson, with the Author’s Additions. With a Preface by Leonhard 

Schmitz. 4 vols., 8vo., library edition, with Index; cloth, scarce 1868 

601 -another copy. 4 vols., 8vo., library edition, newly bound in half 

calf, gilt tops 1868 

602 -another edition. 4 vols., post 8vo, cloth 1880-81 

603 -The Provinces of the Roman Empire from Caesar to Diocletian. 

2 vols., 8vo., original edition, with 8 maps ; cloth 1886 

€04 Morgan (T.). Romano-British Mosaic Pavements : a History of their 

Discovery and a Record and Interpretation of their Designs. 8vo., 

with map and 33 plates (15 coloured) ; cloth ( ptih. £2. 2«) 1886 

605 Muller (C. O.). History and Antiquities of the Doric Race. Trans¬ 

lated by H. Tufnell and G. C. Lewis. Second edition. 2 vols., 8vo., 

with 3 maps; half morocco 1839 

606 -History of the Literature of Ancient Greece. Vol. I. 8vo, 

cloth 18 40 

607 -the same. Continued after the author’s death by J. W. Donald¬ 

son. 3 vols., 8vo., with portrait; cloth 1858 

608 -the same. From the Foundation of the Socratic Schools to the 

Taking of Constantinople by the Turks. Being a continuation of 

Muller’s work. By J. W. Donaldson. 2 vols., 8vo., with portrait; 
cloth 1858 

609 MURE (William). A Critical History of the Language and Literature of 

Antient Greece. 5 vols., 8vo., library edition, with map; cloth, 30s ; 

or, calf, gilt backs 1850-57 

610 NEWTON (Sir I.). Chronology of Ancient Kingdoms amended. 4to., 

LARGE paper, with 3 plates ; fine copy in old red morocco gilt, gilt edges 
1728 

(ill NICCOLINI. Le Case ed i Monimenti di Pompei, 

disegnati e descritti [da Fausto e Felici Niccolini]. 

4 vols., impl. folio, complete, with 417 plates, the majority 
of which are beautifully coloured ; strongly bound in half 
morocco Naples, 1859-96 

612 -the same. 4 vols., impl. folio, half vellum ib., 1859-96 
613 -the same. Fasc. 1-105, impl. folio, with 317 plates, 

the majority of which are beautifully coloured ; the first 
two vols. in half yreen morocco extra, uncut, top edges gilt; 
the rest in parts as issued (pub. £78. 15s) ib., 1854— 

The work has been completed in 138 parts, 

the same. Vols. I and II, in 3 vols.. impl. folio, with 196 superb 614 

615 

" a m. 

plates, the majority of which are magnificently COLOURED; half vallum 
Fouilles de Pompei. Monuments Choisis. Impl. 4to., with 35 A w 

plates, most of which are coloured, and numerous other illustrations; 
pictorial bds. Naples, n. d. 
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616 NICCOLINI. Arte Pompeiana. Monumenti Scelti. Folio, urith 55 
plates, most of which are coloured ; cloth Naples, 1888 

617 NICOLE (G.). Catalogue des Vases Feints du Mnsee National d’Atbenes. 
Supplement, par G. Nicole. Preface de M. Collignon. 8vo., pp. xi 
and 9 plates; urith an additional folio album of 21 plates; sewed and 
portfolio Geneva, 1911 

618 Niebchr (B. G.). Lectuns on the History of Rome, from the earliest 
times to the Death of Constantine. Edited by L. Schmitz. 3 vols., 
8vo., with portrait ; cloth 1849 

619 -Life and Letters of B. G. Niebuhr. With Essa)s on his character 
and influence by the Chev. Bunsen and Professors Brandis and Loebell. 
3 vols., 8vo., cl<'th 1852 

620 NORTHCOTE (J. Spencer). Epitaphs of the Catacombs; or. Christian 
Inscriptions in Rome during the first four Centuries. 8vo., with 
numerous illustrations ; doth 1878 

621 -and W. R. Brownlow. Roma Sot terrenes, or some Account of the 
Roman Catacombs, especially of the Cemetery of San Callisto. 8vo., 
with map, 20 plates, and numerous woodcuts; cloth 1869 

622 -the same. New edition, rewritten and enlarged. 2 vols., 8vo., 
with map, 23 coloured plates, nrui numerous woodcuts ; cloth 1879 

623 Overbeck (J.1. Geschichte der Griechischen Plastik. 31* umgearbeitete 
und verraehrte Auflage. 2 vols., roy. 8vo, with frontispiece and 160 
woodcuts ; half morocco 1881-2 

624 PARKER (J. H.). The Archaeology of Rome. 10 vols., 8vo., with a 
large nmober of plates and woodcuts ; cloth 1874-83 

625 PARTHENON (Le) : L’Histoire, l’Arthitecture, et la Sculpture. 
Introduction par Maxims Collignon. 8 parts, folio, urith 136 plates 
presenting all the details as well as the general aspect of the architecture 
and sculpture ; in portfolio 1911-2 

626 PASSER1I (J. B.) Picture Etrcscorum in Vasculis, nunc primum in 
unum collect®, explicationibus, et dissertationibus inlustratae. 3 vols., 
large folio, with 300 superb COLOURED plates of Etruscan vases and their 
details; half rut tia; rare Romse, 1767-75 

The second volume is slightly stained, hence the low price. 
627 Perrot (G.) ft C. Chipiez. Histoire de l’Art dans l’Antiquite. Tome 

VII. La Grece de l’Epopee, La Grece Arcbaiqne (Le Temple). Impl. 
8vo., with 54 plates and 293 other illustrations ; half morocco 1898 

628 Perry (W. C ). Greek and Roman Sculpture. A popular Introduction 
to the History of Greek and Roman Sculpture. 8vo., with 268 illus¬ 
tration*; cloth (pub. 31« 6d) 1882 

629 Pikrruoue8 (Pierre). Glossarinm Eroticmn Lingn® Latin®, sive Theo- 
goni®, Legum et Morum nnptialium apnd Romanos explanatio nova 
. . 8vo., pp. 518; hf. bd. Parisiis, 1825 

630 -the same. 8vo., THICK paper, a fine copy in russia extra, marbled 
edges ib., 1826 

631 -Thesaurus Erolicus Lingn® . . . edidit Carolus Rambach. 8vo., 
half morocco, gilt top, uncut Stuttgart, 1833 

These two volumes are identical, notwithstanding the difference in title and in 
attributed authorship. 

632 Pollak (L.). Zwei Vasen aus de Werkstatt Hierons. Roy. 4to., with 8 
plates; bds. Leipzig 1900 

633 POM PEI. The most beautiful Walls of Pompeii, reproduced in chromo¬ 
lithography by Victor Steeger. With explanatory notes by E. Pr«- 

suhn. 3 parts in 1 vol., roy. 4to., with 30 coloured plates; cloth 1877 
634 -Nuovi Scavi Casa dei Vetti. 8 plates with descriptive text in 

English and Italian. With a plan of the house; in a portfolio 
Naples, 1907 

The work is a supplement to a former publication of a similar nature, “ Choice 
Mural Paintixos or Po.MrEi." The reproductions (in colour) are singularly fine and 
accurate. 
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635 PRENTICE (William Kelly). Greek and Latin Inscriptions. Roy. 4to., 
with illustrations in the text ; cloth 1908 

£ s. d. 

3 3 O' 

G36 

637 

REVUE ARCHEOLOGIQUE: ou, Recueilde Documents 

et de Memoires relatifs a l’Etude des Monuments et 

a la Philologie de l’Antiquite et du Moyen Age. From 
the commencement in 1844 to 1895 inclusive :—forming- 
87 vols., large 8vo., with a large number of plates and 
woodcuts ; half morocco ; a fine set Paris, 1844-95 45 0 0 

Contents 

[First Series]. 16 vols. 

N rw (Second) Series. 44 vols. 
Third Series. 27 vols. 

The year 1877 lacks the July number. 

A consecutive series from 1897 to 1910 inclusive ;—forming 28 

1844-60 

1860-82 

1883 95 

vols., large 8vo., with a large number of plates and woodcuts; half 
morocco neat Paris, 1897-1910 

Contents 

Third Series. Vol. 30-41 1897-1902 
Fourth Series. Vol. 1-16 1903-10 

638 REVUE DE PHILOLOGIE de Litteratnre et d'Histoire anciemies. 
Nouveli.e Serik. Vols. I—XXXVII. Roy. Rvo., a fine set in half 
calf, fully gilt bads, gilt tops Pan’s, 1877-1913 

639 Ricci (S.). Epigrafia Latina. 12mo.> icith 65 illustrations; cloth 
Milan, 1898 

640 Richardson (R. C.). Biblical Libraries: a Sketch of Library History 
from 400 b.c. to a d. 150. By Ernest Cushing Richardson. PoRt8vo.. 
pp. xvi and 252, with 30 illustrations ; cloth Princeton, 1914 

641 RICHTER (Jean Paul) and A. Cameron Tatlor. The Golden Aoi 

of Classic Christian Art. 4to., icith 20 coloured plates and 146 other 
illustrations; cloth (pub. £5. 5* net) 1904 

642 RITTER (Heinrich). History of Ancient Philosophy. Translated from 
the German, by Alex. J. W. Morrison. 4 vols., 8vo., cloth 1838-46 

643 ROME. Papers of the British School at Rome. Vol. I. 4to., with 9 maps 
and numerous illustrations ; bds. 1902 

644 -the same. Vol. III. 4to., icith 32 plates and numerous illustra¬ 
tions; bds. 1906 

645 -the same. Vol. VI. 4to., pp. xiv and 511, with 40 plates; bds. 

1913 
Including valuable papers etc. by T. Ashby, R. N. Bradley, T. E. Peet, N. Taglia- 

ferro, D. Mackenzie. S. Colvin, E. Strong, E. Jamison, and A. H. S. Yeames. 

646 -the same. Vol. VII. 4to., with 29 plates; bds. 1914 

647 ROME. Bullkttino della Commissione Archeologica Municipale. Vol. 
I—XXXIV. Irnpl. 8vo., with numerous plates; neatly bound in half 
bright calf, fully gilt backs Roma, 1872-1906 

648 -Mitteilungen des K. Deutschen Archaeolooischen Institdts. 

ROEMISCHE ABTEILUNG. Vol. I—XXVIII, and Register, I—X. 
Roy. 8vo.. icith an immense number of plates and other illustrations; in 
parts (pub. £16. 16a) ib., 1886-1913 

649 Rou8b (W. H. D.). Greek Votive Offerings. An Essay in the History 
of Greek Religion. 8vo., with 63 illustrations; cloth (pub. 15a) 1902 

650 SAINT-VICTOR (Beauvalet de). VASES GRECS ET ETRUSQUES 
tant en Bronze qu’en Couleur de Terre, points d’apres sa nonvello 
decouverte metalliqne. Folio, a collkction of 25 beautifully coloured 

plates ; morocco gilt (1837-45) 
This superb work, of which very few copies were executed, comprises 97 plates, 

and oost 1660 francs unbound. 
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051 SALAZ ARO (Demetrio). Stndi sui Monument! della Italia Meridionals 
dal IV.° al XIII.0 Secolo. 2 pts. in 1 vol., impl. folio, tcith 48 magni¬ 
ficent plates, executed partly in chromolithography and partly photo¬ 
graphic; half morocco Naples, 1871-77 

052 SCHLIEMANN (H.). Troy aod its remains. Edited by P. Smith. 8vo., 
tcith map, 4 plan*, 52 plates, and numerous woodcuts; cloth 1875 

053 -Dios : the city and country of the Trojans: the results of researches 
and discoveries on the site of Troy and tnroughout the Troad, 1871-9. 
Roy. 8vo., with maps, plans, and about 1800 illustrations; cloth 1880 

054 -Tiryns: the prehistoric Palace of the Kings of Tiryns. The 
results of the latest excavations. 4to., with map, 4 plans, 24 coloured 
plates, and 188 woodcuts ; cloth 1886 

055 SEYFFERT (0.). Dictionary of Classical Antiquities, Mythology, 
Religion, Literature and Art. Revised and edited, with additions, by 
Henry Nettleship and J. E. Sandys. 4to., with more than 450 illus¬ 
trations; cloth 19u8 

056 Spratt (T. A. B.) and Edw. Forbes. Travels in Lycia, Milyas, and the 
Cibyratis, in company with the Rev. E. T. Daniell. 2 vols , 8vo., 
with numerous plates, maps and engravings; cloth, 6s; or, half calf 1847 

057 -Travels aud Researches in Crete. 2 vols., 8vo., with map and 
plates ; cloth 1865 

058 Stewart (J. A.). Plato’s Doctrine of Ideas. By. J. A. Stewart. 8vo., 
cloth Oxford, 1909 

<)59 STUART (J.) and N. Rkvktt. The Antiquities of 

Athens. 4 vols., the splendid original edition, with the 
List of Subscribers, 17G2-1816.—Antiquities of Athens 

and other Places in Greece, Sicily, etc., supplementary to 
the Antiquities of Athens by Stuart and Revett, delineated 
and illustrated by Cockerell, Kinnaird, Donaldson, Jenkins, 
and Railton, 1830 ;—together, 5 vols., impl. folio, with 415 
plates (including 42 additional unpublished plates), 

numerous vignettes,and 50 UNPUBLISHED DRAWINGS; 
A very fine set in crimson morocco, super-extra, gilt edges, 
by Mackenzie 1762-1830 

One of the publisher’s reserved copies. 
This work is still of the highest importance if only for Stuart and 

Revett’s measurements. The Hibbert copy, without the supplementary 
volume, fetched £52. 10* 

660 TAYLOR. Aristotle. Dissertation on the Philosophy of Aristotle. By 
Thoma8 Taylor. Roy. 4to., cloth, uncut printed for the author, 1812 

661 TEXIER (C.) and R. P. Pullan. Byzantine Architecture. Illustrated 
by Examples of Edifices erected in the East during the earliest a<**s 
of Christianity. With historical and archteological descriptions. Folio, 
with 70 plates and other illustrations in the text ; cloth (worn) 1864 

662 THESAURUS LINGVAE LATINAE. Editas auctoritate et consilio 
Academiarum quinque germanicarum Berolinensis, Got.tingensis, 
LipsiensiR, Monacensis, Vindobonensis. Yol. I, II, III, IV, V, parts 
1-5, A—Dimico, VI, pt. 1, F.—Familia. Supplsmentum. Nomina 
propria Latina. Fasc. I—V. Impl. 4to., in forty-six parts, sewed 

Leipzig, 1900-13 
663 Tunstall (J.). Observations on the present Collection of Epistles 

between Cicero and M. Brutus, ... in answer to the late pretences of 
Dr. Conyers Middleton. 8vo., contemporary red morocco gilt, gilt 
edges 1744 

664 VIENNA. Jahreshefte des Oesterreiohischen ArchaeologischenInstitutes 
in Wien. Vols. I—XII. 4to., with 77 plates and a large number of 
other illustrations ; buckram Vienna, 1898-1909 
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C65 Waldstein (C.). Essays on the Art of Pheidias. Impl. 8vo., with 16 

plates and 25 woodcuts; buckram 1885 1 0 0 
666 WELCKER (P. G.). Alte Denkmaler erklart . . 5 vole. 8vo., with an 

impl. 4to. volume containing numerous plates mounted on cartridge paper; 
half morocco neat 1849-64 2 2 0 

667 -Griechiscbe Gotterlehre. 8 vols., 8vo.. half calf Gottingen, 1857-63 0 15 0 
668 ZAHN (W.). Dib schonsten Ornambnte cxd merkwurdigsten Gemalde 

ads Pompeji, Herculanum, und Stabiae, nebst einigen Grundrissex 

und Ansichten. 3 vols., atlas folio, with 300 superb plates in outline 
and colours; half calf Berlin, 1827-59 28 0 0 

So rare, that a copy wanting 40 plates has been sold for more than £30. 

669 -the same. 3 vols., atlas folio, a beautiful copy in 
half rose pink morocco extra, yi/t tops, uncut 1827-59 34 0 0 

4. Books omitted 

670 MACROBITS. Opera. Sm. folio, beautifully printed in 
Roman letter, with some Greek, ON VELLUM, 164 leaves 
(of\66, the two last, both blank, being cut away) ; 10 pages 
MAGNIFICENTLY ILLUMINATED in gold and colours, 
and with numerous smaller initials of similar character on 
several other pages; old English red morocco extra, gilt 
edges, from the library of the Earl of Pembroke 

Venice, Nicolas Jenson, 1472 2250 0 0 
First edition of Macrobius (and incidentally of portions of the 

texts of Homer and Lucretius), and in this state oue of the most 
snperb of vellum-printed books. It is among the finest of the books 
printed by Jenson, the most famous of Italian printers, whose types, 
both Roman and Greek, have been adopted as models by later printers. 
The Roman type is well-known, especially from the fact that it formed 
the basis of William Morris’s “golden ” type, but the Greek, which is 
employed freely in this book, is not so celebrated. Robert Proctor 
said: “ It is certainly one of the most advanced types of the Grjeco- 
Latin group, and for beauty of form is not easily surpassed.'’ 

This copy is of wonderful beauty, being illuminated in the finest 
style of the Italian Renaissance. On the first printed page is a richly 
decorated initial composed of red, blue, green, and pink interlacings 
on a chased gold ground, accompanied by a frame border of arabesque 
scrolls and geometrical designs painted in various colours on a 
burnished gold ground. The left, top, and right portions of the 
border respectively contain three exquisitely finished miniatures, heads 
of a man, a child, and a woman. In the lower portion of the border, 
within a circular laurel wreath, is an emblazoned coat-of-arms. This 
coat-of-arms—chtcky, argent and azure, a bar gules; on a chief or an 
eagle sable rising between two escutcheons, each azure a lion rampant, 
barry of three argent over all; it is surmounted by an abbot’s hat—I 
have been unable to identify. It has been attributed to the family of 
Ottoni di Matetica, of Milan (extinct 1737). In the four corners of the 
border are finely painted cameo designs in blue and pink alternately. 

The deecriptiou of this border will give some idea of the other 
nine illnminated pages, each of which is similarly decorated with a 
large initial and pendent border, though they are of different types, 
arabesques, goldsmith’s work with pearls and precious stones, pen- 
work scrolls with rayed gold circlets, interlacements, etc., variously 
interspersed with human figures, birds, animals, flowers, festoons, etc., 
all exquisitely executed. 

Hain-Copinger 10426; Proctor 4085. 
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671 0VIDIUS. Opera: Quae Hoc Volumine Continentur . 

Annotationes in omnia Ouidij opera . . . Ovidii Meta- 

morphoseon Libri XV. M.D.XXXIIII. (Colophon:) 

Venetiis In Aedibus Haeredum Aldi, Et Andreae Soceri 

Mense Septembri, M.D.XXXIII.—P. Ouidij Nasonis uita 

. . . Heroidum Epistolae . Amorum Lib. III. De Arte 

Amandi . . . (Colophon:) Venetiis . . . Mense Ianuario 

M.D.XXXIII.— Cla. Ptolemaei In Errantium Stellarum 

£ i. d. 

significationes . . . P. Ovidii Nasonis Fastorum Lib. VI. 

Tristium Lib. V . . . (Colophon:) Venetiis . . . Mense 

Decembri, M.D.XXXIII. 

3 vols., narrow 8vo., large paper ; icith the Aldine 
anchors and all the initials illuminated; contemporary 

morocco, gold-tooled Venice, Aldine press, 1533-4 1250 0 0 

GItOLIER’S COPT, with the title, name, and devicb, in 

MAKVKLLODSLT FINE CONDITION, PERFECT AND UNSOPHISTICATED. Un¬ 
known to Leroux de Lincy. 

The volumes are bound in citron morocco, gilt on the aides with a 
beautiful deaign composed of an interlaced geometrical border, formed 
by parallel gold lines, and an inner compartment of solid gold Aldine 
fleurons, of metal-work style. The parallel doable-fillets which con¬ 
stitute the border are rectangular in character, but at top and bottom 
they deflect in mid-conrse and intersect, changing sides, and, at their 
intersection, are embraced by a lozange. In their course up and 
down each side, they deflect three times, interlacing as semi-circles, as 
lozange, and as semi-circles. On the upper cover of each volume we 
have the title in the centrepiece, and at foot 10. orolibrii et amicorvm. 

On the lower cover of each portio mea do | mine sit in | terra vi | 

VENTI | VM. 

The backs have to be mentioned with special observance. They 
are perfect (notwithstanding a slight breakage at the top of one of the 
volumes) and in their genuine original condition. A title has been 
added in three of the panels, but this i9 all that any modern hand has 
done to interfere with the sound original backs which give to the 
Large Paper Ovid of 1533-31 a right to be regarded as the most 
precious and remarkable set. of books from Grolier’s library now 
existing. Almost every Grolier has undergone either modern reback¬ 
ing, or a complete regilding of the back in the seventeenth century, so 
that few have had the luck to see a Grolier book as it looked when 
Grolier owned it. 

The engraved bookplates of Wilmot Viscount Lisburne (about 
1770) and of R G, initials which apparently represent Sir Richard 
Graham (about 1728), are found inside the covers. 

We may readily assume, from the beauty of this binding, that it 
was done for Grolier in Paris in 1534 or 1535. It displays a clear 
advance in decorative taste beyond the Aldine or Venetian type; the 
lines of ornament being sharper, finer, and more precise than those to 
which we are accustomed in Italian work. No other such Grolier is 
likely ever to be seen in the market again. 
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672 ALANUS l)E 1NSULIS. Distinctiones dictionum theologicalium. 
Folio, Gothic letter, printed in double columns; with rubricattd initials; 
original oak boards, covered with stamped leather, ivith the original 
titular label on side [Strasshurg, C. W., about 1473] 14 0 0 

Without date, place of printing, or name of typographer. It was formerly 
attributed by bibliographers, among whom was Hain, to the press of Richard 
Paffroed of Deventer, and believed to be one of the earliest books printed by him; 
but it is now assigned to a certain “C. W., civis Argentinensis ” (Conrad Wolfach ?) 
from the fact that the type is identical with that in other books bearing C. W.’s 
imprint. The book is without signatures, catchwords, and foliation. Within the 
covers are two vellum leaves from a fine devotional MS. of the twelfth or early 
thirteenth oentury, on one of which is an inscription of ownership (contemporary 
with the book): “Iste liber e-.t bte Marie vgis in Scheyrij,” (the monastery of 
Scheyern in Bavaria). 

Hain-Copinger *391; Proctor 343. 
673 ALBERTUS MAGNOS. Postilla in evangelinm Iohannis- Sm. folio, 

Gothic letter, 361 leaver, double columns, 37 lines to the column; without 
signatures, catch loords, and foliat ion ; a fine sound copy in Niger morocco 
by Douglas Cockerell [Cologne, J. Guldenschajf, about 1477] 13 13 0 

FmsT edition. The inscription of ownership of the monastery of Campililium 
(Lilienfeld) in Lower Austria is written on the first leaf and a memorandum at the 
end sets forth that the book was purchased by the abbot in 1478. 

Hain-Copinger *459 ; Voullieme 43 ; Proctor 1215. 

674 ALBERTUS (Leo Baptista). De re aidificatoria. Sm. 
folio, Roman letter, 204 leaves, with signatures; the blank 
margins of several leaves at beginning and end slightly 
wormed; an exceptionally fne and large copy bound in old 
citron morocco with gilt jloreate back and side borders, gilt 
edges, with the bookplate of Sir Thomas Seabright 

Florence, Xicolo di Lorenzo, 1485 31 10 0 
Hain-Copinger *419; Proctor 6131. 

675 AUSMO (Nicolaus de). Supplementum Summae Pisanellae. 
Sm. folio, Gothic letter, 369 leaves [a1* {the first blank) b-m10 
n12 o-z10 A-K10 L-O8'10 (Oi0 blank, cut away)~\; double columns, 
46 lines to the column; without signatures, catchwords, and 
foliation ; numerous painted initials and rubrications; a very 
clean copy in modern wooden boards, leather back 

Genoa, Matthias Moravus of Olm'dtz and 
Michael of Miinchen (1474) 50 0 0 

The excessively rare first book printed at Genoa; only one 
other book is known to have been printed there in the fifteenth 
centnry. Tbe copy in the British Museum is imperfect. It waa the 
only book printed bv Mathias Moravus at Genoa, and also the first 
known production of that pr nter. Soon after its publication he must 
have left for Naples, where he printed a long series of books. The 
date 1456 in the colophon is, of course, a misprint for 1474, two i’s 
having been printed instead of two x’s. 

Hain-Copinger 2152; Proctor 7185. 
676 ALCHABITIUS. Liber isagogiens. Sm. 4to., Gothic letter, 32 leaves; 

the heading on the first page printed in red; with woodcut initials and 
diagrams; a fine and large copy in green levant morocco, gilt edges 

Venice, Erhard Ratdolt, 1482 5 0 0 
Hain-Copinger *616; Proctor 4382. 
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677 ALBUMASAR. Flores astrologiae. Gothic letter, 19 printed leaves (of 

20, the blank last leaf being cut aicay), with ornamental initials, and 
numerous woodcuts. Augsburg, hi. Ratdolt, 1488 

First datkd edition. Hain-Copinger *609 ; Proctor 1877; Prince d’Essling 436. 
Introductorium in astronomiara. Gothic letter, 70 leaves, 40 long 

lines to the page ; with woodcut initial letters and NUMEROUS woodcuts. 
Augsburg, E. Ratdolt, 1*89 

Fiiut edition. Hain-Copinger 612 ; Proctor 1880 ; Prince d’Essling 524. 

2 works in 1 vol.,sm. 4to., forernargins of the former stained a little; 
straight-grain blue morocco extra, by J. Fau kmr 

Augsburg, E. Ritd>‘U, 1438-9 
Albumasar was a famous Arabian astronomer, bis full name being Abu Masch&r 

Dschafar Ibn Mohammed albalkbi (of Balkh, ancient Baclra). In the Flores 
Astronomies, translated from the original work in Arabic intitled Olouf or a thousand 
years, he wishes to show that the world was created when the seven planets were 
together in the first degree of the Ram constellation, and would come to an end in 
the last degree of the constellation of the Fish. 

The woodcuts are figures of curious animals and monsters illustrating the posi¬ 
tions of the various heavenly bodies. 

678 ANGELUS (Johannes). Astrolabium. Sm. 4to., Gothic letter. 174 leaves 
(of 176, the last two leaves, both blank, cut away) ; with a greit number 
of ornamental initials, white on a black ground, and over 400 large and 
small WOODCUTS; blue levant morocco, with a doublure of light brown 
levant morocco extra, inlaid with red, gilt edges, by Bradstrett, enclosed 
in a morocco pull-off case A ugsburg, Erhard Ratdolt, 14-8 

First edition. Hain-Copinger *1100 ; Proctor 1876. 

679 AQUINAS (Thomas). Summa, seconds secundae partis. Folio, Gothic 
letter (type 2), 331 leates, printed in double columns, without signatures; 
a fine, large copy in a contemporary binding of oakm boards covered with 
stamped pigskin [Basel, Berthold Rappel, about 1408] 

A fine book, printed on stout paper, and one of the earliest productions of the 
Basel press. Ruppel was one of Gutenberg’s assistants, and after the sacking of 
Mainz he set up the first press in Basel. 

On the first leaf are the following inscriptions; “Ego Sigismundus Krayssler 
emi librnrn ilium a Joanne Jordan [14)95,** and “ late liber attinet domino 
Conrado Kastncr.” Within the cover is another inscription: “ Monasterium 
Althomiinster 1542.” 

Hain *1456; Proctor 7450. 

680 -Super primo libro sententiaram. Sra. folio, Qo'hic letter, 150 
leaves; in a grand decorative binding of Grolicresque style resembling the 
work of the sixteenth century Venice, Antonio de Strata, 1486 

Hain-Copinger *1474; Proctor 4589. 

681 ASTESANUS. Summa de casibus. Folio, Gothic letter, 507 leaves (of 
508, the blank first- leaf being cut away); rubricated; a woodcut of Christ 
on the Cross on Auh ; a splendid copy in the original boards, covered 
with stamped leather, rtbacked, with clasps, with the bookplate of Robert 
Froc-tor Cologne, Heinrich Quentell, 1479 

Hain-Copinger *1895 ; Voullieme 178; Proctor 1237. 

682 AUGUSTINUS. De vita Christiana . Sm. 4to., printed 
in semi-Gothic letter, 18 leaves (the last blank), with initials 
and paragraph marks painted in red and blue; a fine copy 
in crimson levant morocco, gilt edges, by Bauzonnet 

[Mainz, P. Schoeffer, about 1469] 
Vert rare, especially with the last leaf. On the last printed page 

are Schaeffer s shields in red. 
Hain *2093; Proctor 135. 

683 -Quinquaginta. Sm. folio, Gothic letter, 92 leaves; without sig- 
natures; with red painted capitals and rubricated throughout; a fine, 
large copy, with uncut foremargins ; half russia Augsburg, A. Sorg, 1475 

Hain *1987; Proctor 1611. This was probably the first book printed by Sorg. 
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634 AUCTORITATES UTRIUSQUE TESTAMENTI. Sm. folio, Gothic 

letter, 48 haves, double columns; without signatures; ■purple morocco, 

gilt tdges [Stra‘shurg, H. Eggesteyn, about 1476-7] 5 5 0 
Hain-Copinger *3534; Proctor 283. 

685 BADIUS (Jodocus). Naves stultiferae. Sm. 4to., Bow an 
letter, 20 leaves ; with 6 charming woodcuts, and the marks 
of De Marnef and Kerver, on the first and last leaves 
respectively ; one or two plain margins very skilfully mended; 
crimson levant morocco, gilt edges, by Iliviere 

\_Paris] Thielmann Kerver for G. de Marnef 1500 40 0 0 
Very rare. The woodeut* are amoug the most attractive to be 

found in French books of the fifteenth century. 
Hain-Copinger 2240; Proctor 8394. 

686 [BANDELLUS]. Libeling reeol lectori us de veritate conception is beate 
vircfinis. Sm. 4-o., Gothic letter, 126 leaves in d> ublc columns; without 

signatures; a fine copy in pigskin, gilt edges (lied ford) 

Milan, C. Vahlarfer, 1475 8 0 0 
Written against the prevalent doctrine that the Virgin had escaped original sin. 

The anonymous author revealed himself a few years later in another hook which he 
wrote upon Christ’s conception. 

Hain *2352 ; Proctor 5878. 

687 Baptista [Spaonuou] Mantuants. In Robertum Severinatera carmen 
pannegyricum. Sm. 4to., Homan Utters, 50 hares; boards 

Venice, J. de Letccho, 1499 1 5 0 
Hain *2390 ; Proctor 5584. 

G88 BARTHOLOMAEUS ANGLIC US. Van den proprieteyten 
der dinghen. Bound in 2 vols., sm. folio, Gothic letter, 
printed in double columns, with 11 uemakkablk full-pagk 
woodcuts, besides the large printers mark within an orna¬ 
mental border of A. pieces, all partly coloured by a contemporary 
hand; ornamental pen-letters, painted initials, and rubrica¬ 
tions ; a very fine and sound copy in an eighteenth century 
Dutch binding of calf gilt Haarlem, Jacop Bellaert, 1485 105 0 0 

Extremely rare, as are all the early Haarlem books; and this one 
with its large and striking woodcuts is one of the most interesting. 
These illustrations are described at length by Sir William Martin 
Conway in his Woodcritters of the Netherlands in the Fifteenth Century ; 
be terms them “ very remarkable folio cuts, which so far as I know, 
are never found again.” They represent:—l, The Almighty, within a 
circular frame upon a black ground ; 2, Angels worshipping before the 
throne, within a glory, in the upper portion, four demons falling head¬ 
long in the lower portion (“ traces of the traditions of the school of 
Roger van der Weyden are evident here, especially in the angels about 
the throne ”) ; 3, Creation of Adam and Eve ; 4, The Ages of Man; 
5, Earth in the centre of the heavenly bodies : 6, Tbe Twelve Months, in 
charming litt'e circular designs of their various occupations; 7, Figures 
of different kinds of Birds; 8, Fishes ; 9, Landscape, with a stately 
City on a River in the foreground; 10, Trees, flowers, and fields; 
11, Quadrupeds ; 12, the printer’s mark. 

Campbell *258; Hain-Copinger 2522; Proctor 9173. 

689 Bitonto (Antonins de). Sermones super Epistolas dominicales et quad- 
ragesimales. Sm. 4to., Gothic letter, 164 leaves; morocco, with the 

bookplate of Robert Proctor Venice, J. Herzog [Hamman], 1496 1 10 0 
^^Hain-Copinger *3224 ; not in ProctorDrigjna| from 
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GOO BECKETT (Thomas a). Vita et processus, etc. 4to., Gothic letter, 

116 leaves, 'printed in double columns ; the woodcut device of the printer 
on the Last page ; a few small wormholes at the. end, but a fine and large 

copy, with several uncut haves; in a sixteenth century binding of wooden 
boards covered with stamped calf, rebacked Paris, Johann Philippi, 1495 5 5 0 

There are a few old MS. notes on the first two leaves, and a record of ownership 
by the Augustinian house of S. Victor of Paris about 1500 is written on the bottom 
margin of the first page of text. 

Hain-Copinger 15510 and 3002; Proctor 8238-9. The last 16 leaves are 
occupied by Bertrandus, Liber contra Pet rum dr Cuijneriis, which though described 
separately by Hain and CopiDger, apparently forms part of the book. 

691 BERCHORIUS (Petrus). Liber Bibliae moralis. Folio, Gothic letter, 

266 leaves, printed in double columns, without signatures; with several 

large woodcut iniliuls, that on the first page, bting accompanied by a 

remarkable floral border (occupying the upper and inmr margins'* in 

ivhich a fool in cap and bells is introduced; smaller outline initials 
painted red, and rubrications; a few small wormholes at beginning and 

end, but a fine copy; contemporary wooden boards covered with stamped 

pigskin Vim, Johann Zainer, 1474 15 15 0 
First edition. Uain *2794 ; Proctor 2502. 

692 BERGOMENSIS. Supplemontnra chronicarum. 8m. folio, Gothic letter, 

274 leaves ; with 3 twry fine large WOODCUTS, 70 smaller urns of views of 

toicns, etc., besides initial letters; the first and last- leaves mounted ; with 

a few MS. annotations ly a contcmj>orary hand; a tall copy in half 

vellum Venice, Tier nardin us Ben alius, 1486 7 7 0 
Fikst ii.wstiuted edition of this celebrated work. Hain-Copingcr *2807 ; 

Proctor 4868 ; Prince d’Essling 342 (with 4 reproductions). 

693 BERNARDINUS. Tractates de contractihns et usuris. Gothic letter, 
170 leaves (of which the first is blank) ; without signatures and catch¬ 

words ; bound with the following in one volume 

[Strassburg, printer of “ Henricun Ariminensisabout 1473] 

Hain-Copinger *2835 ; Proctor 317. 
AmBitosius (S.). Expositio in Evangelium Locae. Gothic letter, 159 

leaves, without signatures ; icith large WOODCUT INITIALS; bound with the 

above in 1 vol. Augsburg, A. Sorg, 1476 
Hain *900; Proctor 1648. 

2 works bound in 1 vol., sra. folio, original oak boards, covered with 

stamped leather 1476 and about 1473 12 12 0 

694 BERNAKDUS (S.). Sermoni vnlgari. Sm. 4tn., Homan lethr, 124 
leaves ; icith small wooden! initials, 3 wy dcut devices and a charming 

WOODCUT on title; plain foremargin of the title and one or two corners 
mended, otherwise a good copy in brown n.orocco, inside denfelles, gilt 

edges, by L. Broca Florence, L. Moryiani and J. Pttri, 1495 12 12 0 

695 - the same. Sm.4to..a larger ropy; a few letters on fol. 1 obliterated, 

and a few leaves stained in the haver margin, olhencise a fine, tall c<-py, 
in old vellum gilt 1495 14 14 0 

The VERT bare first edition. Hain *2898 ; Proctor 6359 ; Kristeller 56. 

696 - Speculum de hohestate vite. Sm. Gothic Utter, 6 leaves [a0, 
the last being blank] ; morocco, with the bookplate of Robert Proctor 

[Rome, Sttpban Plannck, about 1495] 2 5 0 
Not in Hain (not 2902), Copinger, Pellechet, nor Proctor. Reichling833. It is 

printed in the same type as the Columbus letter. 

697 BONAVENTURA. Meditationes vit® Christi. Sm. 8vo., Gothic letter, 

65 leaves (of 66, the blank last leaf being cut away), printed in double 

columns ; with a small woodcut of the Descent from the Cross, and a larger 

one of the Crucifixion ; red levant morocco extra, gilt edges, by Riviere 

Venice, Manfiedus de Bonelhs, 1497 7 7 0 
Hain-Copinger *3562: Proctor 5369; Prince d’Essling 414 (with reproduc¬ 

tions of both wooden' 
Original from 
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698 BIBLIA PAUPERUM BLOCKBOOK. Biblia Pauperum, 

sive Historia Veteris et Novi Testamenti in iiguris. 
Sm. folio, consisting of 39 leaves (of 40), each containing 

a woodcut in five compartments, three in the centre and one 
each at top and bottom, the latter surrounded by text; the last 
leaf missing and two others slightly defective, and a few 
slightly washed in yellow in parts, but not so as to obscure 
the designs ; for the most part in unusually clean and sound 
condition ; bound with two other works (described below) in 
old vellum (portion of a liturgical MS.) 

[Bruges? about 1450] 2750 0 0 
This is a most desirable copy of the earliest and perhaps most 

celebrated of the block-books, having the blank backs not pasted 

together, as is often tbe case. 

M. Schreiber, the latest and most authoritative exponent of 
xylographies, in h;s important Manuel de la Gravure sue bois et sur 

metal, describes ten distinct editions or varieties of this blockbook, 
the above (though he does not include it among his list of copies 
known to him) belonging to his first. He is careful, however, to point 
out that there is not a single edition which can claim to be the first 
in point of date. But referring to the above edition, designated by 
him the first, he asserts: “la beautc tie celle-oi Ini donne la pre¬ 
eminence eutre tontes Its editions qui nous sont restees,” and furthor: 
“ Les planches de cette edition, comme je 1'ai dit auparavant, sont 
execatees par an main tres habile et il soluble qu'un seul gra»our 
ait fait tout l’coavre.”—See Schreiber, oj. cit., Vol. iv, pp. 2 seq. and 
vii, pi. 41. 

According to Grae.sse, the des'gns were executed by Roger of 
Bruges, disciple of Jan van Eyck. 

Most of the copies of this edition known are imperfect, only five, 
of which three are in public libraries, being complete. 

Bound np in the same volume are: 
1. Ars moriendi 

Sm. folio, comprising 12 leaves containing 11 remarkable full-page 
woodcuts, 3 of which are in contemporary colouring, the others lightly 

washed with 8*p!a, but not so a? to obscure the designs ; with accompany¬ 

ing printed text in Latin [Cologne, N. (Jotz, c. 1477 r] 
Extremely rare and interesting. The only copies mentioned by Schreiber 

(V, 3370) are those in the British Museum and Apel (at Ermlitz, near Leipzig) 
libraries. The wonderful woodcuts are from the same blocks as those in the earlier 
blockbook editions. 

2. Rolkwinck (Werner). Fasciculus temporura. With woodcuts 
Strassburg, Johann Priiss, 1488 

Hain *6937 ; Proctor 533. 

699 BORGO (Pietro). Opera de arismetica. Sm. 4to., Gothic letter, 118 
leaves; a damp stain in the inner margin throughout the book, and a few 

leaves damaged in consequence ; bds , vellum back 
Venice, E. Ratdolt, 1484 

“ This is the very rare first edition of Borghi’s treatise, the second commercial 
arithmetic printed in Italy and long thought to be the first . . . This work is more 
elaborate than the Treviso arithmetic [printed by Michele Manzolo, 1478, of which 
only one copy is known], and had far greater influence on education. More than 
any other book it set a standard for the arithmetics of the succeeding century, and 
none of the early text-bookB deserves more careful study.”—Smith, Rara Aritlrnetica. 

Hain-Copinger 3660 ; Proctor 4397 ; Redgrave 45 ; Smith, p. 16. 

700 Brutds (Jacobns>. Corona snrea. Sm. 4to., Homan letter, 208 leaves, 

with woodcut initials; somewhat wormed at beginning and end; unbound 
Venice, J. Tacuinus de Tridino, 1496 

Hain-Copinger *4026 ; Proctor 5445. 
Original from 
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701 BRANDT (S.). Stultifera Danis. Sm. 4to., Roman letter; 148 leaves; 

with 117 (including repetitions) five wood out s ; a few leaves very slightly 
wormed and the lower plain margin of the title-page repaired; otherwise 
a fine and tall copy in calf extra, gilt edges, by Riviere 

Basel, J. Bergmann de Olpe, 1497 25 0 0 
First edition of J. Looker's Latin version. Two editions were printed in the 

month of March, 1497 : one in quarto, the other in small octavo. Of these two 
issues, the quarto is the finer, containing larger woodcuts than the small octavo. 
These woodcuts are justly esteemed among the best of the Basel school. 

Hain-Copinger 3744*; Proctor 7770. 

702 - another edition. Sm. 4to., with the same woodcuts as in the first 
quarto edition, printed in the preceding March by the same printer; 
slightly wormed and a few pagination numbers very slightly cut into; 
otherwise a fine copy in brown levant morocco extra, gilt edges 

Basel, Johann Bergmann, 1 August, 1497 10 10 0 
Hain-Copinger *37-30 ; not in Proctor. 

703 BRAUNSCHWEIG (Hieronymus). Buch der Chirurgia. 

Sm. folio, Gothic letter, 130 leaves, printed in double 
columns ; with 50 large and fine woodcuts, nearly full-page 
size, and several small ones ; plain margins of the. title and 
small hole in a few leaves skilfully mended, and 2 or 3 in¬ 
significant wormholes in a few leaves; a large copy in the 
original wooden boards, rcbached, with the bookplate of the 
lleilbronn library Strassbury, J. Griininyer, 1497 52 10 0 

First edition ; of great raritt. It is one of the earliest and best 
of the illnstrated books produced by Griininger, which form a special 
school of German design. 

Hain-Copinger *4018; Proctor 481 (not in the British Musenm) ; 
Schreiber 3642b (with the extra four leaves to the fourth treatise. 
He remarks of the woodcuts : “ Ces 6gg. sont assez bien dessinees, et 
gravies a la maniere des g. s. metal "). 

704 BREVIARY-. Brevarium secundum morera Roraanre curiae. 12mo., 
printed in small Gothic letter, red and black, 490 (if 496, foil. 1, 2, 
11-13 and 24, of which the first is blank, being missing) ; a few corners 
a little soiled, but a large a'id good copy ; old leather binding 

Venice, B. Pictur, E. Rat dolt, and P. Loslein for 
Nic. of Frankfort, 1478 15 15 0 

Extremely rare. Hain *3897 ; Redgrave 10; not in Proctor; not in Pellechet. 
A very early edition of the Roman breviary. It is also remarkable as containing 

on the verso of fol. 335 (marked 323) the passage recording the condemnation of Pope 
Honorius land others for his heretical opinions in regard to Monothelitism (In feBto 
S. Leonis, 26 Jun.): “ In qua synodo epi condf-nati sut cyrus . sergi9 honoriv . 
pyrrhus . paul9 z petrus. necnon z machari9 efi discipulo suo stephano . . ." This 
is probably the first edition in which this curious passage is contained. 

705 BREYDENBACH (Bernard von). Itinerarium terrae 

sanctae. Sm. folio, with a full-payefrontispiece representing 
an allegorical figure of Mainz, with the arms of Breydenbach 
and his companions, 7 large folding views of Venice, Parenzo, 

Corfu, Modon, Crete, Rhodes, and the Holy Land, and 
other woodcuts; the woodcut of Indians slightly cut into (as 
usual), some of the folding woodcuts a little mended in the 
folds, and a few small wormholes at beginning and end, but 
on the whole an exceptionally fine and sound copy; brown 
moi'occo extra, gilt edges, by Clarke and Bedford 

Mainz, E. Reuwich, 1486 210 0 0 
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706 -the same. Sm. folio, the folding woodcuts a little 
mended and a little colour by a contemporary hand on the 
woodcuts in the text; an exceptionally large (305 *215 mm.) 
and fine copy; icith the blank last leaf; in a seventeenth 
century English binding of red morocco extra, gilt edges, the 
joints repaired 1486 225 0 0 

First edition. It is very rare, especially in such fine state as the 
above two copies, with all the plates intact. The illustrations, which 
besides the panoramic maps mentioned above comprise a number of 
others, mark a new era in the history of wood-engraving and book- 
ill astration, and their designer, Erhard Reawichof Utrecht ranks with 
the first of his time. The engraver, whose name is unfortunately 
unknown, is entitled to equal credit. 

“ These woodcuts are remarkable, not only as the best executed 
illustrations in any mediaeval book (William Morris) but as being the 
first woodcuts in which shading is used in masses and not merely to 
help the outlines, as the first which are the acknowledged work of a 
named artist, and as the being the first definite attempts represent 
places and persons in a life-like way, and drawn from the life. This 
is also the first hook with folding illustrations." 

Uain *3956 ; Proctor 156. 

707 -Reise ins heiligc Land. Sm. folio, printed in the 
same types and with the same woodcuts as the Latin edition ; 
the foremargin of the frontispiece and some of the folds in 
the larger woodcuts a little mended, but on the whole an ex¬ 
ceptionally sound and fine copy; brown morocco, blind- 
tooled gilt edges, by Riviere, an old German bookplate, “Fiirstl. 
Schwartzburgisches Wappenf inserted from a former binding 

Mainz, E. Reuwich, 1486 200 0 0 
First edition in German. It has the same illustrations as the 

Latin edition. 

ilain *3959 : Proctor L57. 

708 BUCH DER KUNST geistlich zu werden. Sm. 4to., 
Gothic letter, 95 printed leaves, with 106 curious woodcuts of 
archaic character (average size 94 x 81 mm.); 2 leaves (b8 and 
Ci), in facsimile ; a few wormholes filled in; crimson levant 
morocco, blind tooled, gilt edges, by Riviere ; veky rare 

Augsburg, J. SchUnsperger, 1497 

This copy has the book-label of Ambroise Firmin Didot, who 
remarks in his Catalogue Katsonne : “ Get ouvrage, qui, dit l’autenr, 
an commencement, est traduit du latin, parait do meme genie que le 
Miroir de I'ume, on bien que le Speculum humarue salvatvmis. Les 10 fc 
[106] gravores sont plus ancienues que la date de l’edition et se 
rapprochent de celles des xylographes aliemands. Quoique I’execution 
en soit tres-groissidre, elles ont une grande naivete. On voit par ce 
volume quelle aete larudesse des debuts artistiques de l'habile editeur 
des livres a gravures de l’empereur Maximilien.” The cuts are from 
the same blooks, or are close copies of those in the edition printed by 
Johann Bamler in 1491 (Hain *4038). 

Hain-Copinger *4039; Proctor, 1789. 
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701) BRUNO, Epise opus Herbipolensis. Psalterium 

Gothic letter, 279 leaves, printed in red and black in types 
of 3 sizes; with a large initial in gold and colours, with a 

floral border, on the first page of text 
[ Wurzburg, George Reyser, about 1485] 

“ Attributed by Proctor to the press of Michael Reyser at Eichstiitt, 
but the 180 type has the peculiarities of the form of it used by Georg' 
Reyser at Wurzburg, and the book was a likely one to be issued at 
Wurzburg, since S. Bruno was Bishop of that place. Tbe copy, more¬ 
over, in tho collection of Mr. J. P. Morgan originally belonged to a 
Wurzburg priest.”—B. Af. Cot. of Books printed in the XVth cent. 

Tbe above copy has the blank last leaf (unmentioned in the B. M. 
catalogue). 

Hain-Copinger *i011: Proctor 3123. On the first leaf is an 
inscription : “ Monasterij Neiistat ad moenum.” 

Statuta syxodalia Hekripolknsia 
Gothic letter, 136 leaves (including the blank first leaf), 

printed in red and black; with 3 small woodcuts 
[Wiirzburg, Georg Reyser, about 1485] 

“Documents mentioned in the Statutes are in many cases quoted 
iu full after the Statute in which reference is made to them. Thus 
the Statute of the Council of Basel D.i prouincialibus et dyocesanis 
concilijs celt‘brand is is quoted after the resolution accepting it, and 
followed by the tract of S. Thomas Aquinas Do Articulis fidci et 
Eacramentis which the Council recommended. In the same way a 
quire of four leaves (quire [q], leaves 115-118) is occupied with the 
‘ Tractatus do periculis conr.ingenitbus circa pacramentu || Eucaristiet 
et de remedijs eorunde'. ex dietis saneti Tho:||me de Aquino . . . ”— 
B. M. Cat. of Books printed in the XVth cent. 

Hain-Copinger *15036 ; Proctor 2075. 

2 works in 1 vol., sin. folio, beautiful copies (a few quite 
insignificant wormholes in the plain fortmeTrgins of the last 
few leaves of the second item), in a contemporary binding of 
stamped pigskin with engraved metal corner pieces and bosses 

[ Wurzburg, Georg Reyser, about 1485] 42 0 0 
710 -Psalterium. 4to., Gothic, letter, 174 leaves, the last blank ; in an 

eighteenth century binding of red morocco extra, ;pit edges 
Nuremberg, A. Koberger, 1 194 4 4 0 

The text is printed in a large type in the middle of the page, the commentary 
in smaller type occupying the margins. 

Hain *4012 ; Proctor 2096. 

711 CANTALYCIUS. Epigrammata. Sm. 4to., Roman letter, 140 leaves 
(a-rs t>1) 30 lines to the page ; -with a woodcut and araberque woodcut 

border nn the first page of text; one or two small wormholes at the begin¬ 
ning ; vellum Venice, Af. Capcasa, 1493 

712 -the same. Sm. 4to., a larger and finer copy in old boards, from the 
Heber library 1493 

Hain 4350 ; Proctor 4993 ; Prince d’Essling 727. 

713 CONRADUS DE ALEMANIA. Concordant.iae. Folio, Gothic letter, 
415 leaves, treble columns (each column having its line of marginal 

reference0, 66 lines to the column; the first page painted with a border; 

russia binding [Reutlingen, J. Otmar, a bout 1180] 
Reprinted page for page and line for line from the edition brought out by Mentelin. 
This is one of the first books printed at Reutlingen. The paper-mark is an eight- 

petailed rose. 
Hain r'-octor 2695a. 

Original from 
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714 COLUMN A (Francesco). Poliphili hypnerotomachia. Sm. 

folio, Roman letter, 234 leaves, ?r?VA ornamental woodcut 
initials and 172 woodcuts; two or three quite insignificant 
icormholes at beginning and end, otherwise on exceptionally 
fine and large cojiy measuring 315 x 211 mm., to/77i the 
Priapus cut undefaced ; bound in the original oak boards, 
10/7A leather badm a crimson levant morocco pull-off case 

Venice, Aldus, 1499 400 0 0 
First edition of the most beautiful of all woodcut books, and 

ritOBABLY the FINEST copy IN EXISTENCE. It is the undoubted master¬ 
piece of the school of Venetian wood-engraving. Hundreds of critics 
have displayed their ingenuity in seeking to discover the name of tho 
man who furnished the exquisite designs that have given immortality 
to one of the dullest productions of the Italian intellect. We are still 
as far as ever from learning whether the b which is fonnd marked on 
some of the woodcnts (or metal cuts?) is the initial of the designer’s 
or the engraver’s name. The probability is that b was the craftsman, 
since there are cuts in the 1505 Ovid which were evidently drawn by 
the same hand as those of the Poliphilo, and yet bear the initials id. 
The artist cannot, therefore, have been either ia or b. The resemblance 
between the work of iaandof b (notwithstanding the superior technical 
skill of the latter) would easily be accounted for by the theory that 
they were t*o contemporary wood engravers working on designs 
supplied by a single artist. Some day these obscure matters may be 
cleared up by a lucky discovery of some latent fact. In the meanwhile 
we must be content to remain in ignorance of all the three person¬ 
alties concerned in the enquiry. Tho frequent assumption that ia 
was loan Andrea (Zoan Andrea), a Venetian who was engaged soon 
afterwards as a book-illustrator, cannot be maintained. Nor does any 
one seem to take muoh uotico of the sup|>osed discovery by the late 
Lake Price that Carpaccio was the man. 

The initial letters of the chapters form an acrostic which yields 
the words Poliam frater Franciscos Columns peramavit. In spite of 
this Latin phrase and of the Latin title of the book, the language is 
Italian disfigured with a little classical affectation in tho spelling. 
The author wrote his book at Treviso in 14C7, and the work has 
sometimes been described as having been printed then aud there. 
This usually happened when the last leaf (with the real date) was 
missing. 

Hain-Copinger *5501; Proctor 55.4; Prince d’Essling 1198; 
Renouard, p. 21, no. 5. 

715 CONFESSIONALE. (Fol. la, title, above a full-page woodcut:) Formula 
pare ofessionis. (On the reverse :) Libellus iste Forma | la pure 
coofessionis | intitulatus: compilatus est Colonie lu | cubratiune 
diligetiaq3 accuratissima per | religiosnm et deuotu quenda patre Or | 
dinis Predicatol/ ibidem ouentualera. | ad houore dei.et eruditione 
simplicium | christifideliu. Anno gratie MCCCC | lxxxvij. | (Fol. 16a, 
line 27 :) in secala benedictns. Amen. 

Sm. 8vo., Gothic letter of two sizes, 16 leaves (sigs. a-b8), 26-27 long 
lines to the page ; with a WOODCOT of five penitents kneeling to as many 

confessors, on title; some leaves at end slightly wormed ; calf gilt 

[Cologne, about 1495] 8 10 0 
Vert bar*. It is unmentioned by Hain and Proctor. 

'16 DURANDUS. Rationale divinorum officiorum. Sm. folio. Gothic- letter, 
198 leaves, without signatures ; rubricated ; morocco, with the bookplate of 

Robert Proctor Niimberg, A. Koberger, 1481 3 10 
Hain *6485; Proctor 2009. 

/'vnlo Original from 
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717 DANTE. La Divina Commedia. Folio, Roman letter, 
with the original Botticelli engravings which illustrate 
Cantos 1-3 (the third a repetition of the second), the lower 
mar pin of the first very slightly cut into, and a few quite 

■ insignificant wormholes at beginning and end; unusually 
tall, and a fine copy ; calf gilt 

Horence, Nicolo di Lorenzo, 1481 110 0 0 
First edition with the commentary of Landino, and celebrated for 

its copper-engravings which are based upon designs by Botticelli. 
The engraving is usually attributed to Baccio Baldini, though this 
has been disputed. The great majority of copies now in existence 
contain either no engravings or only two. The three in this copy are 
all printed in spaces reserved lor them, though usually the third, if 
present at all, is worked off upon a separate slip, which is pasted in. 

There alo exist copies containing nineteen engravings, but these 
are extremely rare and valuable. The Gibson Carmichael (previously 
Hamilton Palace and Lakelands) copy, for instance, which had the 
nineteen, all but the first two on separate slips, realised £lOO(J in 
1903, and the Huth copy in a similar state fetched £1800 in 1912. 
Spaces are reserved throughout the book for one hundred engravings, 
one to each canto ; but probably owing to the difficulties of double 
working, the plates having to be impressed in their places after the 
typo? rep her had finished his work,no more than nineteen were executed. 

Hain-Copinger *5946; Proctor 6120; Lippmann, pp. 19-22. 

718 DIALOG US CREATURARUM. Dialogns creaturarum 
moralisatus. Sin. folio, printed in Gothic type, 102 
j)rinted leaves; with 124 outline woodcuts and a fine 
arabesque border on the first page, of the text; a large 
painted initial on the first page and numerous smaller ones 
throughout the book; 2 blank leaves cut away and plain 
margins of 3 leaves, including the last, restored; otherwise 
a fine, clean andl exceptiona/lg large copy ; bound in crushed 
red levant morocco extra, by Trautz-Bauzonnet 

Gouda, Gerard Leeu, 1480 140 0 0 
First edition, and the first illustrated book produced by Gerard 

Leeu, prototypographer of Gouda. Their restrained simplicity of 
design and quaiut humour have rendored the wooccuts in this book 
celebrated. 

Campbell *560 ; Proctor 8920. 

719 -another edition. Sm. 4to., Gothic letter, 90 leaves ; 
with over 120 remarkable outline woodcuts, and the 
printer's large device on the last page, besides ornamental 
initials ; a quite sound copg in straight-grain blue morocw 
gilt, gift edges, with the Syston Park bookplate 

Antwerp, Gerard Leeu, 1491 72 0 0 
Campbell *564 ; Proctor, 9396. 

720 ERKLARUNG. Erkliirung der zwolf Artikel. Sm. folio, 
Gothic letter, 162 leaves ; with 12 remarkable full-page 
woodcuts ; a very fine copy in calf extra, gilt edges, by 
Bedford Uhn, Conrad Dinckmui, 1485 220 0 0 

An extremely rare and little known book, with woodcuts which 
display n*- more artistic skill than is usually found in books of this 
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early date. They are amoDg the best to be found in Ulm-pr’nted 
books. The first one depicts one subject only, the Creation of the 
World ; but the rest have two or more compartments. Besides these 
cuts, which are entirely free from colour, are thirteen fine ornamental 
woodcut initials. 

Hain *6668 ; Proctor *2566. 

721 FERRERIUS (S. Vinoentins). Sermones de fine mundi. Sm. 4to., Oothic 
letter, 11 leaves (of 12, the last, a blank, being cut away) ; a poor copy, 

having a small hole in the first leaf and most nf the marginal notes badly 

cut into; morocco [Numberg. Fratres ordinis praedicatorum], 1483 
Hain *7021; Proctor 2224 (not in the British Museum). 

722 -another edition. Sm. 4to., GoiJiir. letter, 16 leaves fa-b8, of which 

at is blank), 32 lines, rubricat' d; the marginal notes on one laf cut 

into; morocco Numberg, Conrad Zeninger, about 1486 
Not in Hain ; Copinger 2475: Proctor 2210. 

723 GESTA ROMANORUM. Gesta Romanorom, cum applicationibns 
moralisatis. Sm. folio, Gothic letter, 100 leaves in double columns; 

a very fine copy, with numerous uncut haves, in brown morocco gilt by 

Clirke and Bedford, with the book-label of R. S. Turner 
[Slrassburg, if. Schott, about 1485] 

In the absence of a elate, it is reasonable to conjecture that the edition described 
by Hain (7745) as dated 1488, is a re-issue of this undated one. Brunet has con¬ 
founded the two. 

Hain *7741; Proctor 407 (not in the British Museum). 

724 GREGORIUS MAGNUS. Dialogi, etc., gennanick. Sm. 
folio, Gothic letter; 193 leaves, without signatures; with a 
fine woodcut in contemporary colouring, of SS. Gregory 
and Peter Diaeon us engaged in conversation; a very fine 
copy in the original oak boards covered with stamped goat¬ 
skin, icith clasp [Augsburg, J. Biimler, at the Monastery 

of SS. Ulrich and A fra] 1473 
Hain *7970; Proctor 160o=1631a. 
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"'25 -Epistolae. Folio, 164 leaves, printed in Roman type, double 

columns; with several woodcut initials; a fine, large, and chan copy in 

the original oak boards, covered with stamped pigskin 

[ Augsburg, G. Zainer, about 1476] 16 16 0 
With an inscription within the lower cover: “ Iste liber attinet racistio 

Tegfisee, 1477.” 
Hain *7991; Proctor 1553. 

726 HIERONYMUS (S.). Epistolae. Folio, Gothic letter, 223 leaves (of 224, 
the blank last leaf being cut away), printed in double columns; painted 

initials and rubrications; some wormholes throughout, but a very large 

copy, the MS. signatures and catchwords being still visible; brown 

morocco, blind tooted \_Stras$lrurg, J. Mentelin, not after 1469] 25 
Very bark ; n splendid specimen of the early press of the prototypographer of 

Strassburg. It is undated, but was not printed after 1409 as there exists a copy in 
a contemporary binding which has that date impressed on the sides : ‘* illigatus est 
afio d. 1169.” From the fact that it contains fewer letters than the famous edition 
printed by Sweynheim and Pannartz in 1408, which is generally asserted to be the 
editio prinoeps, it can with much plausibility be claimed as the first edition of the 
work. 

Hain-Copinger *8549; Proctor 203. 

727 -Explanations Saorae Scripturae. Bound in 3 vols., folio, Roman 

and Gothic letter, 845 leaves (of 846, a blank le if having been cut away)’, 

with an exquisite woodcut border and numerous large woodcut initials 

in line and white on black grounds; a fine copy in a German binding of 

thiek hds., half cover'd with stamped pigskin, the design on each side 

consisting of jl r^ated columns surrounded by nineteen allegorical figures 
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of various virtues, with the date 1588; from the Sunderland library 
Venice, J. and Q. de Gregory's, 1497-8 15 15 0 

The woodcut border which gives distinction to this book, first appeared in the 
Herodotus of 1494. But it certainly appears to greater advantage here, having been 
better printed and the page having ample margins, which in the Herodotu* are 
generally very narrow or cut into. Prince d’Essling says of this border: “La page 
est entouree du niagnifique encudrement a fond noir, si justement vant£, qu’on peut 
considerer comme le type le plus parfait de l’art decoratif applique a l’ornementation 
da livre. II serait bien difficile d’exnliquer le sujet de la composition qui remplit le 
le cartouche menage dans la partie inferieure de l'encadrement. Quant a l’autcur de 
ce chef-d’amvre, si l'on en juge par Pelegance du dessin, par la precision et la fini de 
la taille, ce pourrait etre le meme artiste qui devait cinq ans plus tard, fournir les 
admirables illustrations du Sniige de Poliphile 

Hain *8581=Copinger 2952; Proctor 4558 (not in the British Museum); Prince 
d’Essling, 1170. 

728 -Leben der heiligen Altvater. Smallest folio. Gothic letter, an 

imperfect copy, comprising 236 {of 284) leaves, printed in double columns, 
with signatures; with about 230 WOODCUTS in contemporary colouring; 

some leaves slightly defective; wooden boards covered with jngskin 

{Augsburg, J. Schiinsperger, 1497) 6 6 0 
Very rare. This copy begins on b-2 and ends on Q7. ' 
Hain *8008; not in Proctor. 

729 HORARIUM. Horarium secundum usum Trajectensis 
dyaicesis. Sm. 8vo., Gothic letter, 110 (of 152) leaves; 
each page within a pretty woodcut border; with 6 full-page 
woodcuts, and 20 smaller, the latter mostly of saints; in 
the worn contemporary binding of stamped calf over wooden 
boards, repacked Antwerp, Adriaen van Liesvelt, 1495 40 0 •> 

A book ok the UTMOST barity. There is no copy in the British 
Museum, and that in the Bibliotheque Nationale lacks several leaves; 
but there are copies, both apparently perfect, in the Royal Library at 
the Hague and in the University Library, Cambridge. These are the 
only copies I have been able to trace. 

Lacombe 580; Campbell 990; Hain-Copinger 8865; not in 
Proctor. 

730 JOANNES DE CIRCYO. Privilegia ordinis Cisterciensis. 
Sm. 4to., Gothic letter, printed in two types, 2<‘0 leaves (of 
which the first and last two are blank) ; with 2 fdl-paye 
woodcuts, and curious icoodcut initials; a fine and very 
large copy with several uncut leaves in the original oaken 
boards half covered with stamped pigskin 

Dijon, Peter Metlinger, 1491 48 0 0 
The first book printed at Dijon, of which only a few copies cun 

exist, since the work was not printed for sale but reserved for the sole 
nse of the Monasteries of the Cistercian Order. Hain had never seen 
a oopy and mentions Metlinger as the printer merely from hearsay 
evidence {ut putatur). 

A work so creditable to an infant press, both in type, paper and 
general execution, is seldom found. The introduction of printing into 
Dijon, where Metlinger established his third press from Dole, seems to 
be due to the compiler of this work, Johannes de Circyo, who was abbot 
of the Abbey of Citeaux. In his preface he states the reasons that 
induced him to compile this volume. It appears that doubt had been 
expressed concerning the authenticity of several privileges then en¬ 
joyed by the Cistercians, who had even been accused of infringing some 
of the rules and overstepping the limits of many of the rights of the 
Order. The work must therefore be considered as an apology of this 
celebrated religious body. Incidentally Circyo explains that Conrad 

Original from 
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JoANNIS DE ClRCYRO, continued:— 

of Leonberg—who wrote several lines of verse at the end of the work 
—was the secretary of the Order and professor at the monastery of 
Mul brim. This German savant had been appointed general secretary, 
the year before, in 1490. 

The first woodcnt represents the Virgin Mary standing nprigbt 
spreading ont her cloak, beneath which are kneeling the monks of the 
order on one side and nuns on the other. The second cat shows the 
pope granting a privilege to the Cistercians, who are kneeling around 
him. Below, at his feet, are S. Robert, the founder of the Order, and 
S. Albert holding the model of a church. 

These wood-engravings were certainly executed by a German 
master, and have all the power of the best German work of the time. 
As to the artist's identity, no conjecture can be hazarded, bat he 
probably followed the Augsburg school, which illustrated so well the 
works printed by Sorg a few years earlier. 

The binding was possibly executed in the monastery of Citeaux. 
9391; Proctor 8795. 

£ s, d. 

731 LEO MAGNUS. Sermoni. Srn. folio, Roman letter, 173 leaves (of 174, 
the blank last leaf being cut away), tcithcut signatures; in a painted 
mosaic binding with arabesque and geometrical details imitated from a 

book bound for Paul lllt the edges gilt and painted 

Florence [Antonio Mucoinint], 1485 8 0 0 
Hain-Copinger *10016 ; Proctor 6147. 

732 LICHTENBERGER (Johann). Pronosticatio Latina. 
Sm. folio, Gothic letter, 38 leaves (the last blank) ; with 45 
large and striking woodcuts ; 4 leaves in facsimile (A0 B, 
D8 and D4) ; mottled sheejt gilt, with the arms of Marie. 
Auguste de Sultzbach, Duchess of Bavaria 

[? Ulm, Johann Zainer, after April 1488] 52 10 0 
First edition of this celebrated book of prophecies. On the 

reverse of the fourth leaf is a portrait of the author on his knees 
before the Almighty, with the Oratio autoris, in which his name is 
mentioned, below. There ia some difficulty in finding ont the place of 
printing of this book, which has no colophon. Proctor put it in a class 
by itself under “ Unknown Places ” and pointed ont that the types 
are similar to those need at Augsburg and Heidelberg. Scbreiber 
(4499) tentatively suggests the press of Johann Zainer at Ulm, as do 
the compilers of the British Museum Catalogue of Incunabula. Both 
the types and the style of the woodcnts, which are noticeably of 
south German origin, bear them out. However, in 1491 the woodcuts 
wore certainly in the possession of Jacob Meydenbach at Mainz (see 
next item). 

Hain-Copinger *10080 ; Proctor 3264. 

733 - another edition. Sm. folio, Gothic letter, 36 leaves ; 
with 43 woodcuts ; a corner of the last leaf mended, a few 
letters being missing in consequence, aud a few tiny worm- 
holes throughout, otherwise quite sound; crimson levant 
morocco, gilt edges, by Riviere 

Mainz [Jacob Meydenbach] 1491 96 0 0 
Second Latin edition, and apparently the second book printed by 

Meydonbach (the first being the Hortus Sanitatis of 1491). The 
woodcuts are impressed from the same blocks (the last two omitted) 
as those in the first edition. A curious rope work initial Q also appears 
in both books. 

>- l Haiti *10082 ; Proctor 161 (not in the British Museum). 
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734 LILIUS. Orbis Breviarinm. Stn. 4to., Roman letter, 130 leaves (a4 b-q8 

r°), with a BEAUTIFUL ARABESQUE WOODCUT border, white on a black 

ground, on the reverse of the third leaf, and 3 red geographical diagrams ; 

some marginal notes cut into; vellum (part of a liturgical MS.) 

Florence, A. Miscomini, 1493 
735 - the same. Sra. 4to., a large copy; one or two trifling wormholes, 

and a little water-stained ; vellum gilt 1493 
First edition-. The border afterwards appeared in Savonarola’s Predicn della'te 

del Bene morire (Kristeller ‘Sloe). 
Hain-Copinger 10101; Proctor 6103 ; Kristeller 237. 

736 LOCHMAIER (Mich.). Serraoues de sauctis. Sm. folio, Gothic letter, 

printed in double columns, 401 leaves (<f4i0‘2, the blank hut leaf being cut 

away) ; a few leaves slightly wormed and water-stained; new binding of 
wooden boards covered with stamp d pigskin, with old clasps 

[PuDsau, J. Petri, about 1490] 
Hain-Copinger *10172; Proctor 2845. 

737 LUDOLPHUS DE SAXONIA. Tboeck van den leven 
ons lieeren lhesu Christi. Sm. folio, printed in Gothic letter, 
double columns, 306 leaves ; with 147 fine woodcuts, of 
which 24 are full-page, the printer s device, and numerous 
woodcut initials, all carefully coloured by a contemporary 
hand, but not heavily ; a very fine copy in red levant morocco 
super-extra, covered with a mosaic arabesque design of light 
and dark green morocco, richly tooled and gilt, doublure of 
red morocco, gilt edges, enclosed in a case 

Antwerp, Gerard Leeu, 1487 
Vert rare. No perfect copy has been offered for sale in England 

for mai-y years. Tins was the first edition of the Dutch text, and also 
the first app< arancH of most of the woodcuts with which the book is 
so richly illustrated. If ihe two or more pieces of which many of the 
illustrations are composed are all enumerated the number of woodcuts 
is very much greater than that specified above. 

Haiu-Copinger 10048; Campbell *1181 (incorrect collation); 
Proctor 9369. 

738 MANUALE PAROCHIALHJM SACERDOTUM. Sm. 4to, Gothic 
letter, 18 le ives (the last blank); olive-green morocco, gilt edges, by 
Riviere Augsburg, J. Froschauer, 1499 

Hain *10733; Proctor 1833. 

739 Modus vacandi rkneficiorum. Sm. 4to , Roman letter, 4 leaves, without 

signature ; rubricated ; morocco [Rome, Eucharius Silber, about 1493] 
Hain *11521 ; Proctor 3908. 

740 PARENTIN1S (Bern de). Expositio officij Mis«ae. Sm. folio. Gothic 

letter, 95 leaves {of 96, the blank l ist leaf being cut away), printed in 
double columns ; a small wormhole ; hf. bd. 

[Strassburg, Johann Prii*s .?] 1487 
741 - the same. Sm. folio, with painted initials, and rubrications ; with 

the blank last leaf; calf 1487 
Hain *12420; Proctor 522 and 2371. 

742 PAULUS [NICOLETTUS] VENETL'S. Commentarius super libros 
posteriorum Aristotelis. Gothic letter, 180 leaves (of which the first 
and last are blank) ; rubticated 

Venice, Thtodore of Reiuhburg and Renaldus of Nijmegen, 1477 
Hain-Copinger *12511; Proctor 4427 (he calls the type “ a small delicate Gothic ”). 

Abs dicendi sive perorandi. Gothic letter, 273 leaves (of which the first is 
blank, the last also blank, being cut away) Cologne, J. Kaelhoff, senior, 1484 

Hain-Copinger *13906 ; Proctor 1057. 

2 works in 1 vol., sm. folio, ruseia, from the Kloss library 1477-1484 
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743 PETR ARC A. Canzoniere. 4to. (sm. folio size), Roman 
letter ; 2 leaves (the first and fast, both blank) cut away, and 
3 others (foil. 2, 7, and the last printed leaf) in facsimile; 
a vine-tendril border, with coat of arms below, on the first 
pa ye of text, and numerous red and blue painted initials ; 
red levant morocco, blind-tooled, gilt edges, by Riviere 

[ Venice], Vindelin [de Spira], 1470 
First edition of Petrarch, and the first book printed in the 

Italian langaage; one of the rarest volumes in Italian literature. 
The total number of copies in existence may probably be counted on 
one’s fingers, and most of these are imperfect. 

Hain 12753 ; Proctor 4024. 
744 -Libro degli imperatori e pontefici. Sm. folio, Roman Utter, 102 

leaves (of 104, rj and r8, the latter of which is blank, being missing) ; the 

first leaf mounted and the comers of one or two leaves mended, a few 

letters being missing ; modern limp vellum, with ties 

Florence, apud Sanctum lacobum de Ripoli, 1478 
Vert rare. Hain-Copinger *12809; Proctor 6102. 

745 PSALTERIUM LATINUM, cum Commento Gabrielis 
Brebiae. Sm. 4to., PRINTED ON VELLUM, in a 
beautiful Gothic letter, 340 leaves (of 342, two blank leaves 
being cut away); dark blue morocco, gilt edges, with the 
bookplate of the Duke of Sussex 

Milan [Dominicus, of Vespolate], 1477 
Only two copies, namely this and that in the Biblioth&que 

Nationale, Paris, are known printed on vellum. The paper copy in 
the British Museum lacks the last twelve leaves. 

Hain-Copinger 3766 ; Pellechet 2833; Proctor 5892; Van Praet 74. 

746 PSALTERIUM LATINUM cum canticis et symbolo. 
Sm. 4to., 126 leaves, printed in large missal type (no. 2), 
20 long lines to the page (except the first which has 19, and 
the last which has 17); a wormhole in the first three leaves 
and in two others, and plain foremargins of the first three 
leaves cut off; in the original wooden boards covered with 
stamped calf, the chief ornament being a griffin within a 
lozenge [Leipzig, Moritz Brandiss, about 1488] 

Without signatures, catchwords, and imprint. It is undescribed 
by all the bibliographers except Dr. Dietrich Reichling, who in his 
appendices to Hain and Copinger describes it from an imperfect copy. 
It was probably the first book printed by Moritz Brandiss, who later 
removed to Magdeburg. 

The signature of Peter Rosenthall, 1578, appears inside the cover. 
Not in Hain, Copinger, or Proctor ; Reichling 698. 

747 RABANUS MAURUS. De sermonum proprietate. Folio, printed in 

Roman letter (with the nodding R), 168 leaves (the last blank), double 

columns; a fine copy, having the first page illuminated with an initial 

and border; in old black morocco, brass knobs and clasps 
[Strassburg, the1 R' printer, abotit 1472] 

Blind-tooled with the arms and coronet of a German nobleman who owned the 
book early in the eighteenth century. The inscription is ‘I. A. F. v. d. H., 
F a. A., H. z. A. V. O. 1718.” 

Hain-Copinger *13669; Proctor 239. 
748 ROLEWINCK (Werner). Fasciculus temporum (in Dutch). Sm. 

folio,printed in a bdtarde type resembling Caxtons second type; 338 
leaves; with 33 woodcuts of towns, personages, etc., and 248 woodcut 

Original from $ 
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Rolewinck, Fasciculus tempornm (in Dutch), continued :— 
ESCUTCHEONS / the first leaf mounted, and the 2 woodcut borders cut 
into; old calf gilt repaired Utrecht, Jan Veldener, 1480 

The numeration of the leaves begins with ij on fol. 10 and ends with cccxxx on 
fol. 338. There are no signatures. 

On leaf Cxci we find the statement, between the two dates of 1450 and 1453, that 
“ die boekprinters worden seer vermenicht in alien landen.” 

Veldener had already printed the Latin text at Louvain in 1476; but thi6 Dutch 
version contains neariy twice as much matter as the Latin in the forms of supplements, 
and was carried down to the birth of the Archduke Philip in 1478. These additions 
were probably made by the printer himself. 

Independently of its value as a text, as a specimen of early printing, and as a 
book of Dutch woodcuts, this is, by virtue of its numerous heraldic woodcuts, the 
oldest printed Armorial. 

Campbell *1497; Proctor 8858. 

749 SABELLICO. Res Venetae. Large folio, Roman letter, 240 leaves; 
with illuminated initials heightened tcith gold throughout, and an 
illuminated border with a large initial containing a portrait of the 
author, and in the lower portion an escutcheon; in a sixteenth century 
Venetian binding of oak boards covered with stamped morocco 

Venice, Andreas Torresanus, 1487 
This is a grand typographical achievement, on large paper. 
The initials of the books are painted in large size over the small printed 

guide-letters. 
Sabellico never gives dates. But in describing the prosperous condition of 

Venioe at the accession of Pasqual MaLipiero (elected Doge in 1457, died 1462) he Eroceeds to say “Ad hano et alias illius principatus foelicitates aocessit quod 
ibrorum Imprimendorum ratio turn primum est in Italia reperta: Commentum 

ipsum Germani hominis creditur, sed quum tota Italia, procedente tempore, divini 
opens officinee constitute sint, sitque aperta emulatione inter opifices diligentii et 
ingenio oertatum. Nicolaus Ienson quern Veneta civitas sortita est omnes alios in 
eo genere laudis post se procul reliquit." The next sentence tells of the death of 
Malipiero—consequently it must have been Sabellioo’s belief that this invention of 
a German was introduced into Italy before 1462. 

Hain Copinger *14053; Proctor 4713. 

750 SALOMON, Episcopus Constantiensis. Glossae. Folio, 
Roman letter, 287 leaves (of 288, the blank last leaf being 
cut away), without signatures ; tcith numerous large wood- 

cut initials ; a large copy, having most of the woodcut 
initials in good contemporary colouring ; in the original 
binding of thick wooden boards covered with stamped leather, 
repaired a little 

, Monastery of SS. Ulrich and Afira, about 1474] 31 10 0 
n a flyleaf is an eighteenth century bookplate of the Monastery 

of SS. Salvator and the Holy Cross at Polling (Bavaria). 
The outline woodcut initials, each of which measures 60 x 54 mm., 

are very fine specimens of the kind. They comprise a complete 
alphabet, repeated. They were afterwards used in the Rampigollis 
printed by Ludwig Hohenwang. 

Hain-Copinger *14134; Proctor 1636. 

751 SAVONAROLA. Compendio di revelazione. Sm. 4to., 
Roman letter, 48 leaves; with 4 very fine Florentine 
woodcuts, one of which is repeated; one leaf (d3), with 
woodcut on verso, in facsimile, otherwise perfect; a fine and 
exceptionally large copy; green morocco gilt 

Florence, L. Morgiani and J. Petri, 1495 45 0 
Very rare. This edition contains the earlier impressions of the 

beantifnl woodcnts, which represent: 1, Savonarola preaching from a 
pulpit in a church to a large congregation (fol. la) ; 2, A monk fol¬ 
lowed by four holy women, the devil in the habit of a hermit 
addressing them (foil, lib and 17a); 3, A monk followed by four 
holy women before the walls of Florence, on the walls five angels 
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SAVONAROLA, continued :— £ 
(fol. 28b); 4, The crown of the Virgin, white on a black ground (in 
facsimile in this copy). These woodcuts are reproduced, with the 
addition of another, in the edition printed for Piero Pacini, 23 April, 
1496. 

Aadin 10; not in Kristeller; HaiD-Copinger 14335; Proctor 6358. 

752 - Esposizione del Paternoster. Sm. 4to., Roman 
letter, 24 leaves, with four very fine large Florentine 

woodcuts {one of which is repeated), one rather smaller one 
{David praying) and 13 (5, repeated) smaller ones; uiibd., 
a fine copy [Florence, Antonio Tubini, etc., about 1499] 30 

753 -the same. Sm. 4to., some leaves a little stained and having two 
minute wormholes; bds. About 1499 24 

A very ears bdition. Audin 28; Kristeller 384a ; Proctor 6428; not in H&in. 

- Operetta dell’ amore di Gesu. Sm. 4to., printed in Roman letter 
except the title which is in Gothic, 22 leaves (a-b8 c®); with 3 fine 
Florentine woodcuts (one large and two small); a few letters in the 
inner margin of the last leaf defective, and somewhat soiled; unbd. 

[Florence, printer unknown, about 1498] 
Audin 38; Kristeller 374e ; Hain-Copinger *14348; Proctor 6448. 

-Operetta sopra idieoi commandamenti. Sm. 4to., 28 leaves ; urith 
2 very fine Florentine woodcuts of the early finer style ; a small wormhole 
throughout, otherwise a good copy; unbd. 

[Florence, Lorenzo Morgiani and J. Petri, about 1494] 
Vbby rare. The first cut represents Savonarola, followed by another, in a 

chapel before an altar; he is handing his treatise on the commandments to the 
abbess of the Murate kneeling. The surroundings are executed in outline, as are 
also partly the figures. But the cloaks they are wearing are blaok with streaks of 
white. The foreground is chequered in black and white. 

The second illustration, which belongs to the early finer style, represents 
8avonarola preaching to the Murate. Both cuts have the conventional Florentine 
border. 

Audin 32; Kristeller 377a (he gives a facsimile of the cut on the first page, out 
no. 104); Ha in 14442 : Proctor 6396a. The first edition of this tract. 

-Sermone dell’ orazione. Sm. 4to., Roman letter, 12 leaves, urith a 

Florentine woodcut (early finer style) showing Christ on the Mount of 
Olives, on the first page ; half russia 

[Florence, printer unknown, about 1497] 
A copy sold for £14 at Sothebys, 19 Dec. 1901. Audin 92; Kristeller 382d; 

Hain-Copinger *14403 ; Proctor 6446. 

-Trattato dell’ amore di Gesu. Sm. 4to., Roman letter, 21 leaves, 
of 22 (a! being missing) ; with 2 fine Florentine woodcuts, one of the 
Crucifixion urith the Virgin and S. John, the other of Christ bearing the 
Cross, the Virgin and S. John following ; red .morocco, inside dentelles, 
gilt edges, by L. Broca [Florence, L. Morgiani and J. Petri, about 1496] 

Audin 35; Kristeller 3746 (apparently); not in Hain ; Proctor 6378. 

-Trattato dell’ orazione. Sm. 4to., Roman letter ; 14 leaves; with 

2 superb Florentine woodcuts ; plain fore and bottom margins of the 

first leaf skilfully mended; blue morocco, inside dentelles, gilt edges, by 

Riviere [Florence, Bartolommeo di Libri, about 1494] 
Vbbt rare. The first cut is that of the Agony. Christ, on the left, iB kneeling 

near a high rock ; an angel, with chalice and host, is descending to him. In the 
foreground are three apostles in deep slumber, and in the background is a view of a 
town. (This iB the first illustration of the Agony executed for Savonarola’s works. 
It was copied later on, but these copies do not resemble the original in detail, 
although they do in a general way.) The second is a woodcut of Christ carrying the 
cross. Christ is seen marching towards the left, the heavy cross on his shoulders, 
preceded by soldiers with lances and followed by the Virgin Mary and others, in¬ 
cluding a man on horseback. This is also the first cut of the “ Carrying of the 
CrosB ” executed for Savonarola’s works. Both these cuts are in the early Florentine 
style, the figures are in outline and the backgrounds executed, as usual, in black 
and white. 

Audin 94 ; Copingar 5307 : Victor 6295 ; not in Hain. Original from 
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Trattato dell’ umilita. Sm. 4to., Roman letter, 10 leaves; with 3 

25 0 0 

fine Florentine woodcuts, the one on the title, besides having the usual 
Florentine border, being within a large arabesque border, white on black; 
the first leaf mounted, and a few wormholes; vellum 

[Florence, Antonio Miscomini, about 1493] 
This was the first appearance of the cuts on the title and last page. They were 

afterwards reproduced in the edition printed by B. Libri, e 1496 (Proctor 6272 ?). 
Audin 65 ; Kristeller 394a; H&in 14372 ; Proctor 6114a. 

SCHATZBEHALTER. Der Schrein oder Schatzbehalter 
der wahren Reichtiimer des Heils. Sm. folio, Gothic letter, 
352 leaves (of 354, the first and last leaves, both blank, being 
cut away), printed in double columns; with 96 remarkable 
full-page woodcuts after the designs of Michael Wol- 
gemuth, entirely uncoloured ; a few wormholes at begin¬ 
ning and end mended; a fine copy in ma roon levant morocco, 
blind-tooled to a fifteenth century pattern, gilt edyes, by 
Riviere Nuremberg, A. koberger, 1491 130 0 0 

Copies of the Schatzbehalter are extremely difficult to obtain with 
the woodcuts uncoloured, most copies having been coloured contem¬ 
poraneously. 

The grand series of woodcuts was designed by Michael Wolgemuth 
and may be called the finest work of the kind produced in Germany 
before the advent as a master engraver of his famous pupil Diirer. 

The number of woodcuts is ninety-six of which five are duplicates. 
Only one cut bears a signature, namely the nineteenth, in which 
Jephthah’s daughter is represented advancing to meet her father. 
There is a large W on the banner, an initial which Bartsch was inclined 
to attribute to Wenzel of Olmutz, but which is now assigned to 
Wolgemuth. The type in which the book is printed is the same as 
that used in the 1483 German Bible. 

Hain-Copinger *14507; Proctor 2070. 

SCHEDEL (Hartmann). Liber chronicarum (Nuremberg 
Chronicle). Folio, with over 2000 spirited woodcuts by 
Michael Wolgemuth and William Pleydenwurff ; 
wanting the 3 quite blank leaves, but having those which are 
blank except for the headlines and foliation numbers ; 2 or 3 
leaves slightly smaller than the rest of the book, some inscrip¬ 
tions scratched out on the title, and a small piece of 1 leaf 
mended, but a very good copy ; morocco 

Nuremberg, A. Koberger, 1493 31 10 0 
-another copy. Folio, one headline cut into, some 

writing on the first leaf\ and a little water-stained and soiled 
in parts, but a good sound copy; russia gilt, rebacked with 
morocco, gilt edges 1493 37 10 0 

First edition of one of the most celebrated of illustrated books. 
It is a volume of extraordinary interest, embellished with upwards of 
2250 woodcut engravings of the principal events, characters, and 
cities, described in the work, executed in a spirited style by the 
ingenious artists, Michael Wolgemuth and William Pleydenwurff, as 
the last colophon in the work informs us. This colophon is given at 
length in the Bibliotheca Spenceriana, where will be found the fullest 
and liveliest description of the volume, with faint facsimiles of a few 
of the cuts. A colophon, given above, denotes Hartmann Schedel k 
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£ t. d. 
the author or editor. The present copies are perfect, with the leaves 
which are frequently wanting. 

One of the most striking pictures in the volume is on fulio 264, a 
grotesque Dance of Death, containing five very large figures. There 
are ten Latin verses at foot, beginning, 

Morte nihil melius, vita nil pejus iniqua. 
Hain-Copinger *14508; Proctor 2084. 

763 STELLA CLER.ICORUM. Sm. 4to., Gothic letter, 16 leaves, 33 lines; 
morocco Deventer [ft. Pafraet], 1488 4 4 0 

Hain-Copinger 15076; Campbell *1606; not in Proctor. 
This copy is similar to that mentioned by Campbell in a note, having the misprint 

on fol. 2a corrected. Duplicate from the Grossherzoglich Hessische Hof-Bibliothek. 

764 THERAMO (Jacobus de). Belial. Sm. folio, Gothic letter, 115 leaves 
{of 118, the last 3 leaves, all blank, being cut away) ; with painted 
initials and rubrications; the foremargins water-stained and plain 
portions of the last two leaves mended; vellum 

Augsburg, J. Sch Ussier, 1472 12 0 0 
First dated edition of a very celebrated book. 
Not in Hain ; Copinger 5791; Proctor 1597. 

765 Tractatglus de modo redemptionis homani lapsus. Sm. 4to., Gothic 
letter, 12 leaves; morocco [Strassbura, Martin Flach, about 1495] 15 0 

Hain-Copinger *11506; Proctor 726. 

766 TURRECREMATA (Joh. de). Flos theologiae et quaestiones evan- 
geliorum. Sm. folio, Gothic letter, 350 leaves (of which 2 are blank) ; 
rubricated; a few small wormholes at beginning and end, and plain fore¬ 
margins of the last 3 leaves a little frayed; morocco, with the bookplate 
of Robert Proctor [Basel, Johann of Amorbach, about 1484] 3 15 0 

Hain-Copinger *15714; Proctor 7566 (the B.M. copy wants the first part). 

767 UTINO (Leonardos de). Sermones de sanctis. Sm. 4to., Gothic letter, 
313 leaves {of 314, the blank first leaf being cut away) ; the corner of one 
leaf stained and the first leaf slightly foxed and a plain comer tom ; 
otherwise a sound copy in morocco, with the bookplate of Robert Proctor 

Venice, John of Cologne and John Manthen, 1477 2 5 0 
- Hain-Copinger *16132 ; Proctor 4300. 

76<X VALTURIUS. De re militari. Sm. folio, 262 leaves 

(including the 3 blank leaves), printed in Roman letter, 

with over eightg grand woodcuts of military engines, 

weapons, etc.; with large initials of burnished gold having 

interlaced ornamentations on grounds of various colours, 

smaller initials and chapter-headings in red and blue, etc. ; 

a little water-stained here and there, and a feu? insignificant 

wormholes in the last few leaves, but a verg fine and unusually 

large copy ; in an eighteenth century calf binding 

Verona, Johannes of Verona, 1472 300 0 0 

A very fine copy of the first book printed at Verona (the date 
1470 at the end of the opuscule, Sommariva’s Italian translation of 
the Batrachomyomachia, is that of composition, not printing). It is 
also the first Italian book illustrated with cuts by a native artist, and 
the first dated hook with woodcuts of any kind printed in Italy, being 
preceded only by the Turrecremata of Rome, in which the illustrations 
were done by a German artist. The woodcuts in this hook are of 
exceptional excellence, and their design has been attributed with mnch 
plausibility to the celebrated Veronese sculptor and medallist Matteo 
de Pastis. 

Dr. Lippmann says of the book : “ It is a masterpiece of printing; 
its Roman types, harmonious if not absolutely correct in form, are 
impressed with beautiful regularity upon paper of magnificeul^trength 
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V ALTURIUS, continued:— £ *• d. 

and thickness; and the woodcuts which adorn the pages are not the 
least of its merits. 

“ The cuts are for the most part mere professional delineations of 
military engines; but the designs are so clear, and the lines drawn 
with such a bold and firm hand, that they strongly remind us of 
Lionaido’s masterly sketch* s of similar objects. There is equally high 
quality in the occasional human figures of warriors in armour and 
the like, and in the figures of the animals pulling the waggons and 
chariots. The engraver’s work also is of such perfect execution that 
the original drawing can have lost nothing of its merit in its hands. 
The difficulties with which the old system of cutting the block length¬ 
wise had to contend, in the reproduction of simple straight lines, seem 
to have had no existence for the artists who worked on the Valturio. 
The lines fall everywhere exactly into their true perspective; the 
corners form correct angles sharply and clearly drawn. When we 
reflect npon the position which the technique of wood-engraving 
occupied in all countries about the year 1472, we must recognise 
ptrforce that this book is one of the most noteworthy productions of 
an age astonishingly fertile in new inventions.” 

Owing to portions of several of the woodcuts extending to the 
edge of the foremargins, copies almost invariably have some of them 
cut into. But this copy, being exceptionally large, has none cut into. 
The book has been written some years before its publication, as it was 
dedicated to Sigismondo Malatesta, who died in 1464. It was the 
only book printed by John of Verona, unless indeed he can be identified 
with Giovanni AlviRe, who in conjunction with Alberto Alvise was 
printing at Verona in 1478. 

Hain-Copinger *15847 ; Proctor 6912. 

7(>9 - De re militari, ital. Sm. folio, Roman letter, 313 

leaves (of 314, the blank first leaf being cut away) ; with 
nearly 100 curious and spirited outline woodcuts ; a very 
slight and old inkstain on the fore/nargins of the last few 
leaves ; a sound and large copy with all three blank leaves, 
in old calf Verona, Boninus de Boninis, 1483 84 0 0 

First edition in Italian, of great rarity. The cuts are for the 
most part freely copied from the originals attributed to Matteo Pasti 
the famous sculptor, which appeared in the first edition (1472). 

Hain-Copinger 15849 ; Proctor 6922. 

770 VEGIUS (Maphaeus) Laudensis. Vita divi Anthouii. Sm. 4to., Gothic 

litter, 10 leaves; rubricated; half bound, with the bookplate of Robert 

Proctor Deventer, Jacobus de Breda {^about 1491] 3 3 0 
Written in Latin verse. The author is best known as the writer of additions 

to the Aeneid. 
Campbell *1712 ; not in Ham ; Proctor 9068 (not in the British Museum). 

771 VORAGINE (Jacobus de). Passionael Winter stuck. 4to., Gothic 

letter; 235 (of 254) leaves, double columns; icith woodcut initial and 

many WOODCUTS; a few leaves at the beginning and end defective, 

portions of foil. 200 and 206 torn out and replaced by blank paper, and 

a large number of plain margins backed ; half calf (Delft, 1489) 
Although wanting nineteen leaves (foil. 10, 22, 25, 32, 35, 38, 41, 240-245, 247- 

254) the illustrations are in excellent condition with the exception of the large wood- 
cut on the title. They are generally in outline but the background is often shaded. 
Many of the smaller cuts are repeated as often as four or five times. The larger 
woodcuts must be regarded as masterpieces of Dutch engraving on wood of the 
period, both as regards the general excellence of the designs and the powerful 
manner in which they are executed. 

Like the majority of the early Dutch translations of Voragine's Legenda aurea, 
this work is of great rarity. It was unknown to Hain, Brunet or Graesse. 

Campbell *1766 (1); Proctor 8885. 
I Original from 
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A List of Selected 

New and Recent Publications 

Adam. Robert Adam and his Brothers: Their Lives, Work and 
Inflneuoe on English Architecture, Decoration and Furniture. By 
John Swarbrick. Roy. 8vo., pp. x and 316, with over 200 illustrations ; 

cloth 1916 
No adequate record, either as regards history or illustrations, has previously 

been devoted to the lives and work of the brothers Adam, and it is felt that 
Mr. Swarbrick’8 richly illustrated account will be welcomed by all interested in 
Eighteenth-Century Decoration. The author, a well-known architect, has devoted 
a large amount of careful research to his subject. He has personally visited most of 
the works of the brothers in various parts of the country, and the majority of the 
illustrations are from photographs taken under his supervision by well-known 
architectural photographers. 

Anglo-Saxon Dictionary (A Concise) for the Use of 
Students. By John R. Clark Hall. Second Edition, Revised 
and Enlarged. 8vo., pp. 372, printed in don'de columns ; cloth 1916 

Album National de la Guerre. Public par le Cumite de la “ Fra- 
ternite dee Artistes,” sous le liaut patronage de Monsieur Raymond 

Poincare, President de la Re^ublique. Presente par M. Lkon Bonnat. 

4to., with 60 plates 1916 
The Fratemite dee Artistes has already distributed a large sum 

amongst the suffering families of Artists who are fighting, and the 
proceeds from the sale of the above album will be used to augment 
the funds. 

It is issued in four states, as follows:— 

A. Copies containing 60 plates, printed on Esparto paper 

B. Copies with 5 of the plates in colour, printed on paper manufactured at 
Arches 

C. A limited edition of 150 copies having 10 plates in colour, printed on 
Japanese paper, and specially bound 

D. An edition-de-luxe of 50 copies, signed by M. Leon Bonnat, having 
15 plates in colour, printed on haudmade Japanese papor, and bound 

by Ren6 Kieffer 

Art Sal68 from Early in the Eighteenth Century to Early in the Twentieth 
Century. Mostly Old Masters and Early English Pictures. By 
Algkrnon Graves. 4to. In preparation 

Bedford’s Art Salts is a most useful work, which has now become scarce ; it is, 
however, very imperfect. Mr. Graves’ work will be much more complete, for 
whereas, Bedford finished at 1886 it is proposed to bring the new work up to about 
1910. It will also give full particulars of the sale—the date, the auctioneer, the 
owner, Christie’s stenoil-plate number (where available), the title of the picture, 
size, the lot number, purchaser’s name, and price. 

The compiler considers that it will be three years before the work is ready, but 
if sufficient subscribers order it in advance he will expedite the production. Ait Soles 
will probably oocupy three volumes and the subscription price is five gnineas per 
volume. 

Banks. The Life of Sir Joseph Banks, President of the Royal 
Society. With some Notices of his Friends and Contemporaries. By 
Edward Smith. 8vo., pp. xvi and 348, with 17 plates including a 

portrait in photogravure; cloth (pub. 12s 6d vet) 1911 

Belloc (Hillaire). Turning-Points of the French Revolu¬ 
tion. Roy. 8vo., with num-runs illustrations by contemporary artists; 

cloth ‘ 1916 

£ *. d. 

2 2 0 

0 15 0 

2 0 0 

4 0 0 

8 0 0 

40 0 0 

0 5 0 

0 12 6 

Bennett (Arnold). These Twain. Post 8vo., pp. viii and 526; 
cloth 1916 

Original from 
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£ $. i. 

Benson. The Life of Monsignor Robert Hugh Benson. By 
the Rev. C. C. Martindale. 2 vols., 8vo., with portraits and nth*r 

illustrations ; cloth 1916 

Bourget (Paul). The Night, Cometh. A Novel. Translated by 
G. Frederic Lees. Post 8vo., pp. 247 ; cloth 1916 

British Museum Publications: 
British Antarctic (“ Terra Nova ”) Expedition, 1910 

Natural History Report 
Geology, vol. I, No I. Antarctic Fossil Plants. By 

A. C. Seward. 4to., pp. 49, with 8 plates, a map and 6 text-illustra¬ 

tions ; sewed 1914 

Zoology. VOL. I, No. I. Fishes. By C. Tate Regan. 4to., 

pp. 54, with 13 plates (one coloured) ; sewed 1914 

-VOL. I, No. II. Natural History of the Ad61ie 
Penguin. By G. Murray Levick, r.n. 4to., pp. 30, with 21 illus¬ 
trations fro u photographs; sewed 1915 

- VOL. I, No. III. Cetacea. By D. G. Lillie. 4to., pp. 38, 
with 8 plates; served 1915 

-vol. I, No. iv. Larval and Postal-Larval Fishes. 
By C. Tate Regan. 4to., pp. 3", with 10 plate*; sewed 1916 

-VOL. II, No. 1. List of Collecting Stations. By 
S. F. Harmer. 4 o.,pp. 12, with 4 maps ; sewed 1914 

--— VOL. II, No. II. Oligochaeta. By H. A. Baylis. 4to., 

pp. 6, with 1 plate ; sewed. 1915 

- VOL. II, No. III. Parasitic Worms. With a Note on a 
Free-Living Nematode. By R. T. Lei per and Surgeon E. L. Atkinson. 

4to., pp. 41, with 5 plates and 11 text-illustrations ; sewed 1915 

VOL. II, No. IV. Mollusca. Part I, Gastropoda Proso- 
branchia, Scaphopoda and Pelecypoda. By Edgar A. Smith. 4to., 
pp. 51, with 2 plates containing 54 illustrations ; sewed 1915 

VOL. II, No. V. Nemertinea. By H. A. Baylis. 4to., 
pp. 21, with 2 plates and 4 text-illustrations; sewed 

-VOL. II, No. vi. Myzostomida. By 

1915 

Charles L. 

Museum: 
2 vols., 8vo., 

Boulenger. 4to., pp. 5, with l plate ; sewed 

A Catalogue of English Coins in the British 
The Norman Kings. By Georgi Cyril Brooke. 

pp. 723, with 62 plates depicting several hundred coins, epigraphical 
charts, etc.; cloth 1916 

Catalogue of the Ungulate Mammals in the British 
Museum (Natural History). By Richard Lydekker. Vol. V. 
Perissodactyla (Horses, Tapirs, Rhinoceroses) Hyracoidea (Hyraxes) 
Proboscidea (Elephants), with an Addenda to the earlier volumes. 
8vo., pp. xlv and 207, with illustrations; cloth 1916 

Catalogue of the Fresh-Water Fishes of Africa in the 
British Museum (Natural History). By George albert 

Boulenger. VOL. IV. Impl. 8vo., xxvii and 392, with numerous 
illustrations ; cloth 1916 

Report of Cetacea Stranded on the British Coasts during 
1915. By S. F. Harmer. \\o.,pp. 12, with a map; sewed 1916 

Buddhist Literature. Manuscript Remains of Buddhist 
Literature found in Eastern Turkestan, facsimiles, 
with Transcripts. Translations and Notes. Edited, in conjunction 
with other Scholars, by A. F. Rudolf Hoernle. VOL. I. Parts I 
and II, Manuscripts in Sanskrit, Khotanese, Kuchean, Tibetan and 
Chinese. 4to., pp. xxxvi and 412, with 22 plates containing a large 
number of facsimiles; cloth 1916 
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British Museum Catalogue of Incunabula 

CATALOGUE OF BOOKS 

PRINTED IN THE 15th CENTURY 
NOW IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM 

It . JUST PUBLISHED 

Use i part iv 
ITALY: SUBIACO AND ROME 

Royal 4to., pp. svi and 155, with IS plates of facsimiles; 

Price 18 s. 

already published 

Parts I—III, describing the Xylogmphica,-and Books printed with 

Germany, German-speaking Switzerland, and Austna-Hungai \ 

Price 35s. each part 
The Catalogue will be completed in six parts. 

boards 

types in 

1908-13 

Mr. C. W. Dyson Perrins' Collection: 

ITALIAN BOOK-ILLUSTRATIONS 

AND EARLY PRINTING 
A Catalogue of Early Italian Books in the Library of 

- ' c. W. DYSON PERRINS 

Printed at the University Press, Oxford, and Published by 

Bernard Quant eh. 1914 

4to., pp. xiii and 255, with 6 plates in collotype and about 110 other 

reproductions in facsimile; cloth, Price £2. 2s. 

Only 125 copies have been printed, of which 90 f°r booka has been 
This catalogue of a rich collection o I » 1“u8tr the fuU and 

made by Mr. Alfred W. Pollard, whose name is a guaran j ht book„, 

scholarly descriptions which it contains. r®® ' century are here catalogued 
nearly half of which were printed in the « » » ; 
in detail, with full collations and notes on the illustrations. detail, witu iau KuuttMwus -- # 

A, MB. POLiam remark.: ‘•Taking the caUlegne as it stand, it wilt be found t ,a 

illostratea very fully the course of book-illustration m .. 



RUSH C. HAWKINS’ LIBRARY 
t 

CATALOGUE OF BOOKS 
Mostly from the presses of the first Printers, showing: the Progress 

of Printing with mdvable metal types through the 

second half of the Fifteenth Century. 

COLLECTED BY 

GENERAL RUSH C. HAWKINS 
CATALOGUED BY 

ALFRED W. POLLARD 

And Deposited in the Annmary Brown Memorial at Providence, Rhode Island 

4topp. xxxv and 339, with frontispiece; cloth, £2. Oxford, 1910 

The 542 volumes registered in this Catalogue are the work of nearly 300 different firms of printers, 
working at no fewer than 141 different cities or towns in the loth century, almost all of which are 
here represented by books from the first press established within their walls. To illustrate the 
beginning of the diffusion of the art of printing throughout the countries of Europe during the 15th 
century has been the central object of General Hawkins in making this collection, the formation of 
which has been the work of over fifty years. In sympathy with this object Mr. Alfred Pollard of the 
British Museum has made his Catalogue of it approach very nearly to a History of Printing. 

At the end of the volume is “ a List of Books printed in the Fifteenth Century in the John 
Carter Brown Library and the General Library of Brown University, Providenoe, Rhode Island ",pp. 19. 
This can be had separately for 10*. 

NOW PUBLISHED 

8vo., jtp. xvi avd 255; cloth PriO© 108. 6d. 

A BIBLIOGRAPHY 
OF UNFINISHED BOOKS 

BY 

ALBERT R. CORNS, F.L.A. 
City Librarian of Lincoln 

Author of “ Bibliotheca Lincolniensis,” etc. 

AND 

ARCHIBALD SPARKE, F.R.S.L., F.L.A. 
Chief Librarian of Holton 

PUBLISHER’S NOTE 

In the compilation of this bibliography the object of the authors has been to record the books and 
writings, in English, that have been left in an unfinished state by their authors. They have also 
sought, by annotation, to tell from trustworthy sources the reasons that have debarred the writers of 
these literary fragments from concluding their labours. To determine whether a book was left 
unfinished by its author or whether it has merely become separated from a continuing volume is a 
not infrequent certainty of bookbuyers, booksellers and librarians, and the authors venture to think 
that it will be of some service to them to have a bibliographical record to which they may turn for 
information as to the extent to which writers carried their unfinished publications. 

The volume contains more than 2000 entries. 
The edition is limited to H00 copies. 

KTRA>f**WAV8 A XI if SONS, PRINTERS, TOWER STREET, CAM BRIDES W.C. 
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